KAIKOURA DISTRICT COUNCIL MEETING HELD AT 10.00AM ON
WEDNESDAY 7 DECEMBER 2016 AT COUNCIL CHAMBERS, KAIKOURA
CIVIC BUILDING, 96 WEST END, KAIKOURA.
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 Extraordinary Council 28/11/2016
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11. Mayor’s Report
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12. Urgent Business

Code of Conduct
Background
Schedule 7 of the Local Government Act requires each local authority to adopt a code of conduct.
Once adopted, all elected members are required to comply with the code.
The Code of conduct provides guidance on the standards of behaviour that are expected from the
mayor and the elected members of the Kaikoura District Council. The code applies to elected
members in their dealing with:






each other
The Chief Executive
Staff employed by the Chief executive
the media and
the general public

These Codes of Conduct are made publicly available and are referred to in the Council’s Local
Governance Statement.
Codes of Conduct can be seen as part of the governance framework for Councils and as a tool for
encouraging good governance practices. They should help Councils give effect to the governance
principles specified in the Act. These principles require Councils to (among other things) ensure that:





the role of democratic governance, and the expected conduct of members, is clear and
understood by members and the community
governance structures and processes are effective, open and transparent;
they operate as a good employer; and
the relationship between members and management is effective and understood.

Discussion
Council’s last Code of Conduct was adopted in 2013. A review of Council’s Code of Conduct has been
undertaken. Council’s Code of Conduct has been reviewed taking into account Code’s from other
Council’s and information from the Office of the Auditor General.
Sections that differ from the 2013 version are highlighted in blue. New sections have been inserted
regarding principles, standing orders, ethics, disqualification of members from office and compliance
and review.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that the Code of Conduct be adopted.

Prepared by
Authorised by

Suzanne Syme, Executive Officer
Angela Oosthuizen, Chief Executive Officer

Kaikoura District Council

Code of Conduct

Adopted:

1. Introduction
This Code of Conduct has been prepared to provide guidance on the standards of behaviour
expected of elected members (the Mayor and councillors) of the Kaikoura District Council. It applies
to elected members in their dealings with;
 each other
 chief executive and staff
 the public
 the media.
Aspects of the Code of Conduct also provide guidance on the standards of behaviour required of
Council management. It is a code agreed to by the elected members and management to enhance;
 the effectiveness of the Council as the autonomous local authority with statutory
responsibilities for the good government of the Kaikoura District
 the credibility and accountability of the council within its community
 mutual trust, respect and tolerance between the elected members as a group and between
the elected members and management.
This code of conduct seeks to achieve its objectives by recording;
 an agreed statement of roles and responsibilities
 agreed general principles of conduct or etiquette
 specific codes of conduct applying to particular circumstances or matters.
Principles
Elected members are primarily accountable to the electors of the district through the democratic
process. However members must note that the Auditor-General may hold them to account for
unlawful actions or expenditure or for breaches of the Local Authorities (Members’ Interests Act
1968)
The Code of Conduct that follows is based on the following general principles of good governance:
 Public Interest. Members are to serve only the interests of the district as a whole and not to
improperly confer an advantage or disadvantage on any one person.
 Honesty and Integrity. Members are not to place themselves in situations where their
honesty and integrity may be questioned, nor behave improperly, and on all occasions, are to
avoid the appearance of such behaviour.
 Objectivity. Members are to make decisions on merit including making appointments,
awarding contracts, or recommending individuals for rewards or benefits. Elected members’
(once elected) primary duty is to the interest of the entire district.
 Accountability. Members are accountable to the public for their actions and the manner in
which they carry out their responsibilities and are to co-operate fully and honestly with the
scrutiny appropriate to their particular office.
 Openness. Members are to be as open as possible about their actions and those of the
Council, and should be prepared to justify their actions.
 Personal judgement. Members can and will take account of the views of other, but should
reach their own conclusions on the issues before them, and act in accordance with those
conclusions.








Respect for Others. Members are to promote equality by not discriminating unlawfully
against any persons and by treating people with respect, regarding of their race, age,
religion, gender, sexual orientation, or disability. They should respect the impartiality and
integrity of the Council staff.
Duty to uphold the law. Members will uphold the law, and on all occasions, act in accordance
with the trust and public places in them.
Stewardship. Members must ensure that Council uses resources prudently and for lawful
purposes, and that the Council maintains sufficient resources to meet its statutory
obligations.
Leadership. Members should promote and support these proposal by examples and should
always endeavour to act in the best interests of the community.

2. Respective Responsibilities
2.1 The Local Government Act 2002 envisages a clear separation of the roles and responsibilities
between elected members and management. The office of the Mayor has additional
characteristics created as much by custom as by legislation but also now specifically in the
amendment to the Local Government Act 2002.
2.2 Elected Members (Council as a Whole)
The elected members, acting as the Council, are responsible for;
 the development and approval of Council policy
 determining the expenditure and funding requirements of the Council through the Annual
Plan process, the long term financial strategy and funding policies.
 monitoring the performance of the Council against its stated objectives and policies
 for employing, overseeing and monitoring the CEO
 representing the interests of residents and ratepayers of the Kaikoura District. (On election,
the members’ first priority is to the district as a whole)
2.3 The Council can only act by a majority decision at meetings. Each member has one vote, with the
presiding member at any meeting not having an additional casting vote in the case of an equality
of voting. With certain exceptions, the exercise of the Council’s powers can be delegated to
Committees or subcommittees or to individual persons. (see Delegations Manual)
2.4 The elected members are accountable to electors through the ballot box. Each elected member
has declared that;
They will faithfully and impartially, and according to their best skill and judgement, execute
and perform in the interests of the Kaikoura District, the statutory powers, authorities and,
duties vested in or imposed upon them as members of the Kaikoura District Council.
In certain matters the elected members are also accountable to the Office of the Auditor
General, for example in respect of illegal actions or expenditures, or for Breaches of the Local
Authorities (Members' Interests) Act 1968.
2.5 The Mayor
The Mayor is one of the elected members, and shares the same collective responsibilities.
The Mayor also has the following roles:










presiding member at Council meetings and is responsible for ensuring orderly conduct
of business during meetings (as determined in standing orders)
advocate on behalf of the community. This role may involve promoting the community
and representing its interests. Such advocacy will be most effect where it is carried out
with the knowledge and support of the Council
ceremonial head of Council
provide leadership and feedback to other elected members
lead the development of the Council’s Long Term Plan and Annual Plan, polices and
budgets for consideration of the other Council members
justice of the Peace (while the Mayor holds office)
member of each of the Council’s Committees

The Mayor also has additional powers that do not require the endorsement of other elected
members as follows:
 to appoint a Deputy Mayor
 to establish Committees of the Council and appoint the chairperson of each committee
The Mayor must follow the same rules as other elected members about making public
statements and committing the Council to a particular course of action, unless acting in
accordance with the rules for media contact on behalf of the Council under delegated authority
from Council.
2.6 The Deputy Mayor
The Deputy Mayor must be elected by the members of Council at the first meeting of the
Council if the Mayor has not chosen to exercise their power to appoint a Deputy Mayor.
ln addition, to the responsibilities of Elected Member, the deputy Mayor is authorised to chair
meetings of the Council in the Mayor’s absence, and generally to perform the functions and
duties of the Mayor;
 With the Mayor’s consent at any time during the Mayor's temporary absence, or
 Without the Mayor's consent at any time while the Mayor is prevented by illness or
other cause from performing the functions and duties or exercising the powers of office
or while there is any vacancy in the office of Mayor.
2.7 Standing Committee Chairs
The Council charges the Chair of a Standing Committee with overseeing the business of that
Committee consistent with the powers delegated to it.
Standing Committee Chairs are responsible for ensuring the orderly conduct of their committees
in carrying out their business.
2.8 Chief Executive
Section 42 Local Government Act 2002
(2) A chief executive appointed under subsection (1) is responsible to his or her local authority
for—
 (a) implementing the decisions of the local authority; and



(b) providing advice to members of the local authority and to its community boards, if
any; and
 (c) ensuring that all responsibilities, duties, and powers delegated to him or her or to any
person employed by the local authority, or imposed or conferred by an Act, regulation, or
bylaw, are properly performed or exercised; and
 (d) ensuring the effective and efficient management of the activities of the local
authority; and
 (e) maintaining systems to enable effective planning and accurate reporting of the
financial and service performance of the local authority; and
 (f) providing leadership for the staff of the local authority; and
 (g) employing, on behalf of the local authority, the staff of the local authority (in
accordance with any remuneration and employment policy); and
 (h) negotiating the terms of employment of the staff of the local authority (in accordance
with any remuneration and employment policy).
(3) A chief executive appointed under subsection (1) is responsible to his or her local authority for
ensuring, so far as is practicable, that the management structure of the local authority (a) reflects and reinforces the separation of regulatory responsibilities and decisionmaking processes from other responsibilities and decision-making processes; and
 (b) is capable of delivering adequate advice to the local authority to facilitate the explicit
resolution of conflicting objectives.
(4) For the purposes of any other Act, a chief executive appointed under this section is the
principal administrative officer of the local authority.

3. Decision Making
3.1 Predetermination or Bias:
Elected members are expected to approach decision making with an open mind (“faithfully and
impartially”). This process requires elected members to listen carefully to competing advice and
weigh up the pros and cons before making their decision. Where Council or a Standing
Committee is hearing formal submissions on a particular issue, elected members should
carefully avoid prior public comments which show a predetermined bias or non-flexible attitude.
3.2 Decisions are made at various levels within the Council. Effective governance occurs when an
organisation’s structure and operating principles recognise, through effective delegation, the
need to empower elected members and staff to make decisions at strategic and operational
levels, as appropriate to their role.
3.3 The Council is required to make decisions that take into account and balance the various needs
and preferences of its residents. Good decision making requires considered advice that
addresses relevant matters and consequences.
3.4 The Council should only make decisions at Council meetings on those matters that are
accompanied by management reports that address the considerations outlined in paragraph 3.6.
While the Council may hear submissions and delegations, and, within the limits of the
legislation, discuss matters raised from the floor of the meeting, no decisions should be made
unless the matter is properly considered as an item on the agenda accompanied by a written
management report.

3.5 Similarly, Standing Committees of the Council will only make decisions at official Committee
meetings where the item to be considered is accompanied by a management report that
addresses the considerations outlined in paragraph 3.6.
3.6 ln providing advice on such matters management will ensure that accompanying reports address
the significant implications arising from any proposed recommendations, such as fiscal,
environmental and/or social implications. Management will strive to ensure that advice meets
relevant quality standards in all cases. (See Appendix 1 for example of the quality assurance
process.)
3.7 Matters not on the agenda will only be dealt with in accordance with section 46A, 7(A) and 7(B)
of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987. This means that minor
matters relating to the general business of the Council may be discussed but not acted upon
(other than by reference to a subsequent meeting) where the presiding member explains at the
beginning of the meeting that the item will be discussed. Otherwise late items may only be dealt
with at a meeting if the Council resolves accordingly and the presiding member explains at the
meeting the reason why the item is not on the agenda and the reason why discussion cannot be
delayed until a subsequent meeting. In either case the presiding member's explanation must be
made at a time when the meeting is open to the public. This is reconfirmed by Standing Orders
9.12 and 9.13.
3.8 Elected members, management and staff agree that due notice and proper process should be
followed to bring matters to the attention of the elected body. Matters should not be “sprung'
into the public arena without notice as it is unlikely that a complete appreciation of the facts can
be obtained or an adequate explanation can be given. Similarly, staff should not expect
decisions from the elected body unless they have provided written reports with adequate time
for members to consider the options for decision.
3.9 While the “Council” is ultimately accountable, its function is not to make detailed decisions on
operational matters. Strategies that may involve both governance and management issues need
to be worked through in consultation with the Chief Executive Officer.
3.10 Research and communication should be done prior to “Meetings” wherever possible so that all
elected members are able to participate fully in debates and make informed decisions. When
there is an agenda issue with which an elected member is unfamiliar it is their responsibility to
inform themselves fully by staff, other elected members or their own independent research.

4. Behaviour of Members
4.1 Relationships with other members
Successful teamwork is a critical element in the success of any democratically elected
organisation. No team will be effective unless mutual respect exists between members. With this
in mind elected members will conduct their dealings with each other in ways that:
 maintain public confidence in the office to which they have been elected
 are open and honest
 focus on issues rather than personalities
 are not aggressive, offensive or abusive.

4.2 Relationships with staff
The effective performance of Council also requires a high level of cooperation and mutual
respect between elected members and staff. To ensure that level of co-operation and trust is
maintained, elected members will:
 recognise that the Chief Executive is the employer (on behalf of Council) of all Council
employees, and as such only the Chief Executive may hire, dismiss, instructor censure an
employee
 make themselves aware of the obligations that the Council and the Chief Executive have
as employers and observe those requirements at all times
 treat all employees with courtesy and respect
 observe any guidelines that the Chief Executive puts in place regarding contact with
employees
 not do anything which compromises, or could be seen as compromising, the impartiality
of an employee
 not publicly criticise the competence, integrity and personality of any employee
 raise concerns about employees only with the Chief Executive, and concerns about the
Chief Executive only with the Mayor or the Chief Executive Review Committee.
Elected members should be aware that failure to observe this portion of the Code of Conduct
may compromise the Council’s obligation to act as a good employer and may expose the Council
to civil litigation and audit sanctions.
4.3 Relationships with the community
Effective Council decision-making depends on productive relationships between elected
members and the community at large.
Elected members should ensure that individual citizens are accorded respect in their dealings
with Council, have their concerns listened to, and deliberated on in accordance with the
requirements of the Act.
Elected members should act in a manner that encourages and values community involvement in
local democracy.

5. Contact with the Media
5.1 The media plays an important part in local democracy. In order to fulfil this role, the media
needs access to accurate, timely information about the affairs of Council. From time to time,
individual members will be approached to comment on a particular issue either on behalf of
Council or as an elected member in their own right. This part of the code deals with the rights
and duties of Councillors when speaking to the media on behalf of Council, or in their own right.
1. The following rules apply for media contact on behalf of Council:
 the Mayor or Chief Executive are the first point of contact for the official view on any
issue. Where the Mayor or Chief Executive are unavailable, any matters will be
referred to the appropriate elected member or appropriate Team Leader
 the Mayor or Chief Executive may refer any matter to the relevant Committee
chairperson or Team Leader for their comment



no other member may comment on behalf of Council without having first obtained
the approval of the Mayor unless they are clearly acting for Council and the
comment reflects what has been agreed by Council.

2. Elected members are free to express a personal view in the media, at any time, provided the
following rules are observed:
 Media comments must not state or imply that they represent the view of Council
 Where an elected member is making a statement that is contrary to a Council
decision or Council policy, the member must not state or imply that his or her
statements represent the majority Council view
 Media comments must observe the other requirements of the Code of Conduct e.g.
not disclose confidential information, or compromise the impartiality or integrity of
staff.

6. Confidential information
6.1 Elected members have the responsibility to see that whenever possible business is conducted in
"open" meeting. Powers to exclude the public should be used only where absolutely necessary
and for the reasons permitted by law. Business conducted where the public is excluded remains
confidential and should not be disclosed to the public until either the Council decides by
resolution to make it public or the Chief Executive determines under the Local Government
Official Information and meetings Act 1987, or the Privacy Act 1993 that there is no longer good
reason to withhold it under the Act.
Subject to these Acts, any information of a confidential nature will not be communicated. It is a
grave betrayal of trust to disclose information while it is confidential or use such confidential
information for private gain. Where the Chief Executive determines that under the LGOIMA and
the Privacy Act to release information the Elected Members should where ever possible be
notified beforehand. A general introduction and explanation of LGOIMA is attached as per
Appendix 4.
6.2 Members will receive a myriad of communications from staff, consultants and external agencies
that may be for their information only to ensure they are up to date with current issues. This
information, while not necessarily confidential, will have been supplied for you in your capacity
as an Elected Member, not as a member of the public. That information should remain
privileged unless its release has been authorised.

7. Disclosure of Pecuniary and Other Interests
7.1 The law makes specific provision requiring the elected member to disclose pecuniary (financial)
interest. But interests that are not pecuniary can be just as important. Family connections,
kinship, friendship, membership of an association, society, company or trade union, trusteeship
and many other kinds of relationships can influence members’ judgement and may give the
impression that an elected member might be acting for personal motives. A good test is to
consider whether others would think that the interest is of a kind to make it possible. If
members are in doubt, disclose the interest, seek advice from the Chair or Chief Executive and if
necessary withdraw from the meeting. See Appendix 3, Members Interest Register.

8. Standing Orders
8.1 Elected members must adhere to any standing orders adopted by Council under the Local
Government Act 2002. These standing orders are subject to the same legal requirements as a
Code of Conduct in regard to their adoption and amendment.

9. Ethics
9.1 Kaikoura District Council seeks to promote the highest standards of ethical conduct amongst its
Elected Members. Accordingly, elected members will:
 claim only for legitimate expenses as laid down by any determination of the
Remuneration Authority, then in force and Council Policy
 not influence, or attempt to influence, any Council employee to take actions that may
benefit the member, or the member’s family or business interests
 not use Council resources for personal business (including campaigning)
 not solicit, demand, or request any gift, reward or benefit by virtue of their position
 notify the Chief Executive if any gifts are accepted in their capacity as Elected Member
 where a gift to the value of $100 or more is offered to a member immediately disclose
this to the Chief Executive for inclusion in the publicly available register of interests.

10. Disqualification of Members from Office
10.1 Elected members are automatically disqualified from office it they are convicted of a criminal
offence punishable by two or more years imprisonment, of if they cease to be or lose their
status as an elector or of certain breaches of the Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act
1968.
10.2Under the Local Government Act 2002, local authorities, when adopting a Code of Conduct, must
consider whether or not they will require members to declare whether they are an
undischarged bankrupt. This Council believes that bankruptcy does raise questions about the
soundness of a person’s financial management skills and their judgement in general. The Council
therefore requires elected members who are declared bankrupt to notify the Chief Executive as
soon as practicable after being declared.

11. Compliance and Review
This part of deals with ensuring that Elected Members adhere to the Code of Conduct and
mechanisms for the review of the Code of Conduct.
11.1 Compliance
Elected Members must not that they are bound to comply with the provisions of this Code of
Conduct (Local Government Act 2002, Schedule 7, section 15(4)).
Elected Members are also bound by the Local Government Act 2002, the Local Authorities
(Members’ Interests) Act 1968, the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act
1987, the Secret Commissions Act 1910, the Crimes Act 1951 and the Securities Act 1978.

The Chief Executive will ensure that an explanation of these Acts is made at the first meeting
after each triennial election.
11.2 Conduct Review Committee
Compliance will be monitored by the Conduct Review Committee. This Committee will be
constituted at the first ordinary meeting after the triennial elections and will consist of the
Mayor, Deputy Mayor and one other person who is not an elected member or a staff member,
and who has dispute resolution skills. Where any member(s) of the Review Committee is
involved in a dispute/breach of the Code, they will be replaced by the Chair of (Committee to be
decided).
All alleged breaches of the Code will be reported to the above Committee. Any allegation of a
breach of the Code of Conduct must be made in writing, make a specific allegation of a breach of
the Code of Conduct, and provide corroborating evidence where possible. The Committee will
investigate the alleged breach and prepare a report for the consideration of Council.
Before beginning any investigation, the Committee will notify the Elected Member(s) in writing
of the complaint and explaining when and how they will get the opportunity to put their version
of events. The Council will consider the report in open meeting of Council, except where the
alleged breach relates to the misuse of confidential information or could impinge on the privacy
of a member of staff or the general public or elected member.
11.3 Response to Breaches of the Code
The exact nature of the action the Council may take depends on the nature of the breach and
whether there are statutory provisions dealing with the breach. Where there are statutory
provisions:
 breaches relating to members’ interests render members liable for prosecution by the
Auditor-General under the Local Authority (Member’s Interests) Act 1968
 breaches which result in the Council suffering financial loss or damage may be reported
on by the Auditor-General under the Local Government Act 2002, which may result in
the member having to make good the loss or damage
 breaches relating to the commission of a criminal offence may leave the Elected Member
liable for criminal prosecution.
In these cases the Council may refer an issue to the relevant body, any member of the public
may make a complaint, or the body itself may take action of its own initiative.
Where there are no statutory provisions, the Council may take the following action:
 censure
 removal of the Elected Member from Council Committees and/or other representative
type bodies
 dismissal of the Elected Member from a position as Deputy Mayor or Chair of a
Committee.
A decision to apply one or more of these actions requires a Council resolution to that effect.
11.4 Review
Once adopted a Code of Conduct continues in force until amended by the Council. The Code can
be amended at any time but cannot be revoked unless the Council replaces it with another
Code. Once adopted amendments to the Code of Conduct require a resolution supported by
75% or more of the members of the Council present.

Appendix 1

Policy Quality
The following guidelines will be applied as appropriate to ensure that the advice provided by
Management to the Council and its Committees meets the accepted quality standards.
To the extent that they are relevant and appropriate to the particular case, the following ten tests
will be applied to all work produced;
1.

Clear purpose - papers set out clearly what is to be addressed, the background and background
land status if appropriate.

2.

Flow logically — arguments are to be set out coherently, the reader is taken logically through
the arguments, all conclusions are justified and recommendations arise from the arguments in
the paper.

3.

Accurate - claims made are justifiable, facts are accurate, and references can be identified.

4.

Timely — work is produced to agreed timelines; and delays are signalled in advance and renegotiated; parties are given the longest possible time to provide input.

5.

Provides assessed options — alternative options for action are identified; implications and
consequences of options are explored; options are linked to strategic goals and outcomes.

6.

Reflects consultation — work is based on good consultation practice as defined; all views are
canvassed and taken into account; consultation practice includes stakeholders as well as
membership and the staff (where appropriate for internal processes).

7.

Proposals practical as to implementation — proposals put forward have been tested for
workability and likelihood of being achievable in application.

8.

Material clearly presented and error free — material is presented in a modern professional
style and with a minimum or jargon.

9.

Costs/savings are identified- both in terms of financial and social costs/savings.

10. Release date — no reports should be tabled at a meeting, unless a clear outline is produced in
the agenda papers.

Appendix 2
This relates to the Hearings and Applications Committee and could possibly be adopted by that
Committee.

Resource Management Hearings
An important activity for Councillors is participation as members of Hearings and Applications
Committee under the Resource Management Act 1991.
These hearings are in essence an aspect of administration which aims to ensure that Council's
resource management and planning policies are put into effect. The District Plan outlines Council's
objectives, policies and rules governing resource management. It is a responsibility of Council to
promote and uphold these within the context of the principles and requirements of the Resource
Management Act
1991.
As a member of a Hearings and Applications Committee, Councillors are essentially involved in
‘administration’ of Council policy, as expressed in the District Plan, (rather than the more usual role
of establishing policy). A resource hearing is considered to be an independent assessment of an
application for resource consent. These take place when development proposals cover activities
which do not comply with the District Plan and which require resource consent.
As a member of a Hearings and Applications Committee there is an obligation on Councillors to:
 Complete any necessary preparatory work, which would normally include a site inspection,
and reading pre- circulated material.
 Listen attentively at a public hearing.
 Act fairly to all parties.
 Ask questions for clarification and refrain from expressing personal views or making
statement that could indicate predetermination or bias. (Debate on an issue occurs during
the decision process which is held in ‘public excluded’ session at the conclusion of the
hearing).
 Refrain from discussing the hearing with any affected party before and after the hearing.
The conduct of a Hearings and Applications Committee is part of the statutory process conducted
under the Resource Management Act and Councillors should at all times act in a manner that brings
credit to the Council and respects the principles of fairness and judicial review.

Appendix 3

Members Interest Register
Audit NZ have requested that Council keep a Members interest Register. An elected member can
voluntarily register a record of any pecuniary or non-pecuniary interest they hold, as defined by the
Local Authorities (Member's Interests) Act 1968, which may affect any discussion or decision making
process of the Kaikoura District Council.
Please enter details in the register and return this to the Executive Officer.
Interest:

Pecuniary
Yes / No

Amount $

Appendix 4

Introduction to the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987
Purpose of the Act:
The Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 (LGOIMA) has several purposes
set out in Section 4. In summary, the purposes are to:
a)
provide for the availability to the public of official information held by local
authorities and to promote open and public transaction of business at meetings;
b)
provide for proper access by each person to official information; and
c)
to protect official information and the deliberations of local authorities to the extend
consistent with the public interest and the preservation of personal privacy.
Following the enactment of the Privacy Act 1993, LGOIMA is no longer concerned with the access to
personal information about natural persons.
Access to local authority information:
Official Information means any information held by a local authority (excluding material in a library
or a museum for public reference purposes or held as an agent). Information that is not recorded in
readable format is not within the definition.
Any person may request a local authority to make available any specified official information that
relates to a corporate person (or other non natural person) or any other matter or thing (not being
information about a natural person that amounts to personal information). Where the information
relates to personal information about a natural person the request must be dealt with under the
Privacy Act 1993.
In accordance with the presumption of availability, information may still be withheld if there is a
good reason for withholding the information. Conclusive reasons are set out in Section 6 of the
LGOIMA, and other reasons details in Section 7. Under Section 7 the reasons may apply unless the
withholding is outweighed by other considerations which make it desirable in the public interest to
make the information available. Included in Section 7 of the Act are reasons relating to the
protection of trade secrets and avoiding unreasonable prejudice to a commercial position, avoiding
serious offence to tikanga Maori, protecting information obtained under an obligation of confidence ,
protecting health and safety, maintaining legal professional privilege, and preventing disclosure for
improper gain or advantage. Strict time limits apply to the making of decisions upon requests.
Reasonable charges may be made for providing the information.
Council-controlled organisation
The provisions of the Act relating to requests for, and availability of, official information apply to
council-controlled organisation as if it were a local authority. This obligation is imposed under the
Local Government Act 2002, Section 74.
Local authority meetings
Part 7 of the LGOIMA covers the purposes of promoting the open and public transaction of business
at meetings of local authorities, in order to enable more effective participation by the public and to
promote accountability of local authority members and officials. Under Section 45 of the Act, the
provisions apply to all meetings of local authorities, including meetings of any committee or subcommittee or joint committee, but do not apply to an informal or strategy meeting at which no
resolutions or decisions are made. The dates of meetings are to be publicly notified, and agenda
made available to persons who may consider attendance. Section 47 states that, unless otherwise
provided, every meeting is to be open to the public (including news media reporters).

Exclusion of public from meetings
The grounds for excluding the public from a meeting are similar to those in respect of withholding
official information, except that the ground of maintaining free and frank expression of opinions by
members does not apply to enable exclusion of the public from meetings. However the public may
be excluded where a local authority wishes to deliberate in private on a decision against which a right
of appeal lies to any court or tribunal (s48(1)(d)). Where the public are excluded, the reason for
passing the resolution should be stated in brief. However, the resolution may allow for one or more
persons to remain (e.g. officers and legal adviser), provided it states that the knowledge possessed
by those persons will be of assistance to the local authority. Powers are given to the chairperson to
maintain order at a meeting and to exclude a person causing prejudice to the orderly conduct of the
meeting, Section 50.
Privacy Act relationship
The Privacy Act 1993 applies to every request by a person for personal information relating to a
natural person. Under the Privacy Act, the grounds for withholding information are provided for a
series of principles rather than specific stated grounds. Generally, a person is entitled to see all
information held about them, and has a right to seek correction of the information. An exception
may apply allowing the withholding of the source of information alleging a possible offence or wrong.
The grounds for withholding information relate primarily to requests from other persons for the
information. Under Principle 11, the disclosure should be for a purpose in connection with which the
information was obtained, or disclosure may be desirable to avoid prejudice to the maintenance of
the law, or to prevent serious and imminent threat to public health or public safety, or to the life or
health of the individual concerned or another individual. In relation to information held on public
registers, separate privacy principles also apply to regulate the appropriate disclosure of this
information to trade users in particular. Where information is not disclosed, or a concern arises, the
matter can be referred to the Privacy Commissioner for a recommendation.

Standing Orders
Background
Local authorities must adopt standing orders for the orderly conduct of their meetings. The approval
of at least 75% of members present at a meeting is required to adopt (and amend) standing orders.
Good local governance requires local authorities to ensure that the way in which public decision
making is undertaken is open, transparent and fair. Standing orders provide a framework of rules for
making decisions that gives effect to these principles which are fundamental to a well-functioning
democracy.
It is important that, our standing orders are not only compliant with legislation and best practice in
the conduct of meetings, but that they are also easy to use. Local Government New Zealand in
partnership with Equip have prepared a new set of standing orders for use by local authorities.
Amongst the differences from previous standing orders are;
 the incorporation of legislative changes made since 2002
 the introduction of a new structure to make it easier to find items;
 greater use of ‘plain English’.
Included in the standing orders are three optional provisions and Council needs to decide whether it
wants to include any or all of the options prior to the adoption of the standing orders.
Option provisions:
1. A provision for a casting vote by a Chairperson
Standing order 18.1 allows the Chairperson to exercise a casting vote where there is an equality
of votes. The casting vote has been included in the template to enable a meeting to conduct and
conclude important business without the risk that a vote might be tied and as a result a
significant statutory timeframe might be exceeded. Conversely, where a casting vote is allowed
it is possible the decision in reality is then made by the Chairperson.
2. Joining meetings by audio and audio visual means
The Local Government Act 2002 Amendment Act 2014 gave local authorities the option to
include in their standing orders a provision to enable members to join meetings by audio or
audio visual means.
The standing orders template include this provision (standing orders 12.7 – 12.16) and if a
Council wishes not to make the option available to its members the specific provision should be
removed from the standing orders before they are adopted.
The standing orders make it as clear as possible that while a member can take part in discussions
and vote while joining a meeting electronically they are not part of the quorum. This means that
if all members attend electronically then there is no quorum then business cannot be conducted.
However given the current situation it may be prudent to allow meetings to be attended
electronically given members can become isolated and it is an additional expenses to have those
members physically present at the meeting.
3. Options for speaking and moving motions
Standing orders 21.1 -21.5 provide three options for speaking to and moving motions so as to
give greater flexibility when dealing with different situations.
 Option A repeats the provision in the Model Standing Orders which limit the ability of
members to move amendments if they have previously spoken.




Option B provides more flexibility by allowing any member regardless of whether they
have spoken before, to move or second an amendment.
Option C allows further flexibility again.

When considering how these options would be applied it was agreed by the LGNZ working group
that the default Council approach would be Option A and that the Chairperson could recommend
to a meeting that Option B or C apply either for the full meeting or specified items.
Options B & C allow for more discussion on an item Council could however decide to only include
one of the options in the adopted standing orders for use at all times.
It is a simpler process to follow if Council uses Option C.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that Council;
1. Agrees to remove the clause that allows the Chairperson a casting vote.
2. Agrees to allow members to join meetings by audio or audio visual means.
3. Agrees to only include option C of the options for speaking and moving motions.
4. Adopts the standing orders subject to the above changes.

Prepared by
Authorised by

Suzanne Syme, Executive Officer
Angela Oosthuizen, Chief Executive Officer
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Preface
Standing orders contain rules for the conduct of the proceedings of local authorities, committees,
subcommittees and subordinate decision-making bodies, and local and community boards. Their
purpose is to enable local authorities to exercise their decision-making responsibilities in a
transparent, inclusive and lawful manner.
In doing so the application of standing orders contributes to greater public confidence in the quality
of local governance and democracy in general.
These standing orders have been designed specifically for local authorities, their committees,
subcommittees and subordinate decision-making bodies, and local and community boards. They
fulfil the requirements of the Local Government Act 2002 and the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 with regard to the conduct of meetings.
Please note standing orders do not apply to advisory bodies or workshops unless incorporated in
their specific terms of reference.
It is mandatory that councils adopt standing order for the conduct of their meetings and the
meetings of any subordinate bodies, such as committees and subcommittees (see cl. 27 Schedule 7
of the Local Government Act 2002).
For clarity’s sake whenever a question about the interpretation or application of these standing
orders is raised, particularly where a matter might not be directly provided for, it is the responsibility
of the Chairperson of each meeting to make a ruling.
All members of a local authority must abide by standing orders.

Copyright Notice:
The Kaikoura District Council (Council) has been granted a royalty-free, non-exclusive, non-transferable and revocable licence to:


amend the standing orders (Amended Standing Orders) so that they are suitable for the Council’s specific context and needs;



copy the Amended Standing Orders for use by the Council’s employees and elected members and the public; and



place the Amended Standing Orders on the Council or public website.

The Council will not supply or make available to any third party a copy of the Guide, the Standing Orders or the Amended Standing Orders
other than as permitted by this licence. All other rights are reserved by EquiP, the copyright owner, under the Copyright Act 1994. Any
request to use the standing orders for purposes other than those described above should be made directly to EquiP.
EquiP has made every reasonable effort to provide accurate information in this document, however it is not advice and we do not accept
any responsibility for actions taken that may be based on reading it.
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Introduction

1.

These standing orders have been prepared to enable the orderly conduct of local authority
meetings. They incorporate the legislative provisions relating to meetings, decision making and
transparency. They also include practical guidance on how meetings should operate so that
statutory provisions are complied with and the spirit of the legislation fulfilled.
To assist elected members and officials the document is structured in three parts:


Part 1 deals with general matters



Part 2 deals with pre-meeting procedures



Part 3 deals with meeting procedures.

Following Part 3 the Appendices provide templates and additional guidance for implementing
provisions within the standing orders. Please note; the Appendix is an attachment to the standing
orders and not part of the standing orders themselves, consequently amendments to the Appendix
do not require the agreement of 75% of those present). In addition the ‘Guide to Standing Orders’
provides additional advice for Chairpersons and staff on implementation of the standing orders and
are not part of the standing orders.

1.1

Principles

Standing orders are part of the framework of processes and procedures designed to ensure that our
system of local democracy and in particular decision-making within local government is transparent
and accountable. They are designed to give effect to the principles of good governance, which
include that a local authority should:


conduct its business in an open, transparent and democratically accountable manner;



give effect to its identified priorities and desired outcomes in an efficient and effective
manner;



make itself aware of, and have regard to, the views of all of its communities;



take account, when making decisions, of the diversity of the community, its interests
and the interests of future communities as well;



ensure that any decisions made under these standing orders comply with the decisionmaking provisions of Part 6 of the LGA; and



ensure that decision-making procedures and practices meet the standards of natural
justice.

These are reinforced by the requirement that all local authorities act so that “governance structures
and processes are effective, open and transparent” (s. 39 LGA 2002).

1.2

Statutory references

The Standing Orders combine statutory provisions with guidance on their application. Where a
statutory provision has been augmented with advice on how it might be implemented the advice (so
as not to confuse it with the statutory obligation) is placed below the relevant legislative reference.

In some cases the language in the statutory provision has been modernised for ease of
interpretation or amended to ensure consistency with more recently enacted statutes.
It is important to note that during a meeting any statutory references in the standing orders apply
throughout the period of the meeting, regardless of whether or not parts or all of the Standing
Orders have been suspended. These provisions must also be carried through into any amendment of
the standing orders that might be made. Please note, where it is employed the word ‘must’, unless
otherwise stated, identifies a mandatory legislative requirement.

1.3

Acronyms

LGA 2002

Local Government Act 2002

LGOIMA

Local Government Official Information Act 1987

LAMIA

Local Authority Members’ Interests Act 1968

1.4

Application

For the removal of any doubt these standing orders do not apply to workshops or meetings of
working parties and advisory groups.

2.

Definitions

Adjournment means a break in the proceedings of a meeting. A meeting, or discussion on a
particular business item, may be adjourned for a brief period, or to another date and time
Advisory group means a group of people convened by a local authority for the purpose of providing
advice or information that is not a committee or subcommittee. These standing orders do not apply
to such groups. This definition also applies to workshops, working parties, working group, panels,
forums, portfolio groups, briefings and other similar bodies.
Agenda means the list of items for consideration at a meeting together with reports and other
attachments relating to those items in the order in which they will be considered. It is also referred
to as an ‘order paper’.
Amendment means any change of proposed change to the original or substantive motion.
Audio link means facilities that enable audio communication between participants at a meeting
when one or more of the participants is not physically present at the place of the meeting.
Audio visual link means facilities that enable audiovisual communication between participants at a
meeting when one or more of them is not physically present at the place of the meeting.
Chairperson means the person presiding at a meeting – the presiding member.

Chief executive means the chief executive of a territorial authority or regional council appointed
under section 42 of the LGA 2002, and includes, for the purposes of these standing orders, any other
officer authorized by the local authority.
Clear working days means the number of working days (business hours) prescribed in these standing
orders for giving notice and excludes the date of the meeting and date on which the notice is served.
Committee includes, in relation to a local authority:
(a)

A committee comprising all the members of that authority;

(b)

A standing committee or special committee appointed by that authority;

(c)

A joint committee appointed under clause 30A of Schedule 7 of the LGA 2002; and

(d)

Any subcommittee of a committee described in (a), (b) and (c) of this definition.

Community board means a community board established under s.49 of the LGA 2002.
Contempt means being disobedient to, or disrespectful of, the chair of a meeting, or disrespectful to
any members, officers or the public.
Council means, in the context of these standing orders, the governing body of a local authority.
Deputation means a request from any person or group to make a presentation to the local authority
which is approved by the Chairperson and which may be made in English, te reo Māori or New
Zealand Sign Language.
Electronic link means both an audio and audio visual link.
Extraordinary meeting has the same meaning as defined in cl. 22 of Schedule 7 of the LGA 2002.
Foreshadowed motion means a motion that a member indicates their intention to move once the
debate on a current motion or amendment is concluded.
Joint committee means a committee in which the members are appointed by more than one local
authority in accordance with clause 30A of Schedule 7 of the LGA 2002.
Karakia timatanga means an opening prayer.
Karakia whakamutunga means a closing prayer.
Lawfully excluded means a member of a local authority who has been removed from a meeting due
to behaviour that a Chairperson has ruled to be contempt.
Local authority means in the context of these standing orders a regional council or territorial
authority, as defined in s. 5 of the LGA 2002, which is named in these standing orders, and any
subordinate decision-making bodies established by the local authority.
Mayor means the Mayor of a territorial authority elected under the Local Electoral Act 2001.

Meeting means any first, inaugural, ordinary, or extraordinary meeting of a local authority,
subordinate decision-making bodies and any community or local board of the local authority
convened under the provisions of LGOIMA.
Member means any person elected or appointed to the local authority.
Mihi whakatau means a brief welcome typically delivered by one person without any further
formalities.
Minutes means the record of the proceedings of any meeting of the local authority.
Motion means a formal proposal to a meeting.
Mover means the member who initiates a motion.
Newspaper means a periodical publication published (whether in New Zealand or elsewhere) at
intervals not exceeding 40 days, or any copy of, or part of any copy of, any such publications; and
this includes every publication that at any time accompanies and is distributed along with any
newspaper.
Notice of motion means a motion given in writing by a member in advance of a meeting in
accordance with, and as provided for, in these standing orders.
Open voting means voting that is conducted openly and in a transparent manner and may be
conducted by electronic means. The result of the vote must be announced immediately it has
concluded. Secret ballots are specifically excluded.
Order paper means the list of items for consideration at a meeting together with reports and other
attachments relating to those items set out in the order in which they will be considered. An order
paper is also referred to as an agenda.
Ordinary meeting means any meeting, other than the first meeting, of a local authority publicly
notified in accordance with sections 46(1) and (2) of LGOIMA.
Petition means a request to a local authority which contains at least 20 signatures.
Powhiri means a formal welcome involving a Karanga from the Tangata Whenua (the home people)
followed by formal speech making. A Powhiri is generally used for formal occasions of the highest
significance.
Presiding member means the person chairing a meeting.
Procedural motion means a motion that is used to control the way in which a motion or the meeting
is managed as specified in standing orders 24.1 – 24.7.
Public excluded information refers to information which is currently before a public excluded
session, is proposed to be considered at a public excluded session, or had previously been
considered at a public excluded session and not yet been released as publicly available information.
It includes:



any minutes (or portions of minutes) of public excluded sessions which have not been
subsequently released by the local authority;



any other information which has not been released by the local authority as publicly
available information.

Public excluded session, also referred to as confidential or in-committee session, refers to those
meetings or parts of meetings from which the public is excluded by the local authority as provided
for in LGOIMA.
Public forum refers to a period set aside usually at the start of a meeting for the purpose of public
input.
Publicly notified means notified to members of the public by a notice contained in a newspaper
circulating in the district of the local authority, or where there is no such newspaper, by notice
displayed in a public place. The notice may also be replicated on a council’s website.
Qualified privilege means the privilege conferred on member by s. 52 and s. 53 of LGOIMA.
Quasi-judicial means a meeting involving the consideration of issues requiring the evaluation of
evidence, the assessment of legal argument and/or the application of legal principles.
Quorum means the minimum number of members required to be present in order to constitute a
valid meeting.
Regional Council Chairperson means the member of the governing body of a regional council
elected as Chairperson of that regional council under cl.25 Schedule 7 LGA 2002.
Resolution means a motion that has been adopted by the meeting.
Right of reply means the right of the mover of a motion to sum up the debate and reply to those
who have spoken against the motion. (The right can also apply to an amendment.)
Seconder means the member who seconds a motion.
Sub judice means under judicial consideration and therefore prohibited from public discussion
elsewhere.
Subordinate decision-making body means committees, subcommittees, and any other bodies
established by a local authority that have decision-making authority, but not local or community
boards or joint committees.
Substantive motion means the original motion. In the case of a motion that is subject to an
amendment, the substantive motion is the original motion incorporating any amendments adopted
by the meeting.
Substantive resolution means the substantive motion that has been adopted by the meeting or a
restatement of a resolution that has been voted on in parts.

Subcommittee means a subordinate decision-making body established by a council, or a committee
of a council, local board or community board. See definition of “Committee”.
Working day means any day of the week other than:
(a)

Saturday, Sunday, Waitangi Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, the
Sovereign’s Birthday, and Labour Day and, if Waitangi Day or Anzac Day falls on a
weekend, the following Monday.

(b)

A day in the period commencing with the 25th day of December in any year and ending
with the 15th day of January in the following year.

Should a local authority wish to meet between the 25th of December and the 15th day of January in
the following year any meeting must be notified as an extraordinary meeting unless there is
sufficient time to notify an ordinary meeting before the commencement of the period.
Working party means a group set up by a local authority to achieve a specific objective that is not a
committee or subcommittee and to which these standing orders do not apply.
Workshop, means in the context of these standing orders, a gathering of elected members for the
purpose of considering matters of importance to the local authority at which no decisions are made
and to which these standing orders do not apply. Workshops may include non-elected members. See
definition of “advisory group”. Workshops are also described as briefings.

General matters
3.

Standing orders

3.1

Obligation to adopt standing orders

A council is required to operate in accordance with standing orders for the conduct of its meetings
and the meetings of its committees and subcommittees. Local boards and community boards must
also adopt standing orders. Standing orders must not contravene any Act.
cl. 27(1) & (2), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

3.2

Process for adoption and alteration of standing orders

The adoption of standing orders and any amendment to standing orders must be made by the
Council and by a vote of not less than 75 % of the members present. Similarly, in the case of a local
and community board the adoption of standing orders and any amendments also requires a vote of
not less than 75% of the members of the specific board.
cl. 27(3) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

3.3

Members must obey standing orders

All members of the local authority, including members of committees and subcommittees, must
obey these standing orders. Local boards and community boards which have adopted these standing
orders must also comply with them.
cl. 16(1) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

3.4

Application of standing orders

These standing orders apply to all meetings of the local authority, its committees, subcommittees
and subordinate decision-making bodies. They will also apply to any local boards and community
boards unless stated otherwise. This includes meetings and parts of meetings that the public are
excluded from.

3.5

Temporary suspension of standing orders

Any member of a council, committee, subcommittee and subordinate body, and local and
community board, may move a motion to suspend standing orders at a meeting of which they are a
member. Any such motion must also include the reason for the suspension. If seconded, the
Chairperson must put the motion without debate and at least 75 per cent of the members present
and voting must support the motion for it to be carried.
cl. 27(4), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

A motion to suspend standing orders may also identify the specific standing orders to be suspended.
In the event of suspension those standing orders prescribed in statute will continue to apply, such as
the quorum requirements.

3.6

Quasi-judicial proceedings

For quasi-judicial proceedings the local authority or a local or community board may amend meeting
procedures. For example, committees hearing applications under the RMA 1991 have additional
powers under the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908.

3.7

Physical address of members

Every member of a local authority, local board and community board must give to the chief
executive a physical residential or business address within the district or region of the local authority
and, if desired, an electronic or other address, to which notices and material relating to meetings
and local authority business may be sent or delivered. Members are to provide their address within
5 working days of the publication of the declaration of the election results.

4.

Meetings

4.1

Legal requirement to hold meetings

The local authority must hold meetings for the good government of its city, district or region. The
same requirement applies to local boards and community boards in respect of their communities.
Meetings must be called and conducted in accordance with:
(a) Schedule 7 of the LGA 2002;
(b) Part 7 of LGOIMA; and
(c) These standing orders.
A meeting can be adjourned to a specified time and day if required by resolution of the meeting.

4.2

Meeting duration

A meeting cannot continue more than six hours from when it starts (including any adjournments) or
after 10.30pm, unless the meeting resolves to continue. If there is no such resolution any business
on the agenda that has not been dealt with must be adjourned, transferred to the next meeting or
transferred to an extraordinary meeting.
No meeting can sit for more than three hours continuously without a break of at least ten minutes
unless the meeting resolves to extend the time before a break.

4.3

Language

A member may address a meeting in English, te reo Māori or New Zealand Sign Language. A
Chairperson may require that a speech is translated and printed in English or te reo Māori.

If a member intends to address the meeting in New Zealand Sign Language, or in te reo Māori when
the normal business of the meeting is conducted in English, they must give prior notice to the
Chairperson not less than 2 working days before the meeting. Where the normal business of the
meeting is conducted in te reo Māori then prior notice of the intention to address the meeting in
English must also be given to the Chairperson not less than 2 working days before the meeting.

4.4

Webcasting meetings

Webcast meetings should be provided in accordance with the protocols contained in Appendix 5.

4.5

First meeting (inaugural)

The first meeting of a local authority following a local authority triennial general election must be
called by the chief executive as soon as practicable after the results of the election are known. The
chief executive must give elected members not less than 7 days’ notice of the meeting. However in
the event of an emergency the chief executive may give notice of the meeting as soon as practicable.
cl. 21(1) - (4), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

4.6

Requirements for the first meeting

The chief executive (or, in the absence of the chief executive, their nominee) must chair the first
meeting until the Chairperson has made an oral declaration and attested the declaration (see cl.
21(4), Schedule 7 (LGA 2002)).
The business to be conducted at the first meeting following a general election must include the
following:
(a)

The making and attesting of the declarations required of the mayor (if any) and
members under cl.14, Schedule7, (LGA 2002), and

(b)

The election of the Chairperson (if any) and the making and attesting of the declaration
required of the Chairperson under cl. 14 Schedule7, (LGA 2002), and

(c)

A general explanation, given or arranged by the chief executive, of:
i.

LGOIMA; and

ii.

Other laws affecting members, including the appropriate provisions of the Local
Authorities (Members Interests) Act 1968; and sections 99, 105, and 105A of the
Crimes Act 1961; and the Secret Commissions Act 1910; and the Financial
Markets Conduct Act 2013;

(d)

The fixing of the date and time of the first meeting of the local authority, or the
adoption of a schedule of meetings; and

(e)

The election of the deputy Mayor or deputy Chairperson in accordance with cl.17
Schedule7, (LGA 2002).

cl. 21(5), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.
It is common for councils to adopt standing orders at the first meeting; however this is not always
necessary as, if not amended, standing orders will remain in force after each triennial election.

Please note that the election of a deputy mayor is not required if the Mayor has already made the
appointment under s. 41A (3)(a) of the LGA 2002 prior to the meeting. Nothing limits a territorial
authority from removing a deputy Mayor from office in accordance with cl.18 of Schedule 7 LGA
2002.

5.

Appointments and elections

5.1

Mayoral appointment of deputy Mayor, committee chairs and
members
A Mayor may appoint the deputy Mayor, the Chairperson and the members of each committee
of the territorial authority. The names of any appointments made by the Mayor must be tabled
at the first meeting of the council after the appointments are made. The Mayor may also
appoint him or her self.
s. 41A (3) LGA 2002.

5.2

Council Discharge of a Mayoral Appointment
Nothing, however, limits or prevents a territorial authority from discharging deputy Mayor, a
Chairperson or a member of a committee appointed by the Mayor. Any decision by the
territorial authority to discharge a deputy Mayor shall follow the procedure in Standing Order
5.5.
If the Mayor declines to appoint a deputy Mayor or committee Chairpersons in accordance with
s.41A LGA 2002, the council (or a committee, if so directed by the council) must elect those
positions in accordance with standing order 5.4.
cl. 31, Schedule 7 LGA 2002

5.3

Establishment of committees by the Mayor

The Mayor may establish committees of the territorial authority. Where a Mayor exercises this right
a list of the committees and their terms of reference must be tabled at the next following meeting of
the Council. Should the Mayor decline to establish committees under s. 41A then any decision to
establish committees must follow the processes set out in these standing orders.
Nothing, however, limits or prevents a territorial authority from discharging or reconstituting, in
accordance with cl. 30 of Schedule 7, LGA 2002, a committee established by the Mayor or
appointing, more committees in addition to any established by the Mayor.
s. 41A (3) and (4) LGA 2002.

5.4

Elections of regional Chairpersons, deputy Mayors and deputy
Chairpersons

The council (or a committee responsible for making the appointment) must decide by resolution to
use one of two voting systems (see standing order 5.5) when electing people to the following
positions:


the Chairperson and deputy Chairperson of a regional council;



the deputy Mayor;



the Chairperson and deputy Chairperson of a committee; and



a representative of a local authority.

Please note, this provision does not apply in situations where a mayor has used their appointment
powers under s.41A to appoint a deputy Mayor or committee chairs. See Appendix 7.
cl. 25 Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

5.5

Removal of a deputy Mayor

A deputy Mayor, whether appointed by the Mayor under standing order 5.1 or elected by the
council, can only be removed in accordance with cl. 18, Schedule 7, of the LGA 2002. See Appendix 8.
cl. 18, Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

5.6

Voting system for chairs, deputy Mayors and committee chairs

When electing a regional council chair, a deputy Mayor or a committee chair the local authority
must resolve to use one of the following two voting systems.
System A
The candidate will be elected or appointed if he or she receives the votes of a majority of the
members of the local authority or committee who are present and voting. This system has the
following characteristics:
(a)

there is a first round of voting for all candidates;

(b)

if no candidate is successful in the first round, there is a second round of voting from
which the candidate with the fewest votes in the first round is excluded; and

(c)

if no candidate is successful in the second round, there is a third round, and if necessary
subsequent rounds, of voting from which, each time, the candidate with the fewest
votes in the previous round is excluded.

In any round of voting, if two or more candidates tie for the lowest number of votes, the person to
be excluded from the next round is resolved by lot.

System B
The candidate will be elected or appointed if he or she receives more votes than any other
candidate. This system has the following characteristics:
(a)

there is only one round of voting; and

(b)

if two or more candidates tie for the most votes, the tie is resolved by lot.

cl. 25 Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

6.

Delegations

6.1

Limits on delegations

Unless clearly stated in the LGA or any other Act, a council may, for the purposes of efficiency and
effectiveness, delegate to a committee, subcommittee, subordinate decision-making body,
community board, local board, member, or officer of the local authority, any of its responsibilities,
duties, or powers except:
(a)

the power to make a rate;

(b)

the power to make a bylaw;

(c)

the power to borrow money, or purchase or dispose of assets, other than in accordance
with the long-term plan;

(d)

the power to adopt a long-term plan, annual plan, or annual report;

(e)

the power to appoint a chief executive;

(f)

the power to adopt policies required to be adopted and consulted on under the LGA in
association with the long-term plan or developed for the purpose of the local
governance statement;

(g)

Repealed;

(h)

the power to adopt a remuneration and employment policy.

cl. 32 (1) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

6.2

Committees may delegate

A committee, subcommittee, subordinate decision-making body, local board, community board,
member, or officer of the local authority, may delegate any of its responsibilities, duties, or powers
to a subcommittee or person, subject to any conditions, limitations, or prohibitions imposed by the
body that made the original delegation.
cl. (2) & (3), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

6.3

Use of delegated powers

The committee, subcommittee, other subordinate decision-making body, community board, or
member or officer of the local authority to which or to whom any responsibilities, powers, duties are
delegated may, without confirmation by the council, committee or body or person that made the

delegation, exercise or perform them in the like manner and with the same effect as the local
authority could itself have exercised or performed them.
cl. 32(2) & (3)(4) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

6.4

Decisions made under delegated authority cannot be rescinded or
amended

Nothing in these standing orders allows a council, committee and subcommittee to rescind or
amend a lawfully made decision of a subordinate decision-making body carried out under a
delegation authorising the making of that decision. The same requirement applies to a local board
and community board in relation to any committees or subcommittees with delegated authority.
cl. 30 (6), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

6.5

Committees and sub committees subject to the direction of the local
authority

A committee, subcommittee or other subordinate decision-making body is subject in all things to the
control of the local authority, and must carry out all general and special directions of the local
authority given to them.
cl. 30 (3) & (4), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

6.6

Duty to consider delegations to community boards

The council of a territorial authority must consider whether or not to delegate to a community board
if the delegation would enable the community board to best achieve its role.
cl. 32(6) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

7.

Committees

7.1

Appointment of committees and subcommittees

A council may appoint the committees, subcommittees, and other subordinate decision-making
bodies that it considers appropriate. A committee may appoint the subcommittees that it considers
appropriate, unless it is prohibited from doing so by the council.
cl. 30(1) & (2), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

7.2

Discharge or reconstitution of committees and subcommittees

Unless expressly provided otherwise in legislation or regulation:
(a)

a local authority may discharge or reconstitute a committee or subcommittee, or other
subordinate decision-making body; and

(b)

a committee may discharge or reconstitute a subcommittee.

A committee, subcommittee, or other subordinate decision-making body is, unless a council resolves
otherwise, discharged when members elected at a subsequent triennial general election come into
office.
cl. 30 (5) & (7), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.
Please note: s.12 (2) of the Civil Defence and Emergency Management Act 2002 states that a Civil
Defence and Emergency Management Group is not deemed to be discharged following a triennial
election.

7.3

Appointment or discharge of committee members and subcommittee
members

A council may appoint or discharge any member of a committee and, if established by the council, a
subcommittee. A committee may appoint or discharge any member of a subcommittee appointed by
the committee unless directed otherwise by the council.
cl. 31 (1) & (2), Schedule 7, LGA 2002

7.4

Elected members on committees and subcommittees

The members of a committee or subcommittee may be, but are not required to be, elected
members of a local authority. A council or committee may appoint a person who is not a member of
the local authority to a committee or subcommittee if, in the opinion of the council or committee,
the person has the skills, attributes or knowledge to assist the committee or subcommittee.
At least one member of a committee must be an elected member of the council. In the case of a
committee established by a local board or community board at least one member must be a
member of that board. A staff member of the local authority, in the course of their employment, can
be a member of a subcommittee but not a committee.
cl. 31(4) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

7.5

Local authority may replace members if committee not discharged

If a local authority resolves that a committee, subcommittee or other subordinate decision-making
body is not to be discharged under cl. 30 (7) Schedule7, LGA 2002, the local authority may replace
the members of that committee, subcommittee or subordinate decision-making body after the next
triennial general election of members.
cl. 31(5) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

7.6

Membership of Mayor

The Mayor is a member of every committee of the local authority.
s. 41A (5), LGA 2002.

7.7

Decision not invalid despite irregularity in membership

For the purpose of these standing orders a decision of a local authority, committee, local board and
community board is not invalidated if:
1. there is a vacancy in the membership of the local authority, committee, local or community
board at the time of the decision; or
2. following the decision some defect in the election or appointment process is discovered
and/or that the membership of a person on the committee at the time is found to have been
ineligible.
cl. 29, Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

7.8

Appointment of joint committees

A local authority may appoint a joint committee with another local authority or other public body if
it has reached agreement with each local authority or public body. The agreement must specify:
(a) the number of members each party may appoint; and
(b) how the Chairperson and deputy Chairperson are to be appointed; and
(c) the terms of reference of the committee; and
(d) what responsibilities, if any, are to be delegated to the committee by each party; and
(e) how the agreement may be varied.

The agreement may also specify any other matter relating to the appointment, operation, or
responsibilities of the committee agreed by the parties.
cl. 30A (1) & (2), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

7.9

Status of joint committees

A joint committee is deemed to be both a committee of a council and a committee of each other
participating local authority or public body.
cl. 30A (5), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

7.10

Power to appoint or discharge individual members of a joint
committee

The power to discharge any individual member of a joint committee and appoint another member in
their stead must be exercised by the council or public body that made the appointment.
cl. 30A (6)(a), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

Pre-meeting
Giving notice

8.

Please note; the processes described in this section (standing orders 8.1 – 8.13) apply as appropriate
to local boards and community boards.

8.1

Public notice – ordinary meetings

All meetings scheduled for the following month must be publicly notified not more than 14 days and
not less than 5 days before the end of every month, together with the dates on which and the times
and places at which those meetings are to be held. In the case of meetings held on or after the 21st
day of the month public notification must be given not more than 10 nor less than 5 working days
before the day on which the meeting is to be held.
s. 46, LGOIMA.

8.2

Notice to members - ordinary meetings

The chief executive must give notice in writing to each member of the local authority of the time and
place of any meeting. Notice must be given at least 14 days before the meeting unless the council
has adopted a schedule of meetings, in which case notice must be given at least 14 days before the
first meeting on the schedule.
cl. 19 (5), Schedule7, LGA 2002.

8.3

Extraordinary meeting may be called

An extraordinary council meeting may be called by:
(a)

resolution of the council, or

(b)

a requisition in writing delivered to the chief executive which is signed by:
i.

the Mayor or Chairperson, or

ii.

no less than one third of the total membership of the council (including
vacancies).

cl. 22 (1) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

8.4

Notice to members - extraordinary meetings

Notice in writing of the time and place of an extraordinary meeting called under standing order 8.3
and of the general nature of business to be considered must be given by the chief executive to each
member of the council at least 3 working days before the day appointed for the meeting. If the
meeting is called by a resolution then notice must be provided within such lesser period as is
specified in the resolution, as long as it is not less than 24 hours.
cl. 22 (3), Schedule7, LGA 2002.

8.5

Public notice - extraordinary meetings

Where an extraordinary meeting of a local authority was called and notice of that meeting was
inconsistent with these standing orders the local authority must, as soon as practicable following the
meeting, give public notice stating that:
(a)

the meeting has occurred;

(b)

the general nature of business transacted; and

(c)

the reasons why it was not correctly notified.

s. 46 (3) & (4), LGOIMA.

8.6

Process for calling an extraordinary meeting at an earlier time

If the nature of business requires a meeting to be held at an earlier time than is allowed by the
notice requirements specified in standing order 8.4, a meeting may be called by the Mayor or
Chairperson, or if the Mayor and Chairperson are not available, the chief executive.
cl. 22 (2) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

8.7

Notification of extraordinary meetings held at an earlier time

Notice of the time, place and matters to be considered of a meeting called under Standing Order 8.6,
must be given by the person calling the meeting or by another person on that person’s behalf.
Notice must be given to each member of the council and the chief executive by whatever means is
reasonable in the circumstances and at least 24 hours before the time appointed for the meeting.
cl. 22 (4), Schedule7 LGA 2002.

8.8

Chief executive may make other arrangements

The chief executive is to make any other arrangement for the notification of meetings, including
extraordinary meetings, as the local authority may, from time to time, determine.
s. 46(5) LGOIMA.

8.9

Meetings not invalid

The failure to notify a public meeting under these standing orders does not of itself make that
meeting invalid. However, where a local authority becomes aware that a meeting has been
incorrectly notified it must, as soon as practicable, give public notice stating:


that the meeting occurred without proper notification;



the general nature of the business transacted; and



the reasons why the meeting was not properly notified.

s. 46 (6), LGOIMA.

8.10

Resolutions passed at an extraordinary meeting

A local authority must, as soon as practicable, publicly notify any resolution passed at an
extraordinary meeting of the local authority unless (a)

the resolution was passed at a meeting or part of a meeting from which the public was
excluded; or

(b)

the extraordinary meeting was publicly notified at least 5 working days before the day
on which the meeting was held.

s. 51A, LGOIMA.

8.11

Meeting schedules

Where the local authority adopts a meeting schedule it may cover any period that the council
considers appropriate and may be amended. Notification of the schedule, or an amendment, will
constitute notification to members of every meeting on the schedule or the amendment. This does
not replace the requirements under LGOIMA to also publicly notify each meeting.
cl. 19 (6) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

8.12

Non-receipt of notice to members

A meeting of a local authority is not invalid if notice of that meeting was not received, or not
received in due time, by a member of the local authority or board unless:
(a) it is proved that the person responsible for giving notice of the meeting acted in bad faith or
without reasonable care; and
(b) the member concerned did not attend the meeting.
A member of a local authority may waive the need to be given notice of a meeting.
cl. 20 (1) & (2) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

8.13

Meeting cancellations

The Chairperson of a scheduled meeting may cancel the meeting if, in consultation with the chief
executive, they consider this is necessary for reasons that include lack of business, lack of quorum or
clash with another event.
The chief executive must make a reasonable effort to notify members and the public as soon as
practicable of the cancellation and the reasons behind it.

9.

Meeting agenda

9.1

Preparation of the agenda

It is the chief executive’s responsibility to prepare an agenda for each meeting listing and attaching
information on the items of business to be brought before the meeting so far as is known, including
the names of the relevant members.
When preparing business items for an agenda the chief executive should consult the Chairperson.

9.2

Process for raising matters for a decision

Requests for reports may be made by a resolution of the council, committee, subcommittee,
subordinate decision-making body, local boards or community board and, in the case of all decisionmaking bodies other than the council, must also fall within the scope of their specific delegations. A
process for requesting reports is described in Appendix 11.

9.3

Chief executive may delay or refuse request

The chief executive may delay commissioning any reports that involve significant cost or are beyond
the scope of the committee that made the request. In such cases the chief executive will discuss
options for meeting the request with the respective Chairperson and report back to a subsequent
meeting with an estimate of the cost involved and seek direction on whether the report should still
be prepared.
If a member makes a direct request to a chief executive asking that a report is prepared the chief
executive may refuse. In such cases an explanation should be provided to the member.

9.4

Order of business

At the meeting the business is to be dealt with in the order in which it stands on the agenda unless
the Chairperson, or the meeting, decides otherwise. An example of a default order of business is set
out in Appendix 10.
The order of business for an extraordinary meeting must be limited to items that are relevant to the
purpose for which the meeting has been called.

9.5

Chairperson’s recommendation

A Chairperson, either prior to the start of the meeting and/or at the meeting itself, may include a
recommendation regarding any item on the agenda brought before the meeting. Where a
Chairperson’s recommendation varies significantly from an officer’s recommendation the reason for
the variation must be explained.

9.6

Chairperson’s report

The Chairperson of a meeting has the right, through a report, to direct the attention of a meeting
to any matter which is on the agenda or which falls within the responsibilities of that meeting.

9.7

Public availability of the agenda

All information provided to members at a local authority, or local or community board, meeting
must be publicly available except where an item included in the agenda refers to a matter
reasonably expected to be discussed with the public excluded.
s. 5 & 46A, LGOIMA.

9.8

Public inspection of agenda

Any member of the public may, without payment of a fee, inspect, during normal office hours and
within a period of at least 2 working days before a meeting, all agendas and associated reports
circulated to members of the local authority and local and community boards relating to that
meeting. The agenda:
(a)

must be available for inspection at the public offices of the local authority (including
service centres), at public libraries under the authority’s control and on the council’s
website, and:

(b)

must be accompanied by either:
i.

the associated reports; or

ii.

a notice specifying the places at which the associated reports may be inspected.

s. 46A (1), LGOIMA.

9.9

Withdrawal of agenda items

If justified by circumstances an agenda item may be withdrawn by the chief executive. In the event
of an item being withdrawn the chief executive should inform the Chairperson.

9.10

Distribution of the agenda

The chief executive must send the agenda to every member of a meeting at least two clear working
days before the day of the meeting, except in the case of an extraordinary meeting (see Standing
Order 8.4).
The chief executive may send the agenda, and other materials relating to the meeting or other
council business, to members by electronic means.

9.11

Status of agenda

No matter on a meeting agenda, including recommendations, may be considered final until
determined by formal resolution of that meeting.

9.12

Items of business not on the agenda which cannot be delayed

A meeting may deal with an item of business that is not on the agenda where the meeting resolves
to deal with that item and the Chairperson provides the following information during the public part
of the meeting:
(a)

the reason the item is not on the agenda; and

(b)

the reason why the discussion of the item cannot be delayed until a subsequent
meeting.

s. 46A (7), LGOIMA
Items not on the agenda may be brought before the meeting through a report from either the chief
executive or the Chairperson.
Please note that nothing in this standing order removes the requirement to meet the provisions of
Part 6, LGA 2002 with regard to consultation and decision-making.

9.13

Discussion of minor matters not on the agenda

A meeting may discuss an item that is not on the agenda only if it is a minor matter relating to the
general business of the meeting and the Chairperson explains at the beginning of the public part of
the meeting that the item will be discussed. However, the meeting may not make a resolution,
decision or recommendation about the item, except to refer it to a subsequent meeting for further
discussion.
s. 46A (7A), LGOIMA.

9.14

Public excluded business on the agenda

Items that are likely to be discussed under public excluded must be indicated on each agenda and
state the general subject of the item. The chief executive, however, may exclude public access to any
reports, or parts of reports, which are reasonably expected to be discussed with the public excluded.
s. 46A (9), LGOIMA.

9.15

Qualified privilege relating to agenda and minutes

Where any meeting is open to the public and a member of the public is supplied with a copy of the
agenda, or the minutes of that meeting, the publication of any defamatory matter included in the
agenda or in the minutes is privileged. This does not apply if the publication is proved to have been
made with ill will or improper advantage has been taken of the publication.
s. 52, LGOIMA.

Meeting Procedures
Opening and closing
Local authorities, local boards and community boards may, at the start of a meeting, choose to
recognise the civic importance of the occasion through some form of reflection. This could be an
expression of community values, a reminder of the contribution of members who have gone before
or a formal welcome, such as a mihi whakatau. Options for opening a meeting could include a
karakia timitanga, mihi whakatau, or powhiri as well as a karakia whakamutunga to close a meeting
where appropriate.

10.

Quorum

10.1

Councils

The quorum for a meeting of the council is:
(a)

half of the members physically present, where the number of members (including
vacancies) is even; and

(b)

a majority of the members physically present, where the number of members (including
vacancies) is odd.

cl. 23 (3)(a) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

10.2

Committees and subcommittees

A council sets the quorum for its committees and subcommittees, either by resolution or by stating
the quorum in the terms of reference. Committees may set the quorums for their subcommittees by
resolution provided that it is not less than two members.
In the case of subcommittees the quorum will be two members unless otherwise stated. In the case
of committees at least one member of the quorum must be a member of the council, or if
established by a local board or community board, the relevant board.
cl. 23 (3)(b) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

10.3

Joint Committees

The quorum at a meeting of a joint committee must be consistent with Standing Order 10.1. Local
authorities participating in the joint committee may decide, by agreement, whether or not the
quorum includes one or more members appointed by each local authority or any party.
cl. 30A (6)(c) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

10.4

Requirement for a quorum

A meeting is constituted where a quorum of members is present, whether or not they are all voting
or entitled to vote. In order to conduct any business at a meeting, a quorum of members must be
present for the whole time that the business is being considered.
cl. 23(1) & (2) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

10.5

Meeting lapses where no quorum

A meeting must lapse, and the Chairperson vacate the chair, if a quorum is not present within 30
minutes of the advertised start of the meeting. Where members are known to be travelling to the
meeting, but are delayed due to extraordinary circumstance, the Chairperson has discretion to wait
for a longer period.
No business may be conducted while waiting for the quorum to be reached. Minutes will record
when a meeting lapses due to a lack of a quorum, along with the names of the members who
attended.

10.6

Business from lapsed meetings

Where meetings lapse the remaining business will be adjourned and be placed at the beginning of
the agenda of the next ordinary meeting, unless the Chairperson sets an earlier meeting and this is
notified by the chief executive.

11.

Public access and recording

11.1 Meetings open to the public
Except as otherwise provided by Part 7 of LGOIMA, every meeting of the local authority, its
committees, subcommittees, local boards and community boards, must be open to the public.
s.47 & 49(a), LGOIMA.

11.2

Grounds for removing the public

The Chairperson may require any member of the public whose conduct is disorderly, or who is
creating a disturbance, to be removed from the meeting.

11.3

Local authority may record meetings

Meeting venues should contain clear signage indicating and informing members, officers and the
public that proceedings may be recorded by the local authority and may be subject to direction by
the Chairperson.

11.4

Public may record meetings

Members of the public may make electronic or digital recordings of meetings which are open to the
public. Any recording of meetings must be notified to the Chairperson at the commencement of the
meeting to ensure that the recording does not distract the meeting from fulfilling its business.
Where circumstances require the Chairperson may stop the recording for a period of time.

12.

Attendance

12.1

Members right to attend meetings

A member of a local authority, or of a committee of a local authority, has, unless lawfully excluded,
the right to attend any meeting of the local authority or committee.
cl. 19(2), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.
If the member of the local authority is not an appointed member of the meeting at which they are in
attendance they may not vote on any matter at that meeting. However, they may, with the leave of
the chair, take part in the meeting’s discussions.
A member attending a meeting of which they are not an appointed member is not a member of the
public for the purpose of s.48 LGOIMA. Consequently, if the meeting resolves to exclude the public
any members of the local authority who are present may remain unless they are lawfully excluded.
Please note: this section does not confer any rights to non-elected members appointed to
committees of a local authority.

12.2

Attendance when a committee is performing judicial or quasi-judicial
functions

When a committee is performing judicial or quasi-judicial functions members of the local authority
who are not members of that committee are not entitled to take part in the proceedings.

12.3

Leave of absence

A council, local board or community board may grant a member leave of absence following an
application from that member.
In addition a council, local board or community board may delegate the power to grant a leave of
absence to the Chairperson in order to protect a member’s privacy. The Chairperson will advise all
members of the council, local board or community board whenever a member has been granted
leave of absence under delegated authority. Meeting minutes will record that a member has leave
of absence as an apology for that meeting.

12.4

Apologies

A member who does not have leave of absence may tender an apology should they be absent from
all or part of a meeting. The Chairperson must invite apologies at the beginning of each meeting,

including apologies for lateness and early departure. The meeting may accept or decline any
apologies.
For clarification, the acceptance of a member’s apology constitutes a grant of ‘leave of absence’ for
that meeting.

12.5

Recording apologies

The minutes will record any apologies tendered before or during the meeting, including whether
they were accepted or declined and the time of arrival and departure of all members.

12.6

Absent without leave

Where a member is absent from the council, local board or community board for four consecutive
meetings without leave of absence (not including extraordinary meetings) then the office held by the
member will become vacant. A vacancy created in this way is treated as an extraordinary vacancy.
cl. 5 (d) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

12.7

Right to attend by audio or audio visual link

Provided the conditions in these standing orders are met members of the local authority or its
committees have the right to attend meetings by means of an electronic link, unless they have been
lawfully excluded.

12.8

Member’s status: quorum

Members who attend meetings by electronic link will not be counted as present for the purposes of
a quorum.

12.9

Member’s status: voting

Where a meeting has a quorum, determined by the number physically present, the members
attending by electronic link can vote on any matters raised at the meeting.

12.10 Chairperson’s duties
Where the technology is available and a member is attending a meeting by audio or audio visual link,
the Chairperson must ensure that:
(a)

the technology for the link is available and of suitable quality;

(b)

procedures for using the technology in the meeting will ensure that:
i.

everyone participating in the meeting can hear each other;

ii.

the member’s attendance by audio or audio visual link does not reduce their
accountability or accessibility of that person in relation to the meeting;

iii.

the requirements of Part 7 of LGOIMA are met; and

iv.

the requirements in these standing orders are met.

If the Chairperson is attending by audio or audio visual link then chairing duties will be undertaken
by the deputy chair or a member who is physically present.
cl. 25A (3) schedule 7, LGA 2002.

12.11 Conditions for attending by audio or audio visual link
The Chairperson may give approval for a member to attend meetings by electronic link, either
generally or for a specific meeting. Examples of situations where approval can be given include:
(a)

where the member is at a place that makes their physical presence at the meeting
impracticable or impossible;

(b)

where a member is unwell; and

(c)

where a member is unable to attend due to an emergency.

12.12 Request to attend by audio or audio visual link
Where possible, a member will give the Chairperson and the chief executive at least 2 working days’
notice when they want to attend a meeting by audio or audio visual link. Should, due to illness or
emergency, this is not possible the member may give less notice.
Where such a request is made and the technology is available, the chief executive must take
reasonable steps to enable the member to attend by audio or audio-visual link. However, the council
has no obligation to make the technology for an audio or audio-visual link available.
If the member’s request cannot be accommodated, or there is a technological issue with the link,
this will not invalidate any acts or proceedings of the local authority or its committees.

12.13 Chairperson may terminate link
The Chairperson may direct that an electronic link should be terminated where:
(a)

use of the link is increasing, or may unreasonably increase, the length of the meeting;

(b)

the behaviour of the members using the link warrants termination, including the style,
degree and extent of interaction between members;

(c)

it is distracting to the members who are physically present at the meeting; and

(d)

the quality of the link is no longer suitable.

12.14 Giving or showing a document
A person attending a meeting by audio or audio visual link may give or show a document by:
(a)

transmitting it electronically;

(b)

using the audio visual link; or

(c)

any other manner that the Chairperson thinks fit.

cl. 25(A) (6) schedule 7, LGA 2002.

12.15 Link failure
Where an audio or audio visual link fails, or there are other technological issues that prevent a
member who is attending by link from participating in a meeting, that member must be deemed to
be no longer attending the meeting.

12.16 Confidentiality
A member who is attending a meeting by audio or audio visual link must ensure that the meeting’s
proceedings remain confidential during any times that the public are excluded. At such times, the
Chairperson may require the member to confirm that no unauthorised people are able to view or
hear the proceedings.

13.

Chairperson’s role in meetings

13.1

Council meetings

The Mayor or Chairperson of the council or local or community board must preside at meetings of
the council or board unless they vacate the chair for a part or all of a meeting. If the Chairperson is
absent from a meeting or vacates the chair, the deputy Mayor/chair must act as Chairperson. If the
deputy Mayor/chair is also absent the local authority members who are present must elect a
member to be Chairperson at that meeting. This person may exercise the meeting responsibilities,
duties and powers of the Mayor/Chairperson for that meeting. This provision also applies to
committees and subcommittees.
cl. 26(1), (5) & (6) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

13.2

Committee meetings

The appointed Chairperson of a committee must preside at all committee meetings, unless they
vacate the chair for a particular meeting or part of a meeting. If the Chairperson is absent from a
meeting or vacates the chair, the deputy Chairperson (if any) will act as Chairperson. If the deputy
Chairperson is also absent, or has not been appointed, the committee members who are present
must elect a member to act as Chairperson at that meeting who may exercise the meeting
responsibilities, duties and powers of the Chairperson.
This standing order also applies to subcommittees and subordinate decision-making bodies.
cl. 26(2), (5) & (6), schedule 7 LGA 2002.

13.3

Addressing the Chairperson

Members will address the Chairperson in a manner that the Chairperson has determined.

13.4

Chairperson’s rulings

The Chairperson will decide all procedural questions where insufficient provision is made by these
standing orders and with regard to all points of order. Any refusal to obey a Chairperson’s ruling or
direction constitutes contempt.

13.5

Chairperson standing

Whenever the Chairperson stands during a debate members are required to sit down and be silent
so that they can hear the Chairperson without interruption.

13.6

Member’s right to speak

Members are entitled to speak in accordance with these standing orders. Members should address
the Chairperson when speaking. They may not leave their place while speaking, unless they have the
leave of the Chairperson.

13.7

Chairperson may prioritise speakers

When two or more members want to speak the Chairperson will name the member who may speak
first. Other members who wish to speak have precedence where they intend to:

14.

(a)

raise a point of order, including a request to obtain a time extension for the previous
speaker; and/or

(b)

move a motion to terminate or adjourn the debate; and/or

(c)

make a point of explanation; and/or

(d)

request the chair to permit the member a special request.

Public Forums

Public forums are a defined period of time, usually at the start of a meeting, which, at the discretion
of a meeting, is put aside for the purpose of public input. Public forums are designed to enable
members of the public to bring matters to the attention of the local authority.
In the case of a committee, subcommittee, local or community board, any issue, idea or matter
raised in a public forum must also fall within the terms of reference of that meeting.

14.14 Time limits
A period of up to 30 minutes, or such longer time as the meeting may determine, will be available
for the public forum at each scheduled local authority meeting. Requests must be made to the
meeting secretary at least seven days prior to the meeting; however this requirement may be
waived by the Chairperson.
Speakers can speak for up to 5 minutes. No more than two speakers can speak on behalf of an
organisation during a public forum. Where the number of speakers presenting in the public forum

exceeds 6 in total, the Chairperson has discretion to restrict the speaking time permitted for all
presenters.

14.15 Restrictions
The Chairperson has the discretion to decline to hear a speaker or to terminate a presentation at any
time where:


a speaker is repeating views presented by an earlier speaker at the same public forum;



the speaker is criticising elected members and/or staff;



the speaker is being repetitious, disrespectful or offensive;



the speaker has previously spoken on the same issue;



the matter is subject to legal proceedings;



the matter is subject to a hearing, including the hearing of submissions where the local
authority or committee sits in a quasi-judicial capacity.

14.16 Questions at public forums
At the conclusion of the presentation, with the permission of the Chairperson, elected members may
ask questions of speakers. Questions are to be confined to obtaining information or clarification on
matters raised by a speaker.

14.17 No resolutions
Following the public forum no debate or decisions will be made at the meeting on issues raised
during the forum unless related to items already on the agenda.

Deputations

15.

The purpose of a deputation is to enable a person, group or organisation to make a presentation to a
meeting on a matter or matters covered by that meeting’s terms of reference. Deputations are
approved by the Chairperson or an official with delegated authority.

15.1

Time limits

Speakers can speak for up to 5 minutes. No more than two speakers can speak on behalf of an
organisation’s deputation.

15.2

Restrictions

The Chairperson has the discretion to decline to hear or terminate a deputation at any time where:


a speaker is repeating views presented by an earlier speaker at the meeting;



the speaker is criticising elected members and/or staff;



the speaker is being repetitious, disrespectful or offensive;



the speaker has previously spoken on the same issue;



the matter is subject to legal proceedings;



15.3

the matter is subject to a hearing, including the hearing of submissions where the local
authority or committee sits in a quasi-judicial capacity.

Questions of a deputation

At the conclusion of the deputation members may, with the permission of the Chairperson, ask
questions of speakers. Questions are to be confined to obtaining information or clarification on
matters raised by the deputation.

15.4

Resolutions

Any debate on a matter raised in a deputation must occur at the time at which the matter is
scheduled to be discussed on the meeting agenda, and once a motion has been moved and
seconded.

16.

Petitions

16.1

Form of petitions

Petitions may be presented to the local authority or any of its committees, local boards or
community boards. Petitions must contain at least 20 signatures and consist of fewer than 150
words (not including signatories). They must be received by the chief executive at least 5 working
days before the date of the meeting at which they will be presented.
Petitions must not be disrespectful, use offensive language or include malicious statements (see
standing order 19.9 on qualified privilege). They may be written in English or te reo Māori.
Petitioners planning to make a petition in te reo Māori or sign language should advise the relevant
Chairperson at least two working days before the meeting to enable the petition be translated and
reprinted, if necessary.

16.2

Petition presented by petitioner

A petitioner who presents a petition to the local authority or any of its committees and
subcommittees, local boards or community boards, may speak for 5 minutes (excluding questions)
about the petition, unless the meeting resolves otherwise. The Chairperson must terminate the
presentation of the petition if he or she believes the petitioner is being disrespectful, offensive or
making malicious statements.
Where a petition is presented as part of a deputation or public forum the speaking time limits
relating to deputations or public forums shall apply. The petition must be received by the chief
executive at least 5 working days before the date of the meeting concerned.

16.3

Petition presented by member

Members may present petitions on behalf of petitioners. In doing so, members must confine
themselves to presenting:

(a)

the petition;

(b)

the petitioners’ statement; and

(c)

the number of signatures.

17.

Exclusion of public

17.1

Motions and resolutions to exclude the public

Members of a meeting may resolve to exclude the public from a meeting. The grounds for exclusion
are those specified in section 48 of LGOIMA (see Appendix 1).
Every motion to exclude the public must be put while the meeting is open to the public, and copies
of the motion must be available to any member of the public who is present. If the motion is passed
the resolution to exclude the public must be in the form set out in schedule 2A of LGOIMA (see
Appendix 2). The resolution must state:
(a)

the general subject of each matter to be excluded;

(b)

the reason for passing the resolution in relation to that matter; and

(c)

the grounds on which the resolution is based.

The resolution will form part of the meeting’s minutes.
s. 48 LGOIMA.

17.2

Specified people may remain

Where a meeting resolves to exclude the public, the resolution may provide for specified persons to
remain if, in the opinion of the meeting, they will assist the meeting to achieve its purpose. Any such
resolution must state, in relation to the matter to be discussed, how the knowledge held by the
specified people is relevant and be of assistance.
No such resolution is needed for people who are entitled to be at the meeting, such as relevant staff
and officials contracted to the council for advice on the matter under consideration.
s.48 (6) LGOIMA.

17.3

Public excluded items

The chief executive must place in the public-excluded section of the agenda any items that he or she
reasonably expects the meeting to consider with the public excluded. The public excluded section of
the agenda must indicate the subject matter of the item and the reason the public are excluded.
s.46A (8) LGOIMA.

17.4

Non-disclosure of information

No member or officer may disclose to any person, other than another member, officer or person
authorised by the chief executive, any information that has been, or will be, presented to any
meeting from which the public is excluded, or proposed to be excluded.
This restriction does not apply where a meeting has resolved to make the information publicly
available or where the chief executive has advised, in writing, that one or both of the following
apply:

17.5

(a)

there are no grounds under LGOIMA for withholding the information;

(b)

the information is no longer confidential.

Release of information from public excluded session

A local authority may provide for the release to the public of information which has been considered
during the public excluded part of a meeting.
Each public excluded meeting must consider and agree by resolution, what, if any, information will
be released to the public. In addition the chief executive may release information which has been
considered at a meeting from which the public has been excluded where it is determined the
grounds to withhold the information no longer exist. The chief executive will inform the subsequent
meeting of the nature of the information released.

18.

Voting

18.1

Decisions by majority vote

Unless otherwise provided for in the LGA 2002, other legislation or standing orders, the acts of and
questions before a local authority (or local and community boards) must be decided at a meeting
through a vote exercised by the majority of the members of that meeting voting.
cl. 24 (1), Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

18.2

Open voting

An act or question coming before the local authority must be done or decided by open voting.
cl. 24 (3) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

18.3

Chairperson has a casting vote

The Mayor, Chairperson or any other person presiding at a meeting has a deliberative vote and, in
the case of an equality of votes, has a casting vote.
cl. 24 (2) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

18.4

Method of voting

The method of voting must be as follows:

18.5

(a)

the Chairperson in putting the motion must call for an expression of opinion on the
voices or take a show of hands, the result of either of which, as announced by the
Chairperson, must be conclusive unless such announcement is questioned immediately
by any member, in which event the Chairperson will call a division;

(b)

the Chairperson or any member may call for a division instead of or after voting on the
voices and/or taking a show of hands; and

(c)

where a suitable electronic voting system is available that system may be used instead
of a show of hands, vote by voices or division, and the result displayed notified to the
Chairperson who must declare the result.

Calling for a division

When a division is called, the chief executive must record the names of the members voting for and
against the motion and abstentions and provide the names to the Chairperson to declare the result.
The result of the division must be entered into the minutes and include members’ names and the
way in which they voted.
The Chairperson may call a second division where there is confusion or error in the original division.

18.6

Request to have votes recorded

If requested by a member immediately after a vote the minutes must record the member’s vote or
abstention.

18.7

Members may abstain

Any member may abstain from voting.

19.

Conduct

19.1

Calling to order

When the Chairperson calls members to order, they must be seated and stop speaking. If the
members fail to do so, the Chairperson may direct that they should leave the meeting immediately
for a specified time.

19.2

Disrespect

No member may speak or act in a manner which is disrespectful of other members or inconsistent
with the local authority’s Code of Conduct at any meeting.

19.3

Retractions and apologies

In the event of a member or speaker who has been disrespectful of another member or contravened
the council’s Code of Conduct, the Chairperson may call upon that member or speaker to withdraw
the offending comments, and may require them to apologise. If the member refuses to do so the
Chairperson may direct that they should leave the meeting immediately for a specified time and/or
make a complaint under the Code of Conduct.

19.4

Disorderly conduct

Where the conduct of a member is disorderly or is creating a disturbance the Chairperson may
require that member to leave the meeting immediately for a specified time.
If the disorder continues the Chairperson may adjourn the meeting for a specified time. At the end
of this time the meeting must resume and decide, without debate, whether the meeting should
proceed or be adjourned.
The Chairperson may also adjourn the meeting if other people cause disorder or in the event of an
emergency.

19.5

Contempt

Where a member is subject to repeated cautions by the Chairperson for disorderly conduct the
meeting may, should it so decide, resolve that the member is in contempt. Any such resolution must
be recorded in the meeting’s minutes.

19.6

Removal from meeting

A member of the police or authorised security personnel may, at the Chairperson’s request, remove
or exclude a member from a meeting.
This standing order will apply where the Chairperson has ruled that the member should leave the
meeting and the member has refused or failed to do so; or has left the meeting and attempted to reenter it without the Chairperson’s permission.

19.7

Financial conflicts of interests

Every member present at a meeting must declare any direct or indirect financial interest that they
hold in any matter being discussed at the meeting, other than an interest that they hold in common
with the public.
No member may vote on, or take part in, a discussion about any matter in which they have a direct
or indirect financial interest unless an exception set out in s.6 LAMIA applies to them, or the AuditorGeneral has granted them an exemption or declaration under s.6.
Members with a financial interest should physically withdraw themselves from the table unless the
meeting is in public excluded in which case they should leave the room.

Neither the Chairperson nor the meeting may rule on whether a member has a financial interest in
the matter being discussed. The minutes must record any declarations of financial interests and the
member’s abstention from any discussion and voting on the matter.
s. 6 & 7 LAMIA.

19.8

Non-financial conflicts of interests

Non-financial interests always involve questions of judgement and degree about whether the
responsibility of a member of a local authority (or local or community board) could be affected by
some other separate interest or duty of that member in relation to a particular matter. If a member
considers that they have a non-financial conflict of interest in a matter they must not take part in the
discussions about that matter or any subsequent vote.
The member must leave the table when the matter is considered, but does not need to leave the
room. The minutes must record the declaration and member’s subsequent abstention from
discussion and voting.
Neither the Chairperson nor the meeting may rule on whether a member has a non-financial interest
in the matter being discussed.

19.9

Qualified privilege for meeting proceedings

Any oral statement made at any meeting of the local authority in accordance with the rules adopted
by the local authority for guiding its proceedings is privileged, unless the statement is proved to have
been made with ill will or took improper advantage of the occasion of publication.
s. 53, LGOIMA.

19.10 Qualified privilege additional to any other provisions
The privilege referred to above is in addition to any other privilege, whether absolute or qualified,
that applies as a result of any other enactment or rule of law applying to any meeting of the local
authority.
s. 53, LGOIMA.

19.11 Electronic devices at meetings
Electronic devices and phones can only be used to advance the business of a meeting.
Personal use may only occur at the discretion of the chair. A Chairperson may require that an
electronic device is switched off if its use is likely to distract a meeting from achieving its business or
a member is found to be receiving information or advice from sources not present at the meeting
which may affect the integrity of the proceedings.

General rules of debate

20.

20.1 Chairperson may exercise discretion
The application of any procedural matters in this section of the standing orders, such as the number
of times a member may speak, is subject to the discretion of the Chairperson.

20.2 Time limits on speakers
The following time limits apply to members speaking at meetings:
(a)

movers of motions when speaking to the motion – not more than 10 minutes;

(b)

movers of motions when exercising their right of reply – not more than 5 minutes;

(c)

other members – not more than 5 minutes.

Time limits can be extended if a motion to that effect is moved, seconded and supported by a
majority of members present.

20.3 Questions to staff
During a debate members can ask staff questions about the matters being discussed. Questions
must be asked through the Chairperson and how the question should be dealt with is at the
Chairperson’s discretion.

20.4 Questions of clarification
At any point of a debate a member may ask the Chairperson for clarification about the nature and
content of the motion which is the subject of the debate and the particular stage the debate has
reached.

20.5 Members may speak only once
A member may not speak more than once to a motion at a meeting of a local authority or any local
or community board except with permission of the Chairperson.

20.6 Limits on number of speakers
If three speakers have spoken consecutively in support of, or in opposition to, a motion, the
Chairperson may call for a speaker to the contrary. If there is no speaker to the contrary, the
Chairperson must put the motion after the mover’s right of reply.
Members speaking must, if requested by the Chairperson, announce whether they are speaking in
support of or opposition to a motion.

20.7 Seconder may reserve speech
A member may second a motion or amendment without speaking to it, reserving the right to speak
later in the debate.

20.8 Speaking only to relevant matters
Members may speak to any matter before the meeting; a motion or amendment which they
propose; and to raise a point of order arising out of debate, but not otherwise. Members must
confine their remarks strictly to the motion or amendment they are speaking to.
The Chairperson’s rulings on any matters arising under this standing order are final and not open to
challenge.

20.9 Restating motions
At any time during a debate a member may ask, for their information, that the Chairperson restate a
motion and any amendments; but not in a manner that interrupts a speaker.

20.10 Criticism of resolutions
A member speaking in a debate may not unduly criticise the validity of any resolution except by a
notice of motion to amend or revoke the resolution.

20.11 Objecting to words
When a member objects to any words used by another member in a speech and wants the minutes
to record their objection, they must object at the time when the words are used and before any
other member has spoken. The Chairperson must order the minutes to record the objection.

20.12 Right of reply
The mover of an original motion has a right of reply. A mover of an amendment to the original
motion does not. In their reply, the mover must confine themselves to answering previous speakers
and not introduce any new matters.
A mover’s right of reply can only be used once. It can be exercised either at the end of the debate on
the original, substantive or substituted motion or at the end of the debate on a proposed
amendment.
However, the original mover may reserve their right of reply and speak once to the principal motion
and once to each amendment without losing that right of reply. If a closure motion is carried the
mover of the motion has the right of reply before the motion or amendment is put to the vote.

20.13 No other member may speak
In exercising a right of reply, no other member may speak:
(a)

after the mover has started their reply;

(b)

after the mover has indicated that they want to forego this right;

(c)

where the mover has spoken to an amendment to the original motion and the
Chairperson has indicated that he or she intends to put the motion.

20.14 Adjournment motions
The carrying of any motion to adjourn a meeting must supersede other business still remaining to be
disposed of. Any such business must be considered at the next meeting. Business referred to, or
referred back to, a specified committee or local or community board, is to be considered at the next
ordinary meeting of that committee or board, unless otherwise specified.

20.15 Chairperson’s acceptance of closure motions
The Chairperson may only accept a closure motion where there have been at least two speakers for
and two speakers against the motion that is proposed to be closed, or the Chairperson considers it
reasonable to do so.
However, the Chairperson must put a closure motion if there are no further speakers in the debate.
When the meeting is debating an amendment, the closure motion relates to the amendment. If a
closure motion is carried, the mover of the motion under debate has the right of reply after which
the Chairperson puts the motion or amendment to the vote.

21.

General procedures for speaking and moving motions

21.1

Options for speaking and moving

This subsection provides three options for speaking and moving motions and amendments at a
meeting of a local authority, its committees and subcommittees, and any local or community boards.
Option A applies unless, on the recommendation of the chairperson at the beginning of a meeting,
the meeting resolves [by simple majority] to adopt either Option B or Option C for the meeting
generally, or for any specified items on the agenda.

21.2

Option A


The mover and seconder of a motion cannot move or second an amendment. (This does
not apply when the mover or seconder of a motion to adopt a report of a committee
wants to amend an item in the report. In this case the original mover or seconder may
also propose or second the suggested amendment).



Only members who have not spoken to the original or substituted motion may move or
second an amendment to it.



The mover or seconder of an amendment whether it is carried or lost cannot move or
second a subsequent amendment.



Members can speak to any amendment and, provided they have not spoken to the
motion or moved or seconded an amendment, they can move or second further
amendments.



21.3

Option B


The mover and seconder of a motion cannot move or second an amendment. (This does
not apply when the mover or seconder of a motion to adopt a report of a committee
wants to amend an item in the report. In this case the original mover or seconder may
also propose or second the suggested amendment).



Any members, regardless of whether they have spoken to the original or substituted
motion, may move or second an amendment to it.



The mover or seconder of an amendment that is carried can move or second a
subsequent amendment. A mover or seconder of an amendment which is lost cannot
move or second a subsequent amendment.



Members can speak to any amendment.



The meeting by agreement of the majority of members present may amend a motion
with the agreement of the mover and seconder.

21.4

21.5

The meeting by agreement of the majority of members present may amend a motion
with the agreement of the mover and seconder.

Option C


The mover and seconder of a motion can move or second an amendment



Any members, regardless of whether they have spoken to the original or substituted
motion, may move or second an amendment to it.



The mover or seconder of an amendment whether it is carried or lost can move or
second further amendments.



Members can speak to any amendment.



The meeting by agreement of the majority of members present may amend a motion
with the agreement of the mover and seconder.

Procedure if no resolution reached

If no resolution is reached the Chairperson may accept a new motion to progress the matter under
discussion.

22.

Motions and amendments

22.1

Proposing and seconding motions

All motions and amendments moved during a debate must be seconded (including notices of
motion). The Chairperson may then state the motion and propose it for discussion.
Amendments and motions that are not seconded are not in order and are not entered in the
minutes.

22.2

Motions in writing

The Chairperson may require movers of motions and amendments to provide them in writing, signed
by the mover.

22.3

Motions expressed in parts

The Chairperson, or any member, can require a motion that has been expressed in parts to be
decided part by part.

22.4

Substituted motion

Where a motion is subject to an amendment the meeting may substitute the motion with the
amendment, provided the mover and seconder of the original motion agree to its withdrawal. All
members may speak to the substituted motion.

22.5

Amendments to be relevant and not direct negatives

Every proposed amendment must be relevant to the motion under discussion. Proposed
amendments cannot be similar to an amendment that has already been lost. Any amendment
which, if carried, would have the effect of defeating a previous motion that was carried is a direct
negative and is therefore not allowed.

22.6

Foreshadowed amendments

The meeting must dispose of an existing amendment before a new amendment can be
foreshadowed. However, members may notify the Chairperson that they intend to move further
amendments and the nature of their content.

22.7

Lost amendments

Where an amendment is lost, the meeting will resume the debate on the original or substituted
motion. Any member who has not spoken to that motion may speak to it, and may move or second a
further amendment.

22.8

Carried amendments

Where an amendment is carried the meeting will resume the debate on the original motion as
amended. This will now be referred to as the substantive motion. Members who have not spoken to
the original motion may speak to the substantive motion, and may move or second a further
amendment to it.

22.9

Where a motion is lost

In a situation where a motion that recommends a course of action is lost a new motion, with the
consent of the Chairperson, may be proposed to provide direction.

22.10 Withdrawal of motions and amendments
Once a motion or amendment which has been seconded has been put to the meeting by the
Chairperson the mover cannot withdraw it without the consent of the majority of the members who
are present and voting.
The mover of an original motion, which has been subject to an amendment that has been moved
and seconded, cannot withdraw the original motion until the amendment has either been lost or
withdrawn by agreement, as above.

22.11 No speakers after reply or motion has been put
A member may not speak to any motion once:
(a)

the mover has started their right of reply in relation to the motion; and

(b)

the Chairperson has started putting the motion.

23.

Revocation or alteration of resolutions

23.1

Member may move revocation of a decision

A member may give the chief executive a notice of motion for the revocation or alteration of all or
part of a previous resolution of the council, subordinate body, local or community board. The notice
must set out:
(a)

The resolution or part of the resolution which the member proposes to revoke or alter;

(b)

The meeting date when the resolution was passed;

(c)

The motion, if any, which the member proposes to replace it with; and

(d)

Sufficient information to satisfy the decision-making provisions of sections 77-82 of
the LGA 2002.

If the mover of the notice of motion is unable to provide this information, or the decision is likely
to be deemed a significant decision, the notice of motion should provide that the proposal is
referred to the chief executive for consideration and report.

23.2

Revocation must be made by the body responsible for the decision

If a resolution is made under delegated authority by a committee, subcommittee or subordinate
decision-making body, or a local or community board, only that body may revoke or amend the
resolution, assuming the resolution is legally made.
This provision does not prevent the body that made the delegation from removing or amending a
delegation given to a subordinate body or local board or community board.
cl. 32 (2)4 Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

23.3

Requirement to give notice

A member must give notice to the chief executive at least 5 working days before the meeting at
which it is proposed to consider the motion. The notice is to be signed by not less than one third of
the members of the local authority, including vacancies. Notice can be sent via email and include the
scanned electronic signatures of members.If the notice of motion is lost, no similar notice of motion
which is substantially the same in purpose and effect may be accepted within the next twelve
months.

23.4

Restrictions on actions under the affected resolution

Once a notice of motion to revoke or alter a previous resolution has been received no irreversible
action may be taken under the resolution in question until the proposed notice of motion has been
dealt with. Exceptions apply where, in the opinion of the Chairperson:
(a)

the practical effect of delaying actions under the resolution would be the same as if the
resolution had been revoked;

(b)

by reason of repetitive notices, the effect of the notice is an attempt by a minority to
frustrate the will of the local authority or the committee that made the previous
resolution.

In either of these situations, action may be taken under the resolution as though no notice of motion
had been given to the chief executive.

23.5

Revocation or alteration by resolution at same meeting

A meeting may revoke or alter a previous resolution made at the same meeting where, during the
course of the meeting, it receives fresh facts or information concerning the resolution. In this
situation 75 per cent of the members present and voting must agree to the revocation or alteration.

23.6

Revocation or alteration by recommendation in report

The local authority, on a recommendation in a report by the Chairperson, chief executive, or any
committee or subcommittee, local or community board, may revoke or alter all or part of a
resolution passed by a previous meeting. The chief executive must give at least two clear working
days’ notice of any meeting that will consider a revocation or alteration recommendation.
cl. 30 (6) Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

24.

Procedural motions

24.1

Procedural motions must be taken immediately

A procedural motion to close or adjourn a debate will take precedence over other business, except
points of order and rights of reply. If the procedural motion is seconded the Chairperson must put it
to the vote immediately, without discussion or debate.

24.2

Procedural motions to close or adjourn a debate

Any member who has not spoken on the matter under debate may move any one of the following
procedural motions to close or adjourn a debate:
(a)

that the meeting be adjourned to the next ordinary meeting (unless the member states
an alternative time and place);

(b)

that the motion under debate should now be put (a closure motion);

(c)

that the item being discussed should be adjourned to a specified time and place and not
be further discussed at the meeting;

(d)

that the item of business being discussed should lie on the table and not be further
discussed at this meeting;

(e)

that the item being discussed should be referred (or referred back) to the relevant
committee or local or community board.

A member seeking to move a procedural motion must not interrupt another member who is already
speaking.

24.3

Voting on procedural motions

Procedural motions to close or adjourn a debate must be decided by a majority of all members who
are present and voting. If the motion is lost no member may move a further procedural motion to
close or adjourn the debate within the next 15 minutes.

24.4

Debate on adjourned items

When debate resumes on items of business that have been previously adjourned all members are
entitled to speak on the items.

24.5

Remaining business at adjourned meetings

Where a resolution is made to adjourn a meeting, the remaining business will be considered at the
next meeting.

24.6

Business referred to the council, committee or local or community
board

Where an item of business is referred (or referred back) to a committee or a local or community
board, the committee or board will consider the item at its next meeting unless the meeting resolves
otherwise.

24.7

Other types of procedural motions

The Chairperson has discretion about whether to allow any other procedural motion that is not
contained in these standing orders.

25.

Points of order

25.1

Members may raise points of order

Any member may raise a point of order when they believe these standing orders have been
breached. When a point of order is raised, the member who was previously speaking must stop
speaking and sit down (if standing).

25.2

Subjects for points of order

A member who is raising a point of order must state precisely what its subject is. Points of order may
be raised for the following subjects:

25.3

(a)

disorder – bringing disorder to the attention of the Chairperson;

(b)

language – use of disrespectful, offensive or malicious language;

(c)

irrelevance – the topic being discussed is not the matter currently before the meeting;

(d)

misrepresentation – misrepresentation of any statement made by a member or by an
officer or council employee;

(e)

breach of standing order – the breach of any standing order while also specifying which
standing order is subject to the breach;

(f)

request the recording of words, such as a request that the minutes record words that
have been the subject of an objection.

Contradictions

Expressing a difference of opinion or contradicting a statement by a previous speaker does not
constitute a point of order.

25.4

Point of order during division

A member may not raise a point of order during a division, except with the permission of the
Chairperson.

25.5

Chairperson’s decision on points of order

The Chairperson may decide a point of order immediately after it has been raised, or may choose to
hear further argument about the point before deciding. The Chairperson’s ruling on any point of
order, and any explanation of that ruling, is not open to any discussion and is final.

26.

Notices of motion

26.1

Notice of intended motion to be in writing

Notice of intended motions must be in writing signed by the mover, stating the meeting at which it is
proposed that the intended motion be considered, and must be delivered to the chief executive at
least 5 clear working days before such meeting. [Notice of an intended motion can be sent via email
and include the scanned electronic signature of the mover.]

Once the motion is received the chief executive must give members notice in writing of the intended
motion at least 2 clear working days’ notice of the date of the meeting at which it will be considered.

26.2

Refusal of notice of motion

The Chairperson may direct the chief executive to refuse to accept any notice of motion which:
(a)

is disrespectful or which contains offensive language or statements made with malice;
or

(b)

is not related to the role or functions of the local authority or meeting concerned; or

(c)

contains an ambiguity or a statement of fact or opinion which cannot properly form
part of an effective resolution, and where the mover has declined to comply with
such requirements as the chief executive officer may make; or

(d)

is concerned with matters which are already the subject of reports or
recommendations from a committee to the meeting concerned; or

(e)

fails to include sufficient information as to satisfy the decision-making provisions of
s.77-82 LGA 2002; or

(f)

concerns a matter where decision-making authority has been delegated to a
subordinate body or a local or community board.

Reasons for refusing a notice of motion should be provided to the mover. Where the refusal is due
to (f) the notice of motion may be referred to the appropriate committee or board.

26.3

Mover of notice of motion

Notices of motion may not proceed in the absence of the mover unless moved by another member
authorised to do so, in writing, by the mover.

26.4

Alteration of notice of motion

Only the mover, at the time the notice of motion is moved and with the agreement of a majority of
those present at the meeting, may alter a proposed notice of motion. Once moved and seconded no
amendments may be made to a notice of motion.

26.5

When notices of motion lapse

Notices of motion that are not put when called by the Chairperson must lapse.

26.6

Referral of notices of motion

Any notice of motion received that refers to a matter ordinarily dealt with by a committee of the
local authority or a local or community board must be referred to that committee or board by the
chief executive.
Where notices are referred the proposer of the intended motion, if not a member of that
committee, must have the right to move that motion and have the right of reply, as if a committee
member.

26.7

Repeat notices of motion

When a motion has been considered and rejected by the local authority or a committee, no similar
notice of motion which, in the opinion of the Chairperson, may be accepted within the next 12
months, unless signed by not less than one third of all members, including vacancies.
Where a notice of motion has been adopted by the local authority no other notice of motion which,
in the opinion of the Chairperson has the same effect, may be put while the original motion stands.

27.

Minutes

27.1

Minutes to be evidence of proceedings

The local authority, its committees, subcommittees and any local and community boards must keep
minutes of their proceedings. These minutes must be kept in hard copy, signed and included in the
council’s minute book and, when confirmed by resolution at a subsequent meeting and signed by
the Chairperson, will be prima facie evidence of the proceedings they relate to.
cl. 28 Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

27.2

Matters recorded in minutes

The chief executive must keep the minutes of meetings. The minutes must record:
(a)

the date, time and venue of the meeting;

(b)

the names of the members present;

(c)

the Chairperson;

(d)

any apologies or leaves of absences;

(e)

the arrival and departure times of members;

(f)

any failure of a quorum;

(g)

a list of any external speakers and the topics they addressed;

(h)

a list of the items considered;

(i)

the resolutions and amendments related to those items including those that were lost,
provided they had been moved and seconded in accordance with these standing orders;

(j)

the names of all movers, and seconders;

(k)

any objections made to words used;

(l)

all divisions taken and, if taken, a record of each members’ vote;

(m)

the names of any members requesting that votes or abstentions be recorded;

(n)

any declarations of financial or non-financial conflicts of interest;

(o)

the contempt, censure and removal of any members;

(p)

any resolutions to exclude members of the public;

(q)

the time at which the meeting concludes or adjourns;

(r)

the names of people permitted to stay in public excluded.

Please Note: hearings under the RMA, Dog Control Act 1996 and Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
may have special requirements for minute taking.

27.3

No discussion on minutes

The only topic that may be discussed at a subsequent meeting, with respect to the minutes, is their
correctness.

27.4

Minutes of last meeting before election

The chief executive and the relevant Chairpersons must sign the minutes of the last meeting of the
local authority and its local and community boards before the next election of members.

28.

Minute books

28.1

Inspection

A hard copy of the local authority’s minute books must be kept by the chief executive and be open
for inspection by the public. This does not preclude the complementary use of electronic minutes in
accordance with the Electronics Transactions Act.
s. 51 LGOIMA.

28.2

Inspection of public excluded matters

The chief executive must consider any request for the minutes of a meeting or part of a meeting
from which the public was excluded as a request for official information in terms of the Local
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987.

Referenced documents


Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908



Sale of Alcohol Act 2012



Crimes Act 1961



Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013



Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968 (LAMIA)



Local Electoral Act 2001 (LEA)



Local Government Act 1974 and 2002 (LGA)



Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 (LGOIMA)



Marine Farming Act 1971



Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA)



Secret Commissions Act 1910



Securities Act 1978

Appendix 1: Grounds to exclude the public
A local authority may, by resolution, exclude the public from the whole or any part of the
proceedings of any meeting only on one or more of the following grounds:
A1

A2

That good reason exists for excluding the public from the whole or any part of the proceedings
of any meeting as the public disclosure of information would be likely:
(a)

to prejudice the maintenance of the law, including the prevention, investigation, and
detection of offences, and the right to a fair trial; or

(b)

to endanger the safety of any person.

That the public conduct of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting
would be likely to result in the disclosure of information where the withholding of the
information is necessary to:
(a)

Protect the privacy of natural persons, including that of deceased natural persons; or

(b)

Protect information where the making available of the information would:
i.

disclose a trade secret; or

ii.

be likely unreasonably to prejudice the commercial position of the person who
supplied or who is the subject of the information; or,

(c)

In the case only of an application for a resource consent, or water conservation order,
or a requirement for a designation or heritage order, under the Resource Management
Act 1991, to avoid serious offence to tikanga Māori i, or to avoid the disclosure of the
location of waahi tapu; or

(d)

Protect information which is subject to an obligation of confidence or which any person
has been or could be compelled to provide under the authority of any enactment,
where the making available of the information would:
i.

be likely to prejudice the supply of similar information, or information from the
same source, and it is in the public interest that such information should continue
to be supplied; or

ii.

be likely otherwise to damage the public interest; or

(e)

Avoid prejudice to measures protecting the health or safety of members of the public;
or

(f)

Avoid prejudice to measures that prevent or mitigate material loss to members of the
public; or

(g)

Maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through –the protection of such
members, officers, employees, and persons from improper pressure or harassment; or

(h)

Maintain legal professional privilege; or

(i)

Enable any Council holding the information to carry out, without prejudice or
disadvantage, commercial activities; or

(j)

Enable any Council holding the information to carry on, without prejudice or
disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations); or

(k)

Prevent the disclosure or use of official information for improper gain or improper
advantage.

Provided that where A2 of this Appendix applies the public may be excluded unless, in the
circumstances of the particular case, the exclusion of the public is outweighed by other
considerations which render it desirable, in the public interest, that the public not be excluded.
A3

That the public conduct of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting
would be likely to result in the disclosure of information, the public disclosure of which would:
(a)

Be contrary to the provisions of a specified enactment; or

(b)

Constitute contempt of Court or of the House of Representatives.

A4

That the purpose of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting is to
consider a recommendation made to that Council by an Ombudsman under section 30(1) or
section 38(3) of this Act (in the case of a Council named or specified in Schedule 1 to this Act).

A5

That the exclusion of the public from the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the
meeting is necessary to enable the Council to deliberate in private on its decision or
recommendation in:
(a)

(b)

Any proceedings before a Council where
i.

A right of appeal lies to any Court or tribunal against the final decision of the
Council in those proceedings; or

ii.

The Council is required, by any enactment, to make a recommendation in
respect of the matter that is the subject of those proceedings; and

Any proceedings of a Council in relation to any application or objection under the
Marine Farming Act 1971.

Appendix 2: Sample resolution to exclude the public
THAT the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely:


Name of report(s) …………………………………………………………..

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for passing
this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under section 48(1) of the Local
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:
General subject of
each matter to be
considered

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to each
matter

Ground(s) under section 48(1) for the
passing of this resolution

Put in name of
report

Good reason to withhold exists
under Section 7.

That the public conduct of the
relevant part of the proceedings of
the meeting would be likely to result
in the disclosure of information for
which good reason for withholding
exists.
Section 48(1)(a)

2

Good reason to withhold exists
under Section 7.

That the public conduct of the
relevant part of the proceedings of
the meeting would be likely to result
in the disclosure of information for
which good reason for withholding
exists.
Section 48(1)(a)

3

Good reason to withhold exists
under Section 7.

That the public conduct of the
relevant part of the proceedings of
the meeting would be likely to result
in the disclosure of information for
which good reason for withholding
exists.
Section 48(1)(a)

1
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4

Hearings
Committee

To enable the Committee to
consider the application and
submissions.
OR
To enable the Committee to
consider the objection to fees
and charges.
OR
To enable the Committee to.

That the exclusion of the public from
the whole or the relevant part of the
proceedings of the meeting is
necessary to enable the
Council/Committee to deliberate in
private on its decision or
recommendation in any proceedings
where :
i)

a right of appeal lies to any Court
or tribunal against the final
decision of the
Council/Committee in those
proceedings; or

ii)

the local authority is required, by
any enactment, to make a
recommendation in respect of
the matter that is the subject of
those proceedings.

Use (i) for the RMA hearings and (ii)
for hearings under LGA such as
objections to Development
Contributions or hearings under the
Dog Control Act
s. 48(1)(d).
This resolution is made in reliance on sections 48(1)(a) of the Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by section 7 of that Act, which
would be prejudiced by the holding of the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting in public are
as follows:
Item No

Interest
Enable any local authority holding the information to carry on, without prejudice
or disadvantage, negotiations (including commercial and industrial negotiations)
(Schedule 7(2)(i))
Protect the privacy of natural persons, including that of deceased natural persons
(Schedule 7(2)(a))
Maintain legal professional privilege (Schedule 7(2)(g))
Prevent the disclosure or use of official information for improper gain or improper
advantage (Schedule 7(2)(j))
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Item No

Interest
Protect information where the making available of the information
(i)
(ii)

would disclose a trade secret; or
would be likely unreasonably to prejudice the commercial position of the
person who supplied or who is the subject of the information (Schedule

7(2)(b))
In the case only of an application for a resource consent, or water conservation
order, or a requirement for a designation or heritage order, under the Resource
Management Act 1991, to avoid serious offence to Tikanga Māori , or to avoid the
disclosure of the location of waahi tapu (Schedule 7(2)(ba))
Protect information which is subject to an obligation of confidence or which any
person has been or could be compelled to provide under the authority of any
enactment, where the making available of the information (i)

would be likely to prejudice the supply of similar information, or
information from the same source, and it is in the public interest that such
information should continue to be supplied; or

(ii)

would be likely otherwise to damage the public interest (Schedule 7(2)(c))

Avoid prejudice to measures protecting the health or safety of members of the
public (Schedule 7(2)(d))
Avoid prejudice to measures that prevent or mitigate material loss to members of
the public (Schedule 7(2)(e))
Maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the protection of members
or officers or employees of the Council, and persons to whom Section 2(5) of the
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 applies in the
course of their duty, from improper pressure or harassment (Schedule 7(2)(f)(ii)).
Enable any local authority holding the information to carry out, without prejudice
or disadvantage, commercial activities (Schedule 7(2)(h))

THAT XXXX be permitted to remain at this meeting, after the public has been excluded, because of their
knowledge of XXXX. This knowledge, which will be of assistance in relation to the matter to be
discussed, is relevant to that matter because XXXX.
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Appendix 3: Motions and amendments (option A)
Motions without amendments

Motions with amendments

Motion moved
(Maximum 5 minutes)

Motion moved but not seconded,
motion lapses.

Motion seconded
(Seconder may reserve the right to
speak in the double debate –
maximum 5 minutes)

Notice of intention to move
additional or alternative motion.
(Foreshadowed motion)

Motion withdrawn by a majority
decision or by agreement of
mover and seconder.

Motion debated
(Maximum 5 minutes per speaker.
If 3 consecutive speakers are in
support or opposition,
Chairperson may call for speaker
to the contrary and if none, the
motion may be put after mover
and seconder has exercised right
to speak).

Mover’s right of reply
(Maximum 5 minutes)

Amendment (not a direct
negative) moved and seconded by
persons that have not yet spoken
(Maximum 5 minutes for mover
and 3 minutes for seconder)
NOTE:
Movers of the original motion may
speak once to each amendment.

Amendment debated
(Maximum 5 minutes per speaker.
If 3 consecutive speakers in
support or opposition, Chairperson
may call for speaker to the
contrary and if none, the motion
may be put).
No right of reply

Amendment withdrawn by a
majority decision or by agreement
of mover and seconder.

Chairperson to put Motion
Motion LOST
No further action, move to next
item.

Motion carried

No further discussion permitted,
move to next item

Notice of intention to move
further amendment maybe given.
(Foreshadowed)

Mover of original motion may
exercise right of reply here
Chairperson to put Amendment

Revocation, alteration or
modification permitted at same
meeting by 75% majority if fresh
facts received during meeting.

OR

Amendment CARRIED

Amendment LOST

Amendment to the original
motion becomes the new
substantive motion

Further relevant amendments
moved and seconded by person
who have not yet spoken
(Maximum 5 minutes for mover
and 5 minutes for other speakers)

Further relevant amendments to
the new substantive motion
moved and seconded by persons
who have not yet spoken
(Maximum 5 minutes for mover
and 5 minutes for other speakers)

If CARRIED, amendment
become substantive motion

If CARRIED, substantive motion is
put, either CARRIED or LOST

If LOST original motion put, and
either CARRIED of LOST
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No

Yes –

No

15 minutes

No

No

No

Yes –
15 Minutes

Yes

No

As to time and
date only

No

No

NO

Yes –
15 minutes

If carried, debate
on the original
motion and
amendment are
adjourned

Remarks

No

Position if a
procedural
motion is
already before
the Chair

No

No

No

Position if an
amendment is
already before
the Chair

(c) “That the
item of
business
being
discussed be
adjourned to
a stated time
and place”

Yes

If lost, can
motion be
moved after an
interval?

No

As to time and
date only

Are previous
participants in
debate entitled
to move this
motion?
Can a speaker
be interrupted
by the mover of
this motion?

(b) “That the
motion under
debate be
now put
(closure
motion)”

No

Is mover of
procedural
motion entitled
to reply?

Yes

Are
amendments in
order?

No

Is discussion in
order?

Is seconder
required?

(a) “That the
meeting be
adjourned to
the next
ordinary
meeting, or to
a stated time
and place’

Motion

Has the Chair
discretion to
refuse this
Motion?

Appendix 4: Table of procedural motions

If carried, debate
on the original
motion and
procedural
motion are
adjourned

On resumption of
debate, the mover
of the
adjournment
speaks first.

If carried, only the
amendment is put

If carried, only the
procedural
motion is put

The mover of the
motion under
debate is entitled
to exercise a right
of reply before the
motion or
amendment under
debate is put

If carried, debate
ion the original
motion and
amendment are
adjourned

If carried, debate
on the original
motion and
procedural
motion are
adjourned

Members who
have spoken in the
debate may not
speak again
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Yes –

No

15 minutes

Yes

No

No

Yes – at
discretion of
Chairperson

As to
committee,
time for
reporting back
etc only

No

No

No

No

No

Yes –
15 minutes

Yes

Yes

No

If carried, the
original motion
and amendment
are both laid on
the table

Motion not in
order

If carried, the
original motion
and all
amendments are
referred to the
committee

If carried, the
procedural
motion is deemed
disposed of

Point of order
takes precedence

Point of order
takes precedence

Remarks

No

Position if a
procedural
motion is
already before
the Chair

No

Position if an
amendment is
already before
the Chair

No – but
may rule
against

If lost, can
motion be
moved after an
interval?

(f) “Points of
order”

No

Are previous
participants in
debate entitled
to move this
motion?
Can a speaker
be interrupted
by the mover of
this motion?

No

No

Is mover of
procedural
motion entitled
to reply?

(e) “That the
item of
business
being
discussed
be referred
(or referred
back) to the
local
authority or
to the
relevant
committee”

Are
amendments in
order?

Is seconder
required?
Yes

Is discussion in
order?

Has the Chair
discretion to
refuse this
Motion?
No

Motion
(d) “That the
item of
business
being
discussed
does lie on
the table
and not be
discussed at
this
meeting”

See standing order
3.14
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Appendix 5: Webcasting protocols
The provisions are intended as a good practice guide to local authorities that are webcasting
meetings or planning to do so.
1.

The default shot will be on the Chairperson or a wide-angle shot of the meeting room.

2.

Cameras will cover a member who is addressing the meeting. Cameras will also cover
other key participants in a meeting, including staff when giving advice and members of
the public when addressing the meeting during the public input time.

3.

Generally interjections from other members or the public are not covered. However if
the Chairperson engages with the interjector, the interjector’s reaction can be filmed.

4.

PowerPoint presentations, recording of votes by division and other matters displayed by
overhead projector may be shown.

5.

Shots unrelated to the proceedings, or not in the public interest, are not permitted.

6.

If there is general disorder or a disturbance from the public gallery, coverage will revert
to the Chairperson.

7.

Appropriate signage will be displayed both in and outside the meeting room alerting
people that the proceedings are being web cast.

Appendix 6: Powers of a Chairperson
This Appendix sets out the specific powers given to the Chairperson contained in various parts of
these Standing Orders.

Chairperson to decide all questions
The Chairperson is to decide all questions where these standing orders make no provision or
insufficient provision. The Chairperson’s ruling is final and not open to debate.

Chairperson to decide points of order
The Chairperson is to decide any point of order and may do so immediately after it has been raised or
may first hear further argument before deciding. The ruling of the Chairperson upon any point of
order is not open to any discussion and is final. No point of order may be raised during a division
except by permission of the Chairperson.

Items not on the agenda
Major items not on the agenda may be dealt with at that meeting if so resolved by the local authority
and the Chairperson explains at the meeting at a time when it is open to the public the reason why
the item was not listed on the agenda and the reason why discussion of the item cannot be delayed
until a subsequent meeting.
Minor matters not on the agenda relating to the general business of the local authority may be
discussed if the Chairperson explains at the beginning of the meeting, at a time when it is open to the
public, that the item will be discussed at that meeting, but no resolution, decision or
recommendation may be made in respect of that item except to refer it to a subsequent meeting.

Chairperson’s report
The Chairperson, by report, has the right to direct the attention of the local authority to any matter
or subject within the role or function of the local authority.

Chairperson’s recommendation
The Chairperson of any meeting may include on the agenda for that meeting a Chairperson’s
recommendation regarding any item brought before the meeting. The purpose of such a
recommendation is to focus debate on a suggested motion.

Chairperson’s voting
The Chairperson at any meeting has a deliberative vote and, in the case of equality of votes, has a
casting vote where standing orders make such provision.

Motion in writing
The Chairperson may require the mover of any motion or amendment to submit it in writing signed
by the mover.

Motion in parts
The Chairperson may require any motion expressed in parts to be decided part by part.

Notice of motion
The Chairperson may direct the chief executive to refuse to accept any notice of motion which:
(a)

Is disrespectful or which contains offensive language or statements made with malice;
or

(b)

Is not within the scope of the role or functions of the local authority; or

(c)

Contains an ambiguity or statement of fact or opinion which cannot properly form part
of an effective resolution, and the mover has declined to comply with such requirements
as the chief executive may have made; or

(d)

Is concerned with matters which are already the subject of reports or recommendations
from a committee to the meeting concerned.

Reasons for refusing a notice of motion should be provided to the proposer.
Where a notice of motion has been considered and agreed by the local authority, no notice of any
other motion which is, in the opinion of the Chairperson, to the same effect may be put again whilst
such original motion stands.

Action on previous resolutions
If, in the opinion of the Chairperson the practical effect of a delay in taking action on a resolution
which is subject to a notice of motion, would be equivalent to revocation of the resolution; or if
repetitive notices of motion are considered by the Chairperson to be an attempt by a minority to
frustrate the will of the meeting, action may be taken as though no such notice of motion had been
given.

Repeat notice of motion
If in the opinion of the Chairperson, a notice of motion is substantially the same in purport and effect
to any previous notice of motion which has been considered and rejected by the local authority, no
such notice of motion may be accepted within six months of consideration of the first notice of
motion unless signed by not less than one third of the members of the local authority, including
vacancies.

Revocation or alteration of previous resolution
A Chairperson may recommend in a report to the local authority the revocation or alteration of all or
part of any resolution previously passed, and the local authority meeting may act on such a
recommendation in accordance with the provisions in these standing orders.
Chairperson may call a meeting
The Chairperson:

(a)

May call a meeting to dispose of the business to be transacted following the lapsing of a
meeting due to failure of a quorum, if such business cannot be delayed until the next
meeting;

(b)

May requisition an extra meeting to be held at a specified time and place, in order to
conduct specified business.

Irrelevant matter and needless repetition
The Chairperson’s ruling preventing members when speaking to any motion or amendment from
introducing irrelevant matters or indulging in needless repetition is final and not open to challenge.
Taking down words
The Chairperson may order words used and objected to by any member, to be recorded in the
minutes, provided such objection is made at the time the words are used and not after any other
members have spoken.
Explanations
The Chairperson may permit members to make a personal explanation in addition to speaking to a
motion, and members who have already spoken, to explain some material part of a previous speech
in the same debate.
Chairperson rising
Whenever the Chairperson rises during a debate any member then speaking or offering to speak is to
be seated and members are to be silent so that the Chairperson may be heard without interruption.
Members may leave places
The Chairperson may permit members to leave their place while speaking.
Priority of speakers
The Chairperson must determine the order in which members may speak when two or more
members indicate their wish to speak.
Minutes
The Chairperson is to sign the minutes and proceedings of every meeting once confirmed. The
Chairperson and chief executive are responsible for confirming the correctness of the minutes of the
last meeting of a local authority prior to the next election of members.

Questions of speakers
The Chairperson may permit members to ask questions of speakers under public forum or
deputations/presentations by appointment, for the purpose of obtaining information or clarification
on matters raised by the speaker.
Withdrawal of offensive or malicious expressions
The Chairperson may call upon any member to withdraw any offensive or malicious expression and
may require the member to apologise for the expression.
Any member who refuses to withdraw the expression or apologise, if required by the Chairperson,
can be directed to withdraw from the meeting for a time specified by the Chairperson.
Chairperson’s rulings
Any member who refuses to accept a ruling of the Chairperson, may be required by the Chairperson
to withdraw from the meeting for a specified time.
Disorderly behaviour
The Chairperson may:
(a)

Require any member or member of the public whose conduct is disorderly or who is
creating a disturbance, to withdraw immediately from the meeting for a time specified
by the Chairperson.

(b)

Ask the meeting to hold in contempt, any member whose conduct is grossly disorderly
and where the meeting resolves to find the member in contempt, that resolution must
be recorded in the minutes.

Failure to leave meeting
If a member or member of the public who is required, in accordance with a Chairperson’s ruling, to
leave the meeting, refuses or fails to do so, or having left the meeting, attempts to re-enter without
the permission of the Chairperson, any member of the police or officer or employee of the local
authority may, at the Chairperson’s request, remove or exclude that person from the meeting.

Audio or audio visual attendance
Where the technology is available and a member is attending a meeting by audio or audio-visual link,
the Chairperson must ensure that:
(a)

the technology for the link is available and of suitable quality

(b)

procedures for using the technology in the meeting will ensure that:
i.

everyone participating in the meeting can hear each other

ii.

the member’s attendance by audio or audio-visual link does not reduce their
accountability or accessibility in relation to the meeting

iii.

the requirements of Part 7 of LGOIMA are met

iv.

the requirements in these standing orders are met.

If the Chairperson is attending by audio or audio visual link then chairing duties will undertaken by
the deputy chair or a member who is physically present

Appendix 7: Mayors’ powers to appoint under s.41A
The role of a Mayor is:
(a)

to provide leadership to councillors and the people of the city or district.

(b)

to lead development of the council’s plans (including the long-term and annual plans),
policies and budgets for consideration by councillors.

The Mayor has authority to:
(a)

Appoint the deputy Mayor.

(b)

Establish Council committees, their terms of reference, appoint the Chairperson of each
of those committees and the members.

(c)

Appoint themselves as the Chairperson of a committee.

(d)

Decline to exercise the powers under clause a) and b) above but may not delegate those
powers to another person.

The Council retains the ability to:
(a)

Remove a deputy Mayor appointed by the Mayor.

(b)

Discharge of reconstitute a committee established by the Mayor.

(c)

Discharge a committee Chairperson who has been appointed by the Mayor.

The Mayor is a member of each committee of the Council.

Appendix 8: Process for removing a Chairperson and deputy Mayor
from office
1.

At a meeting that is in accordance with this clause, a territorial authority or regional council
may remove its Chairperson, deputy Chairperson, or deputy Mayor from office.

2.

If a Chairperson, deputy Chairperson, or deputy mayor is removed from office at that meeting,
the territorial authority or regional council may elect a new Chairperson, deputy Chairperson,
or deputy mayor at that meeting.

3.

A meeting to remove a Chairperson, deputy Chairperson, or deputy Mayor may be called by:

4.

(a)

a resolution of the territorial authority or regional council; or

(b)

a requisition in writing signed by the majority of the total membership of the territorial
authority or regional council (excluding vacancies).

A resolution or requisition must:
(a)

specify the day, time, and place at which the meeting is to be held and the business to
be considered at the meeting; and

(b)

indicate whether or not, if the Chairperson, deputy Chairperson, or deputy Mayor is
removed from office, a new Chairperson, deputy Chairperson, or deputy Mayor is to be
elected at the meeting if a majority of the total membership of the territorial authority
or regional council (excluding vacancies) so resolves.

5.

A resolution may not be made and a requisition may not be delivered less than 21 days before
the day specified in the resolution or requisition for the meeting.

6.

The chief executive must give each member notice in writing of the day, time, place, and
business of any meeting called under this clause not less than 14 days before the day specified
in the resolution or requisition for the meeting.

7.

A resolution removing a Chairperson, deputy Chairperson, or deputy Mayor carries if a
majority of the total membership of the territorial authority or regional council (excluding
vacancies) votes in favour of the resolution.

cl. 18 Schedule 7, LGA 2002.

Appendix 9: Workshops
Definition of workshop
Workshops, however described, provide opportunities for members to discuss particular matters,
receive briefings and provide guidance for officials. Workshops are not meetings and cannot be used
to either make decisions or come to agreements that are then confirmed without the opportunity for
meaningful debate at a formal meeting.

Application of standing orders to workshops
Standing orders do not apply to workshops and briefings. The Chairperson or workshop organisers
will decide how the workshop, briefing or working party should be conducted.

Calling a workshop
Workshops, briefings and working parties may be called by:
(a)

a resolution of the local authority or its committees

(b)

the Mayor,

(c)

a committee Chairperson or

(d)

the chief executive.

Process for calling workshops
The chief executive will give at least 24 hours’ notice of the time and place of the workshop and the
matters to be discussed at it. Notice may be given by whatever means are reasonable in the
circumstances. Any notice given must expressly:
(a)

state that the meeting is a workshop

(b)

advise the date, time and place

(c)

confirm that the meeting is primarily for the provision of information and discussion,
and will not make any decisions or pass any resolutions.

Public notice of a workshop is not required and workshops can be either open to the public or public
excluded.

Appendix 10: Sample order of business
Open section
(a)

Apologies

(b)

Declarations of interest

(c)

Confirmation of minutes

(d)

Leave of absence

(e)

Acknowledgements and tributes

(f)

Petitions

(g)

Public input

(h)

Local and/or community board input

(i)

Extraordinary business

(j)

Notices of motion

(k)

Reports of committees

(l)

Reports of local and/or community boards

(m)

Reports of the chief executive and staff

(n)

Mayor, deputy Mayor and elected members’ reports (information)

Public excluded section
(o)

Reports of committees

(p)

Reports of the chief executive and staff

(q)

Mayor, deputy Mayor and elected members’ reports (information)

Appendix 11: Process for raising matters for a decision
Matters requiring a decision may be placed on an agenda of a meeting by a:


report of chief executive



report of a Chairperson



report of a committee



report of a community and/or local board



notice of motion from a member.

Where a matter is urgent and has not been placed on an agenda, it may be brought before a meeting
as extraordinary business by a:


report of chief executive



report of Chairperson

Although out of time for a notice of motion, a member may bring an urgent matter to the attention
of the meeting through the meeting chair.

Governance Statement
Background
A local authority must prepare and make publicly available, following the triennial general election of
members, a local governance statement that includes information on—
(a)
(b)
(ba)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(ja)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)

the functions, responsibilities, and activities of the local authority; and
any local legislation that confers powers on the local authority; and
the bylaws of the local authority, including for each bylaw, its title, a general description of it,
when it was made, and, if applicable, the date of its last review under section 158 or 159; and
the electoral system and the opportunity to change it; and
representation arrangements, including the option of establishing Māori wards or
constituencies, and the opportunity to change them; and
members’ roles and conduct (with specific reference to the applicable statutory requirements
and code of conduct); and
governance structures and processes, membership, and delegations; and
meeting processes (with specific reference to the applicable provisions of the Local
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 and standing orders); and
consultation policies; and
policies for liaising with, and memoranda or agreements with, Māori; and
the management structure and the relationship between management and elected members;
and
the remuneration and employment policy, if adopted; and
equal employment opportunities policy; and
key approved planning and policy documents and the process for their development and
review; and
systems for public access to it and its elected members; and
processes for requests for official information.
(2) A local authority must comply with subsection (1) within 6 months after each triennial
general election of members of the local authority.
(3) A local authority must update its governance statement as it considers appropriate.

Discussion
The Governance Statement had been updated to include the proposed new committee structure,
reference to the delegations manual and new contact details.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that the Governance Statement 2016-2019 be adopted.

Prepared by
Authorised by

Suzanne Syme, Executive Officer
Angela Oosthuizen, Chief Executive Officer

Local Governance
Statement
2016 -2019
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1. Introduction
A Local Government Statement is a collection of information about the processes through which the
community can engage with the Kaikoura District Council (Council), how Council makes decisions and
how citizens can influence those processes. It helps support the process of local government by
promotion local democracy.
2. Function, Responsibilities and Activities
The purpose of local government, as defined in the Local Government Act 2002 is;
(a)

to enable democratic local decision-making and action by, and on behalf of, communities; and

(b)
to meet the current and future needs of communities for good-quality local infrastructure, local
public services, and performance of regulatory functions in a way that is most cost-effective for
households and businesses.
In the Act, good-quality, in relation to local infrastructure, local public services, and performance of
regulatory functions, means infrastructure, services, and performance that are—
(a)

efficient; and

(b)

effective; and

(c)

appropriate to present and anticipated future circumstances.

In meeting this purpose, Council exercises powers and fulfils responsibilities conferred on it by
legislation outlined in Appendix A. The most prominent being:
 Local Government Act 2002 and 1974
 Local Government (Rating Act) 2002
 Resource Management Act 1991
 Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987
 Building Act 2004
 Local Electoral Act 2001.
3. Bylaws
There are also a number of Council bylaws, the details of which are set out below;
Name of Bylaw
Control of Dogs Bylaw

Adopted
2015

Review Status
Current

Fire Prevention
(Involving Vegetation)
Signs

1999

Under review

2011

Speed Limits

2008

Waste Water Drainage
Bylaw
Water Supply

2008

Due for review
Dec 2016
Requires
review
Requires
review
Requires
review

2008

Purpose
To regulate the control and management of
dogs
To regulate the lighting of fires
To provide guidelines for permitted use of
signs
To allow Council to set speed limits in
certain areas.
To regulate waste water drainage to Council
system
To protect the water supply and set out
customers’ entitlements and
responsibilities

Name of Bylaw
Stock Control

Adopted
2011

Control of Alcohol in
Public Places Bylaw

2015

Review Status
Requires
review 2016
Current

Purpose
To control the management and movement
of stock on roads
To control the consumption of liquor in
public places

4. Representation Arrangements
4.1 Electoral System
Council currently operates its elections under the first past the post election at large electoral system.
Electors vote by indicating their preferred candidate(s), and the candidate(s) that receives the most
votes are declared the winner regardless of the proportion of votes that candidate(s) obtained.
The alternative option is the single transferable vote (STV) system. This system is used in the District
Health Board elections. Electors rank candidates in order of preference. The number of votes required
for a candidate to be elected (called a quota) depends on the number of positions to be filled and the
number of valid votes. The necessary number of candidates to fill all vacancies is achieved first by
counting of first preferences then by a transfer of a proportion of votes received by any candidate
where the number of votes for that candidate is in excess f the quota, and then by exclusion of the
lowest polling candidate and the transfer of these votes in accordance with voter’s second preference.
Council can resolve to change the electoral system to be used at the next two elections or conduct a
binding poll on the question, or electors can demand a binding poll. Once changed an electoral system
must be used for at least the next two triennial general elections.
4.2 Representation Arrangements
Council is required to review its representation arrangements at least once every six years. This review
must include the following;
 the number of elected members (between 6 and 30 including the Mayor)


whether the elected members (other than the Mayor) shall be elected by the entire district, or
whether the district will be divided into wards for electoral purposes, or whether there will be a
mix of ‘at large’ and ‘ward’ representation



if election by wards is preferred, then the boundaries and names of those wards and the
number of members that will represent each ward



whether or not to have separate wards for electors on the Maori roll



whether to have community boards and if so how many, their boundaries and membership and
whether to subdivide a community for electoral purposes.

Council must follow the procedures set out in the Local Electoral Act 2001 when conducting this review
and should also follow guidelines published by the Local Government Commission. Through the process
you can make a written submission to Council and you have the right to be heard if you wish.
If you make a submission you also have the right to appeal any decision on the above to the Local
Government Commission which will make a binding decision on the appeal. Further details on the
matters that Council must consider in reviewing its membership and basis of election can be found in
the Local Electoral Act 2001.

Council last conducted a review and decided on the current arrangements in 2011. It is required to
review representation again in 2017.
4.3 Current Arrangements
The Kaikoura District currently has seven Councillors plus the Mayor. The Mayor and Councillors are
elected at large throughout the district.
4.4 Maori Wards and Constituencies
The Local Electoral Act 2001 also gives Council the ability to establish separate wards for Maori electors.
Council may resolve to create separate wards or conduct a poll on the matter, or the community may
demand a poll. The demand for a poll can be initiated by a petition signed by 5% of electors within the
district.
Council last had the opportunity to consider whether or not to have separate Maori wards in 2011.
Council is next required to review Maori representation in 2018.
4.5 The Reorganisation Process
The Local Government Act 2002 sets out procedures which must be followed during proposals to:
 makes changes to the boundaries of the district


create a new district or dissolve a current district



create a unitary authority i.e. transfer all the functions of the Canterbury Regional Council to the
Kaikoura District Council



transfer a particular function or functions to another council.

The procedures for resolving each type of proposal are slightly different. In general a reorganisation
application is made to the Local Government Commission and can be made by any person, body or
group including, but not limited to, one or more affected local authorities or the Minister of Local
Government. The Local Government Act 2002 details in Schedule 3 the requirements and process for a
reorganisation proposal. The Local Government Commission has also prepared guidelines on
procedures for local government reorganisation.
5. Roles and Conduct
5.1 Elected Members (Council as a Whole)
The elected members, acting as the Council, are responsible for;
 the development and approval of Council policy
 the development and adoption of the Long Term Plan
 determining the expenditure and funding requirements of the Council through the Annual Plan
process, the long term financial strategy and the tri — annual funding policy
 monitoring the performance of the Council against its stated objectives and policies
 for employing, overseeing and monitoring the Chief Executive Officer.
Following election all members must make a declaration that they will perform their duties faithfully
and impartially, and according to their best skill and judgement in the best interest of the district.

5.2 The Mayor
The Mayor is one of the elected members, and shares the same collective responsibilities. The Mayor is
elected by the District at large and has the following roles;
 being the presiding Member at meetings of the Council. The Mayor is responsible under
Standing Orders for the orderly conduct of Council business at the meetings
 to lead the development of the Council’s plans including the long-term plan and the annual
plan, policies and budgets for consideration by the members of the territorial authority
 to appoint the deputy mayor
 to establish committees of the territorial authority
 to appoint the chairperson of each committee established
 being the chief advocate on behalf of the community. This role may involve promoting the
community and representing its interests. Such advocacy will be most effective where it is
carried out with the knowledge and support of Council
 Justice of the Peace while holding office as Mayor.
5.3 Deputy Mayor
ln addition to the responsibilities of councillor, the deputy Mayor is authorised to chair meetings of the
Council in the Mayor’s absence, and generally to perform the functions and duties of the Mayor;
 With the Mayor’s consent at any time during the Mayor's temporary absence, or
 Without the Mayor's consent at any time while the Mayor is prevented by illness or other cause
from performing the functions and duties or exercising the powers of office or while there is
any vacancy in the office of Mayor.
5.4 Standing Committee Chairs
The Council charges the Chair of a Standing Committee with;
 overseeing the business of that Committee consistent with the powers delegated to it
 being responsible for ensuring the orderly conduct of their committees in carrying out their
business.

5.5 Legislation Regarding Conduct of Elected Members
Elected members have specific obligations as to their conduct in the following legislation:
 Schedule 7 of the Local Government Act 2002, which includes obligations to act as a good
employer in respect of the Chief Executive and to abide by the current Code of Conduct and
Standing Orders.


The Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968 which regulates the conduct of elected
members in situations where there is, or could be, a conflict of interest between their duties as
an elected member and their financial interests (either direct or indirect).



The Secret Commissions Act 1910 which prohibits elected members from accepting gifts or
rewards which could be seen to sway them to perform their duties in a particular way.



The Crimes Act 1961 regarding the acceptance of gifts for acting in a certain way and the use of
official information for private profit.

5.6 Code of Conduct
All elected members are required to adhere to a Code of Conduct. Adopting such a Code is a
requirement of the Local Government Act 2002. Once adopted, such a code may only be amended by a
75% or more vote of the Council. The Code sets out the Council’s understanding and expectations of

how the Mayor and Councillors will relate to one another, to staff, to the media and to the general
public in the course of their duties. It also covers the disclosure of information that is received by, or is
in the possession of, elected members and contains details of the sanctions that the Council may
impose if an individual breaches the Code. Copies of the Kaikoura District Council Code of Conduct can
be obtained from the Council office or viewed at www.kaikoura.govt.nz.
6. Governance Structure, Membership and Delegations
6.1 Governance Structure
The Council reviews its committee structure after each triennial election. At the last review the Council
established the following standing committees;
 Infrastructure Committee


Regulatory and Resource Management Committee



Kaikoura Earthquake Recovery Committee

The Mayor and all Councillors are members of each standing committee. Council and committee
meetings take place as set out in the Delegations Manual. Please refer to Council’s Delegations Manual
for a full list of Council delegations.
Council also has a number of additional committees established for other purposes. These include;
 Hearings & Applications Committee


CEO Performance Review Committee



District Licensing Committee



Finance, Audit & Risk Committee



Code of Conduct Review Committee



Airport Users Committee

6.2 Conduct of Meetings
The legal requirement for Council meetings is set down in the Local Government Act 2002 and the Local
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 (LGOIMA).
All Council and committee meetings must be open to the public unless there is reason to consider some
item ‘in committee’. Although meetings are open to the public, members of the public do not have
speaking rights unless prior arrangements are made with Council. The LGOIMA contains a list of the
circumstances where Councils may consider items with the public excluded (these circumstances
generally relate to protection of personal privacy, professionally privileged or commercially sensitive
information, and the maintenance of public health, safety and order). The Council agenda is a public
document, although parts may be withheld if the above circumstances apply.
The Mayor or committee chairperson is responsible for maintaining order at meetings and may, at his or
her discretion, order the removal of any member of the public for disorderly conduct, or remove any
member of Council who does not comply with standing orders.
Minutes of meetings must be kept as evidence of the proceedings of the meeting. These must be made
publicly available, subject to the provisions of the LGOIMA.

For an ordinary meeting of Council, at least 14 days notice of the time and place of the meeting must be
given. Extraordinary meetings generally can be called on 3 working days notice.
During meetings the Mayor and Councillors must follow standing orders (a set of procedures for
conducting meetings). Council may suspend standing orders by a vote of 75% of the members present.
For more information on Standing Orders contact the Executive Officer.
7. Consultation
The legislation under which Council works places a very strong emphasis on being aware of, and
considering, community views and preferences during its decision-making processes.
Council provides a number of opportunities for the public to participate in its decision-making
processes. One of the most important is through the Long term Plan consultation process when Council
seeks feedback on priorities, services, income and expenditure and funding tools. Other formal
opportunities include the Annual Plan, District Plan Changes and bylaw reviews.
The significance of the matter will also guide Council’s decisions concerning the extent and nature of
consultation to be undertaken with persons likely to be affected by, or interested in, the decision on the
matter.
7.1 Special Consultative Procedure
The Local Government Act sets out certain consultation principles and a procedure that local authorities
must follow when making certain decisions. This procedure, the special consultative procedure, is
regarded as a minimum process.
The special consultative procedure consists of the following steps:
1. Preparation of a statement of proposal and a summary
2. Make the proposal available to the public
3. Publicly notifying the proposal and the consultation being carried out on it
4. Invite submissions for at least one month
5. Hear submitters who request to be heard at a meeting of Council
6. Councillors deliberate at a Council meeting on the submissions received
7. Provide a copy of the Council’s decision as a result of the submission process and its reasons to those
who submitted.
By law, the Council must follow the special consultative procedure before it:
 Adopts the Long Term Plan (LTP) or Annual Plan


Amends an LTP



Adopts, revokes, reviews or amends a bylaw



Changes the mode of delivery of service for a significant activity.

7.2 Consultation and Liaison with Maori
Council recognises its obligation under the Local Government Act 2002 to establish and maintain
processes to provide opportunities to Maori and to contribute to its decision making process and make
information available to Maori for this purpose.
The Council has Runanga representatives on its Hearings & Applications Committee and Airport
Committee and consults with Runanga regularly. Council has invited the Runanga to be part of the

Earthquake Recovery Committee. The two other standing Committees are made up of elected members
only.
8. Management Structure and Relationships
The Local Government Act 2002 requires the Council to employ a Chief Executive whose responsibility is
to employ other staff on behalf of the Council, to implement Council decisions and to provide advice to
the Council. Under the Local Government Act, the Chief Executive is the only person who may lawfully
give instructions to a staff member. Any complaint about individual staff members should therefore be
directed to the Chief Executive, rather than the Mayor or Councillors.
8.1 Chief Executive
The Chief Executive Officer is Mrs Angela Oosthuizen. She can be reached on 03 319 5026 or by
emailing angela@kaikoura.govt.nz.
8.2 Management Structure
The Kaikoura District Council has a structure which includes team leaders who report to the Chief
Executive. A basic overview is shown on the next page.

Kaikōura District Council – Structure
Iwi Partner : Henare Manawatu
Chief Executive
Angela Oosthuizen
Angela
Admin

Local Recovery Office

Lead: S Haberstock
Iwi Partner: Ma-rea Unahi
Community Hub PM
Admin Assistant

Economic Environment Work
Stream

Lead: Mel Skinner
Iwi : Rawiri Manawatu
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Lead: Don Young
Iwi Partner : Major Timms
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Council Building
Council Infrastructure
Other Public Infrastructure
G Essenberg (Eng Mgr)
AN Other (Engineer)
Christian Roy (Asst Eng)
H. Manning (GIS)
AN Other (Asset Mgmt))

Finance

S. Poulsen (Mgr)
P Christensen
N. Telford (Asst
Acct)
N Eagle (Rates)
R Wilson
(Creditors)

Support Services
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Suzanne Syme
(Team Lead, HR,
Agenda)
Front Desk
T Hamilton
J Henley
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Catherine Ford
Meredith Ingram
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Matt Hoggard (Team Lead)

Alex McCormack
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Bdlg Admin
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AN Other
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D Allen
A Reardon
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Library
Grants & Admin
B Taylor

Environmental
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C Barker
Jackie Brown
Ging Roberts
Doris Mackley

Authorised : A Oosthuizen CEO
29/11/2016

9. Equal Employment Opportunities Policy
Council is firmly committed to the principles and practices of Equal Employment Opportunities in
employment and believes that all employment related decisions should be made on merit.
People will not be disadvantaged because of:
 Gender
 Sexual orientation
 Marital status
 Religious belief
 Race
 Ethnic or national origins
Council endeavours to create and maintain a safe and supportive working environment for its
employees and customers.
The Council’s Equal Employment Opportunities Policy is included in the Long Term Plan.
10. Significant Documents
A copy of the following documents can be obtained from the Council Office or on Council’s website
www.kaikoura.govt.nz. The documents can also be viewed at the Kaikoura District Library.
10.1 Annual Plan and Report
The Local Government Act 2002 requires that Council prepares and adopts an Annual Plan and
Annual Report each financial year. The special consultative procedure is used for adopting the
Annual Plan. The Annual Report is adopted by Council resolution.
10.2 District Plan
The Resource Management Act requires local authorities to prepare a District Plan. The District Plan
is the Council’s primary planning document for managing the effects of land use development in the
district in a sustainable way. The current District Plan became operative on 23 June 2008. The Plan is
due to reviewed in 2018. A copy of the Plan is available from the Council Office.
10.3 Elected Members Code of Conduct
Schedule 7 of the Local Government Act 2002 requires Council to adopt a code of conduct for
elected members. The current Code of Conduct was adopted on7 December 2016. A copy of the
document is available from the Council Office.
10.4 Long Term Plan
The Local Government Act 2002 requires Council to adopt a Long Term Plan (LTP) which is a
document which sets the direction of Council for the next 10 years. It is reviewed every three years
using the Special Consultative Procedure.
10.5 Funding and Finance Policies
Section 102 of the Local Government Act 2002 requires that Council adopts funding and financial
policies. Council’s Revenue and Financing Policy is contained in the Long Term Plan along with its
Liability Management Policy, Investment Policy, Rating Policies and Development Contributions
Policy.

11. Accessing Information and Contacting Council
11.1 Contact Details for Kaikoura District Council
Location:
96 West End, Kaikoura
Hours:
Monday – Friday 8.00am – 4.00pm
Postal Address: P O Box 6, Kaikoura 7340
Phone:
03 319 5026
Email:
kdc@kaikoura.govt.nz
Fax:
03 319 5308
Website:
www.kaikoura.govt.nz

11.2 Contact details for Elected Members
Mayor Winston Gray
0274 345 037
Deputy Mayor Julie Howden
Councillor Tony Blunt
Councillor Lisa Bond
Councillor Celeste Harnett
Councillor Craig Mackle
Councillor Derrick Millton
Councillor Neil Pablecheque

0275 432 559
0274 398 269
021 149 2109
027 415 1847
0274 390 399
027 226 5002
027 435 2321

11.3 Requests for Official Information
Under the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 (LGOIMA) any person may
request information from Council. Any request for information is a request made under LGOIMA.
You do not have to say you are making a request under LGOIMA.
Once the request is made Council must supply the information unless reason exists for withholding
it. The LGOIMA says that information may be withheld if release of the information would:
 endanger the safety of any person;
 prejudice maintenance of the law;
 compromise the privacy of any person;
 reveal confidential or commercially sensitive information;
 cause office to Tikanga Maori or would disclose the local of waahi tapu;
 prejudice public health or safety;
 compromise legal professional privilege;
 disadvantage the local authority while carrying our negotiations or commercial activities; or
 allow information to be used for improper gain or advantage.
Council must answer requests within 20 working days (although there are certain circumstances
where this timeframe may be extended) and it may also charge for the information provided.
In the first instance you should address requests for official information to the Executive Officer (03
319 5026 or email kdc@kaikoura.govt.nz).

Appendix A: Legislation that confers obligations or responsibility on the Kaikoura District Council

















































Airport Authorities Act 1966
Animals Act 1967
Animals Law Reform Act 1989
Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa Act 1994
Auctioneers Act 1928
Biosecurity Act 1993
Building Act 1991
Building Research Levy Act 1969
Burial and Cremation Act 1964
Bylaws Act 1910
Citizens Act 1977
Civil Aviation Act 1990
Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002
Civil List Act 1979
Commerce Act 1986
Companies Act 1993
Conservation Act 1987
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993
Copyright Act 1994
Counties Insurance Empowering Act 1941
Crimes Act 1961
Dangerous Goods Act 1974
Decimal Currency Act 1964
Disabled Persons Community Welfare Act 1975
District Courts Act 1947
Dog Control Act 1996
Earthquake Commissions Act 1993
Electricity Act 1992
Employment Relations act 2000
Energy Companies Act 1992
Engineering Associations Act 1961
Fencing Act 1978
Fencing and Swimming Pools Act 1987
Fire Services Act 1975
Food Act 1981
Foreshore and Seabed Endowment Revesting Act 1991
Forest and Rural Fires Act 1977
Gambling Act 2003
Good and Services Tax Act 1985
Harbours Act 1950
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996
Health Act 1956
Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992
Higher Salaries Commission Act 1977
Historic Places Act 1993
Holidays Act 2003
Housing Act 1955
Housing Corporation Act 1974



















































Human Rights Act 1993
Impounding Act 1955
Income Tax Act 1994
Injury Prevention, Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 2001
Insolvency Act 1967
Interpretation Act 1999
Land Act 1948
Land Drainage Act 1908
Land Transfer Act 1952
Land Transport Act 1998
Libraries and Mechanics’ Institute Act 1908
Litter Act 1979
Local Authorities (Members’ Interest) Act 2003
Local Electoral Act 2001
Local Government (Rating) Act 2002
Local Government Act 2002
Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987
Machinery Act 1950
Marine Farming Act 1971
Marine Reserves Act 1971
Meat Act 1981
Minimum Wage Act 1983
Municipal Insurance Act 1960
National Provident Fund Restructuring Act 1990
New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990
New Zealand Geographical Boards Act 1946
New Zealand Library Association Act 1939
New Zealand Walkways Act 1990
New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act 2000
Noxious Plants Act 1978
Oaths and Declarations Act 1957
Ombudsmen Act 1975
Parental Leave and Employment Act 1987
Pawnbrokers Act 1908
Plumbers and Gasfitters and Drainlayers Act 1976
Privacy Act 1993
Property Law Act 1952
Prostitution Reform Act 2003
Public Bodies Contracts Act 1959
Public Bodies Leases act 1969
Public Finances Act 1989
Public Trust Act 2001
Public Works Act 1981
Queen Elizabeth the Section National Trust Act 1977
Railway Safety and Corridor Management Act 1992
Rating Valuations Act 1998
Rates Rebate Act 1973
Reserves act 1977
Residential Tenancies Act 1986



























Resource Management Act 1991
Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
Secret Commissions Act 1910
Securities Act 1978
Securities Transfer Act 1991
Smoke-free Environment Act 1990
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941
Sovereign’s Birthday Observance Act 1952
Stamp and Cheque Duties Act 1971
Standards Act 1988
Statutes Amendment Acts 1936-1951
Statutory Land Charges Registration Act 1928
Summary Offences Act 1981
Survey Act 1986
Swimming Pools Act 1987
Te Ture Whenua Maori Act 1993
Telecommunications Act 1987
Transit New Zealand Act 1989
Transport Act 1962
Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975
Trespass Act 1980
Trustee Act 1956
Unit Titles Act 1972
Wild Animal Control Act 1977
Wildlife Act 1953

Delegations Manual
Purpose of delegations and delegations manual
The purpose of making delegations is to provide a legal structure for the efficient and effective
operation of the Council.
This document provides Council with a formal document that sets out the Policy for the Kaikoura
District Council for delegations of responsibilities, powers and duties to a range of different parties as
provided for in the Local Government Act 2002 (the Act) and other legislation.
The primary purpose of the delegations manual is to establish the framework for delegations of
powers to create efficient and effective decision-making within the Council environment, consistent
with the general principles of local government established in s14 of the Act and the governance
principles set out in s39 of the Act.
Legislative Context
Clause 32 of Schedule 7 to the Local Government Act is the primary legislative authority that
empowers the Council to make delegations.
In summary, the Council has extensive powers of delegation under the Act except for those decisions
in sub-clause 1 reserved for Council. Delegated powers may be sub-delegated, subject to any limits
that might be imposed. Sub-delegation may be also made outside of the Council’s direct
organisational environment (e.g. to contractors). Delegation of regulatory responsibilities to external
agencies is explicitly provided for in sub-clause 5.

Types of delegations
Governance delegations
These functions are delegated to provide for the efficient and effective provision of Council’s
governance responsibilities and the operation of Council. Delegations under this category include:
1. setting policy and monitoring performance for a set of functions,
2. consulting with the community on proposals and options,
3. hearing submissions from community members under the consultative procedures,
4. approving expenditure that exceeds the delegated authority of officers within the financial
parameters of the annual plan.

Statutory delegations
These are delegations of powers, duties and responsibilities to facilitate the effective and efficient
conduct of the Council’s statutory responsibilities. Examples of the types of delegations that will be
made under this category are:
1. Specific obligations under legislation
2. Consideration and granting of licenses and consents,
3. Monitoring, compliance and enforcement of statutes, regulations and bylaws,
4. Administration of regulatory and bylaw matters.

Financial delegations
These are delegations of powers and responsibilities to facilitate the effective and efficient financial
management of the Council. The powers may be limited in some respects at lower levels of
delegation. These are been specified in the current procurement policy

Management delegations
These are delegations of powers and responsibilities to facilitate the effective and efficient
management (other than direct financial management) of the business of the Council.

Contractor delegations
These are delegations of powers and responsibilities made to Council contractors to facilitate the
effective and efficient delivery of the services that the contractor delivers on behalf of Council that
are not otherwise covered in other delegation categories. The powers delegated will reflect the
requirements and conditions of the service agreements in place. Delegations that will be made under
this category include the powers to:
1. Provide professional and administrative services to and for Council (e.g. tax consultants etc.);
2. Undertake regulatory services on behalf of Council (e.g. Environmental Health);
3. Administer, maintain and improve Council assets (e.g. Innovative Waste Kaikoura)
Recommendation:
It is recommended that Council;
1. Receive the report.
2. The Committees, their scope, limits of authority and terms of reference be approved by
Council.
3. All representative and associated delegated authorities other than the Council Committees
are approved by Council.

Prepared by

Angela Oosthuizen, Chief Executive Officer
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Introduction
This manual sets out the delegations made by the Kaikoura District Council. The delegations are
presented in the following sections:
3. Delegations Policy – This part of the manual sets out the Council’s philosophy for making
delegations and establishes the legal power for making delegations. It then establishes the
framework through which the delegations are made and structured.
4. Governance Delegations – This section of the manual sets out delegations of governance powers
made by Council to Committees. Council’s delegation model is designed to enable committees of
Council to undertake their roles fully, completely and consistent with their terms of reference. The
principles incorporate the reporting and monitoring process that enables the Council to ensure
that the powers they have delegated are not exceeded.
5. Statutory Delegations – This section sets out all of the relevant legislation that Council has
responsibility for and the powers duties and responsibilities delegated under the relevant clauses
of each statute and associated regulations and bylaws. These delegations are made consistent
with the provisions of the Local Government Act 2002, which allows a local authority to delegate
to any other local authority, organisation, or person the enforcement, inspection, licensing and
administration related to bylaws and other regulatory matters.
6. Financial Delegations – The delegation of financial powers enables the works and service
objectives of the Council as set out in the Long Term Plan and Annual Plan to be achieved. This
section of the register sets out the limits of financial delegations to Council sub-committees and
Council officers.
7. Management Delegations – This section of the manual sets out the delegations made by the Chief
Manager Support Services of the management powers to facilitate the effective and efficient
operation of the Council administration.
8. Contractor Delegations – Council has determined to contract out the delivery of many of its
services to independent contractors. The contracts in place with each contractor specify the detail
of the services and levels of service to be provided. This part of the delegations register sets out
the delegations of powers and functions required by contractors to carry out their contracted
services.
9. Warrants – This final part of the register sets out the warrants of powers issued to individual
officers of Council and employees of contractors.
The purpose of making delegations is to provide a legal structure for the efficient and effective
operation of the Council. The various sections of the Delegations Manual are complementary – they
are to be read in conjunction with each other as each section provides different limits on the particular
decisions that an individual may make. Any decision or the exercise of any power or duty can only be
made or undertaken if all of the tests of statutory and financial and management (or governance or
contractor) delegations can be met.
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Authority
The Delegations Policy, the delegations made in the governance section of the manual and other
delegations of statutory and financial powers to Committees and Subcommittees and all the
delegations made to the Chief Manager Support Services were adopted by Council at its meeting on
xx December 2016.
Sub-delegations made by the Chief Manager Support Services pursuant to the Policy and to the powers
delegated to her were made effective from 7 December 2016.
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Delegation Policy
Introduction
This document sets out the policy for the Kaikoura District Council for delegations of responsibilities,
powers and duties to a range of different parties as provided for in the Local Government Act 2002
(the Act) and other legislation. The primary purpose of the Policy is to establish the framework for
delegations of powers to create efficient and effective decision-making within the Council
environment, consistent with the general principles of local government established in s14 of the Act
and the governance principles set out in s39 of the Act.
The principles relevant to the development of this Policy are:
 The local authority should be aware of and have regard to the views of the community and should
clearly communicate the role of the local authority and the expected conduct of elected members
to the community;


Business should be conducted and the governance structures and processes arranged in an
effective, open, transparent and accountable manner;



Responsibility and processes for regulatory decision making should be separated from those for
non-regulatory;



The local authority should ensure that the relationship between the elected members and
management is effective and understood; and



The policy and the accompanying Delegations Register partially fulfil Council’s responsibilities to
publish its local governance statement.



The policy sets out:
The governance responsibilities of the Council regarding delegations;



The framework that is established for delegations within the Kaikoura District Council;



The limitations placed on delegations and the accountability for decisions made under
delegations;



The objectives sought from the delegation of decision-making, monitoring and reporting
responsibilities, powers and duties;



The principles to be employed in creating and giving effect to delegations; and



The methods and procedures for creating, reviewing and terminating delegations.
This document sets out the policy framework for the creation of delegations; it does not create
any delegations. Any delegations created pursuant to this policy are recorded in the Council’s
Delegations Manual.
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Decision making responsibilities
The purpose of the Act is to provide for democratic and effective local decisions about which activities
to undertake and the manner in which they will undertake them (s3). The community elects individuals
to make judgements and decisions on behalf of the community about what will promote community
well-being. The judgements made by elected members are made under a set of decision making
requirements set out in the Act, although the degree to which compliance is required is proportional
to the significance of the particular decision and the resources available (s76 and 79).
In the course of making good decisions, local authorities must identify all the reasonably practicable
options for the achievement of the objective(s) of a decision and assess the various options against an
explicit set of criteria (s77). In this context, reference to local authorities includes both elected
members and officers, and in the case of this authority, contractors who have powers delegated to
them.
In making decisions the local authority must consider the views of all those interested in or affected
by the decision. Depending on the significance of the decision, this consideration of views will be
undertaken at various stages of the process. In particular, Māori must be encouraged to participate in
the decision making process (s78 and s81).
Where a local authority undertakes consultation the Act requires that they do so with an open mind
and give due consideration to the views expressed when making a decision. The parties to be
consulted are those who are either interested in or potentially affected by the decision to be made. In
certain prescribed circumstances a special consultative procedure must be followed before making
decisions (s82 and s83).
Within the overarching purpose of the Act of enabling democratic local decision-making and action,
local authorities have a range of specific statutory roles and responsibilities that have been legislated
and exist separately from this general purpose.
Elected members are responsible for the governance of the district and for the appointment of the
Chief Manager Support Services (CEO) who is responsible for implementing Council’s decisions and the
effective and efficient management of the activities of the Council. The Kaikoura District Council
employs staff and contracts with external agencies to deliver services and undertake other activities
on its behalf. The CEO leads the staff and is responsible for their performance and for the specification
of services and the performance of contractors. The CEO is responsible (s42(3)) for ensuring that all
the responsibilities, duties and powers delegated to him or her or to any person employed by or
contracted to the local authority are properly performed or exercised.

Philosophy of the Council
The Council believes that it is good management practice to encourage delegation of decision making
to the lowest competent level. This will best utilise the Council's human resources (elected members,
officers and service delivery contractors), minimise the cost of material, technical and financial
resources and promote the development of effective people.
The volume and diversity of decisions that need to be made and the powers that are required to be
exercised for the operation and development of the district means that elected members do not have
the capacity to undertake all these functions. The role of Council is to develop the set of policies and
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manage the policy settings that govern the individual decisions and exercise of powers of those to
whom the detailed decision making has been delegated.
The Council considers authority and accountability to be inseparable. It believes that those with
responsibility for a task or function should always have the authority to carry it out effectively. Those
with authority should always be responsible and accountable for its wise use. Delegations do not
remove from the Council or management ultimate accountability for the affairs of the Council.
It is the role of the Council to lead and guide the good management of the district by determining
primary goals and objectives, by setting strategies and policies for their achievement, and by
encouraging their achievement through the considered use of committees and the appointment of
skilled officers.
In terms of section 42 of the Act, the CEO is responsible to the Council for:
a) implementing the decisions of the Council;
b) providing advice to members of the Council and all Committees of Council);
c) ensuring that all responsibilities, duties and powers delegated to him/her or to any other person
or imposed or conferred by law are properly performed or exercised;
d) ensuring the effective and efficient management of the activities of the Council;
e) maintaining systems to enable effective planning and accurate reporting of the financial and
service performance of the Council;
f)

providing leadership for the staff; and

g) employing staff on behalf of the Council and negotiating their terms of employment.
Therefore, the role of the CEO, other Council officers and service delivery contractors is to implement
and administer Council policies, contribute substantially to their formulation, to provide and manage
the infrastructure of the district, and to manage the day to day activities of the Council.
Delegations by the Council to committees and subcommittees assist the effective performance of the
Council's overall policy role. Delegations to and by officers assist effective implementation, and should
enhance the respective roles of elected members and officers.
Accountability for delegated authorities is achieved through a regime of monitoring of the exercise of
the delegations made and is undertaken through the system of reporting and auditing that is described
in the principles and procedures part of this policy document.

Delegation framework

The meaning of delegation
Within this Policy, “delegation” means conferring authority to exercise a responsibility, power or duty
from one party (the delegator) to another party (the delegate). It will generally require the exercise of
judgement and the making of decisions.
Kaikoura District Council Delegations Manual
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A specific delegation occurs where the power or duty relates to a specific matter, and the delegation
will last only as long as it takes to deal with that matter (for example, power to enter into a particular
contract).
A general delegation relates to the conferring of authority to exercise powers or duties of a particular
kind as and when they arise (for example, power to hear and determine resource consent
applications).

The meaning of lowest competent level
Within this Policy, “the lowest competent level” means the lowest position within the Council
hierarchy that has adequate skills to undertake the delegated powers, duties or responsibilities. The
assessment of the adequacy of skills will be made by the delegator in association with the proposed
delegate and will include the assessment of the knowledge, skills, understanding of any relevant
legislation, attitude and experience of the holder of the office of the proposed delegate.
It is the responsibility of the delegator to ensure that the holder of the office with the delegation has
the competencies required for the delegation. As the assessment characteristics change and evolve
over time, the delegator also has the responsibility to continue to ensure that the delegation is made
to the lowest competent level in the Council hierarchy.

General features of delegation
A feature of any delegation is that the delegator does not part with the function, duty or power being
delegated. The delegator merely confers on the delegate the ability to exercise that function, duty or
power. Consequently, the delegator always retains ultimate accountability even though the delegate
may have immediate responsibility.
The delegator retains an obligation to monitor the performance of the delegate and generally may
revoke the delegation at will. The delegator retains the ability to exercise the responsibility, power or
duty that has been delegated.
The powers, duties or obligations delegated may (or may not) include the powers of sub-delegation.
This is a separate matter that will be considered by the delegator when they make the delegation
based on the competencies of the delegate. In some circumstances, it is likely that the powers to act
may be conferred on a delegate but the power of sub-delegation may be withheld.
When making a delegation, the delegator must give consideration to the nature of the decisions to be
made, or powers or duties to be undertaken under the delegation. Delegations should distinguish
between those necessary to facilitate ordinary operations in the District and matters that are
extraordinary or carry high risk.
The delegator may withdraw or suspend the delegation at any time up until, but not after, any decision
is made or power is exercised under the delegation.

Significance
In every case, the delegate needs to determine the significance of the decision they are making or the
power they are exercising, notwithstanding that they have the delegated authority to make the
decision or take the action. In this context, significance has the same meaning as in the Act and is
assessed in terms of its likely impact on and likely consequences for:Kaikoura District Council Delegations Manual
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(a) The current and future social, economic, environmental, or cultural well-being of the district or
region:
(b) Any persons who are likely to be particularly affected by, or interested in, the issue, proposal,
decision or matter:
(c) The capacity of the local authority to perform its role, and the financial costs of doing so.
In addition to the statutory definition, a further dimension to be considered by the delegate when
considering whether a decision or action is significant is the political dimension. Where the
delegate assesses that the decision or action may have unfavourable repercussions for the Council
or individual members of the Council they should consider the decision or action to be significant.
Where the delegate determines that the decision to be made or power to be exercised may be
significant they should consider whether to refer the decision or exercise of the power back to the
delegator before final action is taken. In considering this issue, the delegate needs to balance the
delegated authority they have with the potential consequences. Thus, whilst the precautionary
principle applies, delegates must not be averse to making decisions or taking action as required.

Legal authority
Local Government Act 2002
The objectives, purpose and principles of local government under the Act and the decision-making
provisions are set out in some detail in the preceding sections of this policy document.
Clause 32 of Schedule 7 to the Act is the primary legislative authority that empowers the Council to
make delegations. It provides as follows:
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32 Delegations
1) Unless expressly provided otherwise in this Act, or in any other Act, for the purposes of
efficiency and effectiveness in the conduct of a local authority’s business, a local authority may
delegate to a committee or other subordinate decision-making body, community board, or
member or officer of the local authority any of its responsibilities, duties, or powers except—
(a) the power to make a rate; or
(b) the power to make a bylaw; or
(c) the power to borrow money, or purchase or dispose of assets, other than in accordance with
the long-term plan; or
(d) the power to adopt a long-term plan, annual plan, or annual report; or
(e) the power to appoint a chief executive; or
(f) the power to adopt policies required to be adopted and consulted on under this Act in
association with the long-term plan or developed for the purpose of the local governance
statement; or
(g) [Repealed]
(h) the power to adopt a remuneration and employment policy.
2) Nothing in this clause restricts the power of a local authority to delegate to a committee or
other subordinate decision-making body, community board, or member or officer of the local
authority the power to do anything precedent to the exercise by the local authority (after
consultation with the committee or body or person) of any power or duty specified in subclause
(1).
3) A committee or other subordinate decision-making body, community board, or member or
officer of the local authority may delegate any of its responsibilities, duties, or powers to a
subcommittee or person, subject to any conditions, limitations, or prohibitions imposed by the
local authority or by the committee or body or person that makes the original delegation.
4) A committee, subcommittee, other subordinate decision-making body, community board, or
member or officer of the local authority to which or to whom any responsibilities, powers, or
duties are delegated may, without confirmation by the local authority or committee or body or
person that made the delegation, exercise or perform them in the like manner and with the
same effect as the local authority could itself have exercised or performed them.
5) A local authority may delegate to any other local authority, organisation, or person the
enforcement, inspection, licensing, and administration related to bylaws and other regulatory
matters.
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6) A territorial authority must consider whether or not to delegate to a community board if the
delegation would enable the community board to best achieve its role.
7) To avoid doubt, no delegation relieves the local authority, member, or officer of the liability or
legal responsibility to perform or ensure performance of any function or duty.
8) The delegation powers in this clause are in addition to any power of delegation a local authority
has under any other enactment.
In summary, the Council has extensive powers of delegation under the Act. These powers are limited
only to those items excluded under sub-clause 1. The preparatory work on those items may be
delegated, but Council must make the final decision. Delegated powers may be sub-delegated, subject
to any limits that might be imposed. Such sub-delegation may be made outside of the Council’s direct
organisational environment (e.g. to contractors). Delegation of regulatory responsibilities to external
agencies is explicitly provided for in sub-clause 5.

Other Legislation
A range of other legislation specifies what powers and responsibilities may be delegated and limits to
whom the delegations may be made. In some instances, delegations are made directly to the CEO or
to the principal administrative officer (who is the CEO pursuant to section 42(4) of the Act).

Delegation categories
Five different categories of delegation have been identified, as detailed in the following sections.
Whilst the differentiation between some of these categories is imprecise, the separation is useful in
identifying the different responsibilities that are delegated to different areas of the Council structure,
the different levels and types of accountability appropriate for each and the different parties to whom
delegations may be made.

Governance delegations
These functions are delegated to provide for the efficient and effective provision of Council’s
governance responsibilities and the operation of Council. Delegations under this category include:
5. setting policy and monitoring performance for a set of functions,
6. consulting with the community on proposals and options,
7. hearing submissions from community members under the consultative procedures,
8. approving expenditure that exceeds the delegated authority of officers within the financial
parameters of the annual plan.

Statutory delegations
These are delegations of powers, duties and responsibilities to facilitate the effective and efficient
conduct of the Council’s statutory responsibilities. Examples of the types of delegations that will be
made under this category are:
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6. Specific obligations under legislation
7. Consideration and granting of licenses and consents,
8. Monitoring, compliance and enforcement of statutes, regulations and bylaws,
9. Administration of regulatory and bylaw matters.

Financial delegations
These are delegations of powers and responsibilities to facilitate the effective and efficient financial
management of the Council. The powers may be limited in some respects at lower levels of delegation.
Delegations that will be made under this category include:
1. Expenditure approval within the funding limits approved by the LTP/ Annual Plan
2. Binding Council to a contract
3. LTP / Annual Plan implementation

Management delegations
These are delegations of powers and responsibilities to facilitate the effective and efficient
management (other than direct financial management) of the business of the Council. The powers
may be limited in some respects at lower levels of delegation. Examples of types of delegations that
will be made under this category are:
1. Contract monitoring, reporting and enforcement;
2. Policy implementation and enforcement;
3. Staffing appointment, review and termination;
4. Obtaining professional advice for Council and contractors (legal, financial, engineering, planning
etc.);
5. Media contact.

Contractor delegations
These are delegations of powers and responsibilities made to Council contractors to facilitate the
effective and efficient delivery of the services that the contractor delivers on behalf of Council that are
not otherwise covered in other delegation categories. The powers delegated will reflect the
requirements and conditions of the service agreements in place. Delegations that will be made under
this category include the powers to:
4. Provide professional and administrative services to and for Council;
5. Undertake regulatory services on behalf of Council;
6. Enforce and administer Council bylaws and policies;
7. Administer, maintain and improve Council assets.
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Delegated parties
In most cases, the Council has the primary power of delegation, as it is this body that is specified as
the delegate in the empowering legislation. In some specific instances, the legislation empowers the
CEO directly who will have the primary power of delegation.
Under this policy, delegations of responsibilities, powers or duties may be made to any of the following
parties:
a) Standing Committees
b) Water Committees
c) Subcommittees and working parties
d) Individual members
e) Hearings Commissioners
f)

CEO

g) Council Managers
h) Council Employees
i)

Service Delivery Contractors.

Certain delegations will be made to specific positions within the wider Council structure (including
contractors) that require that the position holder has and maintains appropriate technical
qualifications for the position. As provided in section 4.2 it is the responsibility of the delegator to
ensure that the holder of the position that has the delegated powers has and retains appropriate
technical competence.

Hierarchy of delegations
The following diagram depicts the hierarchy of delegations to these parties. As shown in the diagram,
all powers of Council emanate from statute or regulation. Council (or in some limited cases the CEO)
then have the responsibility of deciding what subsequent delegations should be made and what limits
should be placed on those delegations.
Where the Council’s CEO delegates powers, duties or responsibilities to a service delivery contractor,
the delegation is made to the organisation that is contracted to the Council and to the CEO of that
organisation. This means that both the contracted organisation and the individual responsible for that
organisation are jointly and severally responsible for the obligations and performance of the
delegation. Employees within the service delivery contractors may individually undertake the delivery
of services, but this will be within the delegation granted to their employing organisation and the
accountability remains jointly with the contractor and the contractor’s CEO. In some circumstances,
these people may need to be appointed as officers of the Council so that they may be issued with
warrants to undertake statutory duties. It is the responsibility of the service delivery contractor to
ensure that any of their staff undertaking duties requiring them to be warranted officers of the Council
have valid warrants at all times they are undertaking such duties.
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As shown in the diagram, Council managers are able to sub-delegate to their staff consistent with the
principles expressed above.

Delegation mix
The following table shows in principle the allocation of the different types of delegations to the
different parties to whom delegations may be made. The greater the number of XXs in the table
indicates the likely degree of delegation based on the key shown below the matrix – the more XXs then
the greater level of delegation. The table is presented for illustrative purposes rather than as a
prescription of the delegations that should be made.
The principles highlighted in the table are:
 Council retains full responsibility for governance, statutory and financial powers, duties and
responsibilities and contract specifications at all times;


Where governance functions are delegated they are delegated to sub-groups of elected members
and not to employees or contractors;



Consistent with the principles of delegation to the lowest competent level and significance of
decisions, greater powers and responsibilities are progressively held at more senior levels of the
organisation; and



Management duties and responsibilities (including the management of Council finances within
the approved LTP and management of contractor performance) are the responsibility of the CEO
and his or her senior management team.
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Delegation Types
Governance

Statutory

Financial

Council

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

Council
Committees

XXX

XXX

XXX

Council
Subcommittees

X

XX

XX

Kaikoura Water
Zone
Committee

XXX

XXX

XXX

Council
Working
Committees

X

Individual
Members

X

Management

Contractor
XXXX

X

Chief Executive
Officer

XXX

XXX

XXXX

XXXX

Council
Management
Team

XXXX

XX

XXXX

XXX

Council
Employees

X

X

XX

XXX

The number of crosses in the matrix indicates the extent of the delegation that is made under the
policy based on the following key:
Full authority
XXXX
Extensive authority
XXX
Some authority
XX
Limited authority
X

Objectives
The objectives for this Delegations Policy are to promote efficiency and effectiveness of the activities
undertaken by the Council consistent with the principles of sound governance.
These objectives may be more specifically set out as:
 Efficient and effective management of Council activities and assets;


Prudent stewardship of Council and Community assets and resources;



Transparency of decision making processes undertaken by Council;



Accountability for the decisions taken; and
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Compliance with statutory obligations.

Policies
To meet the objectives set out in this Policy, delegations made by the Kaikoura District Council will only
be made consistent with the preceding framework for establishing delegations and the following set
of clauses found in this policy:
1. Powers, duties and responsibilities of Council will be delegated to the greatest extent permitted
by legislation within the framework of delegations contained in section 5.
2. Delegations are made to the lowest competent level within the Council hierarchy as defined in
section 5.
3. Delegates must consider the significance of the decision they are making or the powers they are
exercising as described in section 5.
4. Delegations will be made consistent with the hierarchy of delegations presented in section 5.
Consequently all delegations made to officers or service delivery contractors are made through
the CEO who has full powers over all such delegations. For the avoidance of doubt, this means
that the CEO may, entirely at his or her discretion, rescind or suspend any delegation. Exceptions
to this policy exist where statutes provide for powers to be provided to specific positions – such
as the principal administrative officer.
5. All delegations are to be made in writing and are to be recorded in a suitable register that is easily
accessible to Councillors, Council employees and contractors.
6. All significant decisions made or actions taken under a delegated authority are to be recorded in
writing.
7. Delegations made by Council must be made by resolution. Delegations made by the CEO and
Managers must be made in writing, and signed by both the delegator and the delegate.
8. All delegations will specify with reasonable precision:
-

The nature of the delegation;

-

To whom the delegation is made;

-

The terms of the delegation;

-

Any conditions, directions, limitations or prohibitions relating to the exercise of the
delegation (including any financial limits in relation to a power to contract);

-

Whether or not the delegate may sub-delegate.

9. Delegations will be made to positions, not to individuals, other than specific delegations made to
individual members and to hearings commissioners under Section 34A of the Resource
Management Act 1991.
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10. Sub-delegation as provided for in the hierarchy of delegations is permitted unless expressly
prohibited in the initial delegation.
11. All delegates will be held accountable for decisions through processes of
-

Transparency – decisions are made in public
Maintaining a record of delegations and the exercise of them; and
Reporting decisions made under delegations to committees of Council.

Principles and procedures

General
The following sections set out the principles and procedures to be followed that are specific to each
different category of delegation. There are a number of principles and procedures that are common
to all categories as follows:
 An important feature of the exercise of the delegation is the ability of the delegator to monitor and
review the effect of the delegation and the way in which the delegation is conducted. This means
that appropriate monitoring and review protocols will be incorporated into all types of delegation.


Where Council is expressly prevented from delegating some or all of its powers by a particular
statute, it may delegate the power to do anything precedent to the exercise by the Council of that
particular power or authority.



Delegations may be enduring or for a fixed term or a prescribed purpose. A general delegation will
continue until revoked by the delegator or the Council. Particular delegations will continue until
the reason for the delegation no longer exists at which point, the delegation will lapse.

Governance delegations
The following general principles and process are to be followed for the granting of delegations of
governance powers, duties and responsibilities.
Within the overall model of participative democracy, Council’s delegation model is designed to enable
committees of Council to undertake their roles fully and completely and consistent with their terms of
reference. The principles incorporate the reporting and monitoring process that enables the Council
to ensure that the powers they have delegated are not exceeded.
1. The powers, duties and responsibilities required for each committee to undertake the roles
determined for them as documented in the terms of reference for each committee are
determined and agreed by the Council members.
2. Following agreement, Council will resolve to delegate the appropriate powers to the committees.
3. Each of these subordinate governance bodies is bound to the requirements of the Local
Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 and Council’s Standing Orders for the
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provision of agendas in advance of meetings, the conduct of their meetings and the keeping of
accurate minutes of the proceedings of meetings.
4. The Support Services Team Leader will scrutinise the agendas for all subordinate meetings to
ensure that the recommended actions on items for decision by the Committee are within the
powers delegated to them.
5. Where there is a potential breach of delegated powers, the Support Services Team Leader will
notify the Committee Chair and advise an alternative recommendation for consideration.
6. The Support Services Team Leader will review the draft minutes of each meeting of Committees
within 5 working days to ensure the decisions made are consistent with the delegated powers.
7. The Support Services Team Leader and CEO will review the proposed agenda for Council meetings
to ensure that no items that can be determined by committees under delegated authority are
being brought forward unnecessarily to the Council.

Statutory delegations
The following specific principles and procedures apply to the delegation of statutory powers, duties
and responsibilities. The mix of service delivery options that the Council uses is specifically provided
for by sub-clause 5, clause 32 of the Seventh Schedule, which provides that
“A local authority may delegate to any other local authority, organisation, or person the enforcement,
inspection, licensing, and administration related to bylaws and other regulatory matters.”
1. All powers, duties and responsibilities reside with the Council unless the legislation specifically
prescribes delegations of powers to the CEO as Principal Administrative Officer.
2. Council has the obligation to confirm that powers can be delegated under the Act and what
restrictions there might be on any delegation.
3. Where the statutory power is optional (rather than required) Council will determine whether and
the extent to which it wishes to exercise the power.
4. Council may separately delegate responsibility for the monitoring of activities from the
responsibility for carrying out the activities.
5. The CEO determines the extent of the sub-delegation of powers made to employees or service
delivery agencies.
6. All delegations of statutory powers will be referenced to the specific statute or regulation that
provides the power.

Financial delegations
The delegation of financial powers enables the works and service objectives of the Council as set out
in the Annual Plan to be achieved. Achieving the proposed outcomes is the objective, not spending
the budget.
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Financial management is a shared responsibility between:
 Team Leaders;


CEO and



Council.

The Council’s core principle, financial responsibility and affordability, is to guide the execution of
financial delegations.
Financial delegations will only be made in compliance with the following principles and procedures:
1. Financial delegations are based around the cycle of the annual plan (or the Long Term Plan
(LTP) each three years). For simplicity, the annual financial planning process is described as
the annual plan despite it being a part of the LTP every third year.
2. Only the Council may approve expenditure that is not provided for or exceeds 10% overall of
what is provided to undertake activities in the annual plan. Any such decisions may not be
inconsistent with section 97 of the Act, which requires the Council to act in accordance with
the LTP on the matters specified in the section.
3. No financial delegation empowers the delegate to commit expenditure or enter into contracts
that are not provided for in the annual plan. The annual plan sets out the expenditure to be
incurred and income to be received for the activities the Council is planning to undertake in
the financial year the plan covers. As such, the annual plan sets out the financial limits and
will be the basis against which all financial decisions will be judged.
4. The Council will approve a specified sum for determining all financial delegations.
5. Only the Council Standing Committees and the CEO may have delegations that are equal to or
greater than the specified sum.
6. The Council will determine the levels of delegation for staff based on recommendations from
management.
7. Financial delegation limits may be established for the following different types of transaction:


Expenditure approval, including different limits for;
-

Expenditure for specific projects or works, and

-

Discretionary expenditure for services.



Entering into binding contracts (subject to the Council’s policy on contracts); and



Cheque signing.
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8. Financial delegations will be integrated to the accounting/financial reporting systems. Internal
control systems will ensure that the delegation levels are not exceeded and that false invoices
cannot be entered into the system.

Management delegations
The management of the Council is the responsibility of the CEO. The CEO’s primary statutory
responsibilities are set out in section 42 of the Act and are detailed in part 3 of this policy document.
The CEO employs staff and leads those staff and service delivery agencies towards the achievement of
the statutory responsibilities and other responsibilities that the Council may establish.
Whilst the management of the Council assets and resources is the CEO’s responsibility, he/she will
delegate some management responsibilities to Council managers. The CEO retains the prerogative at
all times over the delegation of management functions. In making these delegations, the CEO will be
guided by the following principles and procedures:
1. Managers and staff will be delegated the authority and accountability to be able to effectively
complete their performance objectives. Clear links will be established between the agreed
performance targets and the delegations necessary to reach those targets.
2. Consistent with this, the management philosophy of Council is that delegations will be made
to the level at which competent and efficient decisions can be made.
3. Whilst delegations are made to individual positions it is expected that when significant or
sensitive decisions are being made under delegated authority managers will collaborate in the
decision making process to ensure the best outcome for the Council.
4. As the organisation evolves over time through development and responding to Council
requirements, changes will be made to management delegations.
5. Significant and sensitive decisions made by managers under delegated authority will be
reported to the management team at management meetings. This forum will also ensure that
delegations are not being exceeded.
6. Whilst the management of Council staff is the sole responsibility of the CEO, he or she may
choose to delegate some of the functions of appointment, and performance assessment
review of staff to managers.

Contractor delegations
Contractors are appointed by the CEO under contracts to deliver a range of regulatory and voluntary
services. If the contract limit is above that of the delegated limit of the CEO, Delegations made under
this category are designed to provide sufficient authority for the contractor to deliver the services they
are contracted to deliver against the contract specifications.
Notwithstanding that Council has determined to contract out the delivery of certain services, the
responsibility for the provision and management of all contracted services remains with the CEO. The
CEO will delegate some responsibilities for the management, monitoring and reporting on contractors’
performance to Council managers. The CEO retains the prerogative at all times over the delegation of
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contractor functions. In making these delegations, the CEO will be guided by the following principles
and procedures:
1. Contractors will be delegated the authority and accountability to be able to complete their
contracted service deliverables effectively. Clear links will be established between the agreed
performance targets and the delegations necessary to reach those targets.
2. Delegations will be made jointly and severally to the contracting company and the principle(s)
of the contracting company. Contractors are responsible for the exercise of the delegations
within their organisations by their employees.
3. Whilst delegations are made to specific contractors it is expected that when significant
decisions are being made under delegated authority that contractors will collaborate with the
Council management in the decision making process to ensure the best outcome for the
Council.
4. As the contract specification evolves over time through development and responding to
Council requirements, changes will be made to contractor delegations to ensure they remain
current and complete.
5. Significant decisions made by contractors under delegated authority will be reported to the
CEO through the contractor’s performance reporting.
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Governance delegations
Introduction
The Council’s delegation model is designed to enable committees of Council to fully and completely
undertake their roles consistent with their terms of reference. These delegations are made within
the overall model of participative democracy that is the basis for the Local Government Act 2002.

Delegations
The Kaikoura District Council makes the following delegations of powers, duties and responsibilities
pursuant to the Delegations Policy as set out in the sections that follow in this part of the delegations
register.
Delegates may not sub-delegate these powers except where the delegate is a committee of Council.
Where delegations of specific statutory or financial powers are made they are documented in that
specific part of the Delegations Manual.

General delegations to Council Committees
Within its areas of jurisdiction, each committee is expected to:
 Observe and pursue the goals, objectives and strategies in any strategic plan adopted by the
full Council;


Support the responsibilities of the Council to advise on strategy and policy;



Maintain regular communications with other committees and the full Council to ensure that
the widest possible good is achieved for the community;



Within the financial parameters of the Annual Plan, approve expenditure that exceeds the
delegated authority of officers;



Prepare proposals for the Council’s Long Term Plan (LTP) or Annual Plan each year;



Maintain regular consultation and communication with the community and agencies affecting
the activities of the committee;



Monitor and respond to changes in the legislation governing their jurisdiction;



Support the Council staff in the achievement of programmes and projects contained in the
LTP.

Council committees shall not:
 Exercise any power reserved to the full Council by operation of law (e.g. making a rate,
borrowing, etc.)
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Authorise or otherwise commit the Council to any expenditure (either in the current year or
subsequent years) exceeding that in the current Annual Plan without the prior authority of full
Council. That authority may be found in the LTP;



Commit the Council to any binding decisions in any areas other than those delegated by the
Council;



Appoint any subcommittee other than those implicit in these terms of reference (e.g.
contracts);



Make appointments to anybody;



Publicly advocate for activities under its control to the detriment of other Council
responsibilities or priorities;



Interfere in the activities of other committees acting within Council policy, these terms of
reference, and the parameters of the Annual Plan.

Matters reserved for Council
Council reserves to itself the following specific issues:
 The power to make a rate


The power to make a bylaw



The power to borrow money or purchase or dispose of assets other than in accordance with
the Long term Plan



The power to adopt a Long Term Plan or an Annual Plan



The power to appoint a Chief executive



The power to adopt policies required to be adopted under the Local Government Act 2002 in
association with the Long term Plan or developed for the purpose of the local governance
statement



The power to approve or amend Council’s Standing orders



The power to approve the Code of Conduct for elected members



Representation review and elections;



Remuneration (and other policies affecting roles / responsibilities of Councillors);



Policy



Strategic direction
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Advocacy

Quorum
The quorum of the Council and joint committees is as per Standing Orders:
‘The quorum at a meeting of –
(a) a local authority or joint committee consists of:
(i) half of the members if the number of members (including vacancies) is even; or
(ii) a majority of members if the number of members (including vacancies) is odd.

In the 2016-2019 triennium the Council comprises the Mayor and seven Councillors. Accordingly, the
quorum of the Council is four members.
The quorum of all council committees and working parties is two members, unless specified in
relevant terms of reference.

Kaikoura Earthquake Recovery Committee
Type of Committee

Council Committee

Subordinate to

Council

Subordinate Committees

None

Legislative basis

Committee reconstituted by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section 30 (1)
(A), LGA 2002
Committee delegated powers by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section
32, LGA 2002

Membership

The Mayor
All councillors (7)
Chair of the Rununga per invitation of the Council

Delegations

The Kaikoura Earthquake Recovery Committee has delegated authority to
act in the following areas:
 Building Control Act 2004
 Telecommunications Act 2001
 Transport Act 1962
 Utilities Access Act 2010
 Walking Access Act 2008
 Infrastructure (Amendments Relating to Utilities Access) Act 2010
 Land Drainage Act 1908
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

Limits to Delegations

Council Resolutions

Land Transport Act 1998
Public Works Act 1981
Reserves Act 1977
Hurunui/ Kaikoura Earthquakes Recovery Bill
Hurunui/ Kaikoura Earthquakes Relief Bill
Civil Defence Emergency Management Amendment Act 2016

Approval and implementation of the Kaikoura earthquake
Recovery Plan.
Approval of all infrastructural capital expenditure in excess of $1
million
Approval of all infrastructural expenditure or service levels that
alter by more than $200,000
Approves the programme of earthquake-related expenditure,
whether funded by insurance, government subsidy, or Council
loan funding, provided the total funding required is within Council
approved levels.
Approval of the financial and infrastructure strategy associated
with earthquake recovery
Authority to initiate a Special Consultative Procedure, or otherwise
consult the community on matters related to the Committee’s
activities and where the proposed consultation is not contrary to
an established Council position.
Approval of submissions to relevant bills, discussion and policy
documents relating to the responsibilities of the committee.

Matters that must be processed by way of recommendations to the
Council include:
 Special Consultative Procedures, part 6, Section 83, Local
Government Act 2002
 Bylaws, part 12, Section 293 Local Government Act 2002
 Making operative District Plan changes
 Decision to notify Reviewed District Plan and make operative
 Amendment to fees and charges relating to all activities
THAT THE COUNCIL CONFIRMS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE WORKS AND
SERVICES COMMITTEE AS A COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL.
THAT THE COUNCIL DETERMINES THE CHAIRPERSON AND THE
COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP BEING:
 THE CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE IS MAYOR GRAY.
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 THE MEMBERSHIP BE THE MAYOR AND ALL COUNCILLORS.
 THE QUORUM IS FOUR MEMBERS.
THAT THE COUNCIL DELEGATES THE POWER TO ACT IN THE ABOVE
AREAS TO THE WORKS AND SERVICES COMMITTEE.

Regulatory and Resource Management Committee
Type of Committee

Council Committee

Subordinate to

Council

Subordinate Committees

None

Legislative basis

Committee reconstituted by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section 30 (1)
(A), LGA 2002
Committee delegated powers by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section
32, LGA 2002

Membership

The Mayor
All councillors (7)

Delegations

The Regulatory Committee has delegated authority to act in the following
areas:
 Local Government Act
o Relevant sections of Part 21 Local Government Act 1974
relating to private roads and private ways (roading parts
of the 1974 Act are still in force)
 Dog and Stock Control:
o Dog Control 1996
o Impounding Act 1955
 Health:
o The Health Act 1956
o The Food Act 2014
o Auctioneers Act 1928
 Sale of liquor:
o Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012Winemakers Act 1981
 Swimming pools:
o Fencing of Swimming Pools Act 1987
o Building (Pools) Amendment Bill (from 1 January 2017)
 Building:
o The Building Act 2004
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Litter:
o Litter Act 1979, including waivers of fees and charges in
accordance with council policy
 Waste:
o Waste Minimisation Act 2008, in relation to approving for
notification a plan prepared under section 42, being a
waste management and minimisation plan.
To determine the Council’s policy, planning and strategic direction with
regard to the District Plan including Council initiated and private plan
changes.
To conduct statutory hearings on regulatory matters including
 Sale of Liquor
Policy, planning and strategic direction with regard to:
 Dog and Stock Control
 Health
 Sale of Liquor
 Swimming Pools
 Building
 Litter
 Resource Management and Conservation advocacy (external to
the organisation) in regards to National and Regional Policy
Statements, National Environmental Standards, Regional and
District Plans. Including submissions and feedback on discussion
documents.
 Waste
Approval of submissions to relevant bills, discussion and policy
documents relating to the responsibilities of the committee.
Limits to Delegations

Council Resolutions

Matters that must be processed by way of recommendations to the
Council include:
 Special Consultative Procedures, part 6, Section 83, Local
Government Act 2002
 Bylaws, part 12, Section 293 Local Government Act 2002
 Amendment to fees and charges relating to all activities
THAT THE COUNCIL CONFIRMS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES COMMITTEE AS A COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL.
THAT THE COUNCIL DETERMINES THE CHAIRPERSON AND THE
COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP BEING:
 THE CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE IS COUNCILLOR MACKLE.
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 THE MEMBERSHIP BE THE MAYOR AND ALL COUNCILLORS.
 THE QUORUM IS FOUR MEMBERS.
THAT THE COUNCIL DELEGATES THE POWER TO ACT IN THE ABOVE
AREAS TO THE REGULATORY AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE.

Hearings & Applications Committee
Type of Committee

Council Committee

Subordinate to

Council

Subordinate Committees

None

Legislative basis

Committee reconstituted by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section 30 (1)
(A), LGA 2002
Committee delegated powers by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section
32, LGA 2002

Membership

Three elected members, Two community representatives and two
Runanga representatives.
Council elected members must be accredited members.

Delegations

The Hearings and Applications Committee has delegated authority to act
in the following areas - Resource management Act and any other relevant
legislation




To hear and decide on applications, submissions and objections
to applications, made in terms of the Kaikoura District Plan and
the Resource Management Act
To hear and decide on submissions and objections to the
Kaikoura District Plan Review and any changes or variations
proposed to that Plan. The Committee may decide to refer the
matter, with recommendations to the Council for a final decision,
in a situation where:
o The District Plan will be significantly altered as a result of
submissions.
o Any decision on the District Plan will have a significant
impact outside the District Plan on other Council policies,
particularly rating levels or fees and charges.
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o

Limits to Delegations

Council Resolutions

The Council will need to consider making a variation or
change to the District Plan.

Matters that must be processed by way of recommendations to the
Council include:
 Special Consultative Procedures, part 6, Section 83, Local
Government Act 2002
 Bylaws, part 12, Section 293 Local Government Act 2002.
THAT THE COUNCIL CONFIRMS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE HEARINGS
AND APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE AS A COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL.
THAT THE COUNCIL DETERMINES THE CHAIRPERSON AND THE
COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP BEING:
 THE CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE IS COUNCILLOR MACKLE.
 THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COMMITTEE TO BE CONFIRMED
 THE QUORUM IS X MEMBERS.
THAT THE COUNCIL DELEGATES THE POWER TO ACT IN THE ABOVE
AREAS TO THE HEARINGS AND APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE.

Audit and Risk Committee
Type of Committee

Council Committee

Subordinate to

Council

Subordinate Committees

None

Legislative basis

Committee reconstituted by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section 30 (1)
(A), LGA 2002
Committee delegated powers by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section
32, LGA 2002

Membership

The Mayor
Councillors (3)
Independent member (1)

Delegations

Responsible for assisting the Council in assuring it exercises due care and
diligence in its practices and processes with a focus audit and risk.
Approve submissions to relevant bills, discussion and policy documents
relating to the responsibilities of the committee.
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Audit and Risk Functions:
Review Council’s annual financial statements with Council management
and the Auditors prior to their approval by Council.



Terms of Reference

Oversee statutory compliance in terms of financial disclosure.
Monitor corporate risk assessment and the internal risk measures
that have been instituted.
 Make recommendations to Council on the appointment of auditors,
and audit fees.
 Review annually the internal audit programme, ensuring emphasis is
placed on areas where either the Council or Council Management or
the Auditors believe attention is necessary.
 Review insurance arrangements annually.
 Oversee Council’s:
o risk management framework
o internal control environment
o legislative and regulatory compliance
o internal audit and assurance
o external audit
o financial reporting structure
o management of significant projects
o compliance to Treasury Risk Management Policies
 Review the effectiveness of Council’s external accountability
reporting (including non-financial performance).
 Waivers of fees and charges in accordance with Council policy.
Membership
The Audit and Risk Committee will be the Mayor, two Councillors and
one independent member as voting members of the Committee.
Quorum
The quorum for every meeting shall be two.
Chair
The Chair will be appointed by Council.
Frequency of Meetings
The Audit and Risk Committee will meet on a monthly basis or as
required.
Parent Body
The Committee reports to the Kaikoura District Council.
Objectives of the Committee
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The objectives of the Audit and Risk Committee are to assist the Council
to discharge its responsibilities for:
a) the robustness of the internal control framework and financial
management practices;
b) the integrity and appropriateness of internal and external
reporting and accountability arrangements;
c) the robustness of risk management systems, processes and
practices;
d) the independence and adequacy of internal and external audit
functions
e) compliance with applicable laws, regulations, standards and best
practice guidelines; and
f)

the establishment and maintenance of controls to safeguard the
Council’s financial and non-financial assets.

In fulfilling their role on the Audit and Risk Committee, members shall be
impartial and independent at all times.
Terms of Reference
1.

Internal Control Framework
1.1 Review whether management’s approach to maintaining an
effective internal control framework is sound and effective.
1.2 Review whether management has taken steps to embed a
culture that is committed to probity and ethical behaviour.
1.3 Review whether there are appropriate processes or systems in
place to capture and effectively investigate fraud.

2.

Internal Reporting
2.1 To consider the processes for ensuring the completeness and
quality of financial and operational information being provided
to the Council.
2.2 To seek advice periodically from internal and external auditors
regarding the completeness and quality of financial and
operational information that is provided to the Council.

3.

External Reporting and Accountability
3.1 Consider the appropriateness of the Council’s existing
accounting policies and principles and any proposed changes:
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3.2 Enquire of internal and external auditors for any information
that affects the quality and clarity of the Council’s financial
statements, and assess whether appropriate action has been
taken by management in response to the above.
3.3 Satisfy itself that the financial statements are supported by
appropriate management signoff on the statements and on the
adequacy of the systems of internal control (i.e. letters of
representation), and recommend signing of the financial
statements by the Chief Executive/Mayor and adoption by
Council.
3.4 Confirm that processes are in place to ensure that
financial information included in the entity’s annual
report is consistent with the signed financial
statements.
4.

Risk Management
4.1 Review whether management has in place a current and
comprehensive risk management framework and associated
procedures for effective identification and management of the
Council’s significant risks.
4.2 Consider whether appropriate action is being taken by
Management to mitigate Council’s significant risks.

5.

Internal Audit
5.1 Review and approve the internal audit coverage and annual
work plans, ensuring these plans are based on the Council’s risk
profile.
5.2 Review the adequacy of management’s implementation of
internal audit recommendations.
5.3 Review the internal audit charter to ensure appropriate
organisational structures, authority, access, independence,
resourcing and reporting arrangements are in place.
5.4 Conduct a session comprised only of committee members and
elected members (i.e. without any management being present)
with internal audit to discuss any maters that the auditors wish
to bring to the Committee’s attention.
5.5. Should there be a disagreement between Management and the
Internal Auditor on a particular issue, that:
 The Committee to meet with the Internal Auditor without
Management present so the auditor can outline the issue
of disagreement.
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6.



The Committee can then allow the Management to put
forward their assessment of the issue.



The Committee can make an assessment on which group
they agree with.



Should the Committee agree with Management, then a
formal request for the issue to be removed from the
Internal Auditor’s Report will be made.



Should the Committee agree with the Auditor, then it can
instruct the Management to comply with the Auditor’s
issue.

External Audit
6.1 At the start of each audit, confirm the terms of the
engagement, including the nature and scope of the audit,
timetable and fees, with the external auditor.
6.2 Receive the external audit report(s) and review action to be
taken by management on significant issues and audit
recommendations raised within.
6.3 Conduct a session comprised only of committee members and
elected members (i.e. without any management being present)
with external audit to discuss any matters that the auditors
wish to bring to the Subcommittee’s attention and/or any
issues of independence.
6.4 Ensure any recommendation by management that the Office of
the Auditor-General replace the external auditor is referred to
and examined by the Finance, Audit and Risk Committee.
6.5. Should there be a disagreement between Management and the
External Auditor on a particular issue that:
 The Committee to meet with the External Auditors
without Management present so they can outline the
issue of disagreement.


The Committee can then allow the Management to put
forward their assessment of the issue.



The Committee can make an assessment on which group
they agree with.



Should the Committee agree with Management, then a
formal letter would be sent to the External Auditors
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outlining its assessment and requesting that the issue be
removed from the Management Report.


Should the External Auditors not agree with the removal of
the issue, then the Committee shall write a formal letter to
the Officer of the Auditor-General for clarification.



Should the Committee agree with the External Auditors,
then it can instruct the Management to comply with the
Auditor’s issue.

7.

Compliance with Legislation, Standards and Best Practice Guidelines
7.1 Review the effectiveness of the system for monitoring the
Council’s compliance with laws (including governance
legislation, regulations and associated government policies),
with Council’s own standards, and Best Practice Guidelines as
applicable.

8.

Insurance
8.1 Review the level of insurance on an annual basis to ensure that
it is appropriate.

9.

Treasury Function
9.1 Monitor the Council’s compliance with its Treasury Risk
Management Policies and compliance with the relevant debt
covenants.
9.2 Make recommendations to changes to the Treasury Risk
Management Policy where appropriate.

Delegated Authority
The Finance, Audit and Risk Committee will have delegated
authority to carry out activities within its terms of reference.

Council Resolutions

THAT THE COUNCIL CONFIRMS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FINANCE,
AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE AS A COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL.
THAT THE COUNCIL DETERMINES THE CHAIRPERSON AND THE
COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP BEING:
 THE CHAIR OF THE COMMITTEE IS COUNCILLOR HOWDEN.


THE MEMBERSHIP BEING THE MAYOR, JULIE HOWDEN, NEIL
PABLECHEQUE WITH CHRIS WILSON AS AN INDEPENDENT
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THE QUORUM IS TWO MEMBERS.

THAT THE COUNCIL DELEGATES THE POWER TO ACT IN THE ABOVE
AREAS TO THE FINANCE, AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE.

Code of Conduct Review Committee
Type of Committee

Council Committee

Subordinate to

Council

Subordinate Committees

None

Legislative basis

Committee constituted by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section 30 (1)
(A), LGA 2002
Committee delegated powers by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section
32, LGA 2002

Membership

Delegations

Limits to Delegations

Council Resolutions

The Mayor – Winston Gray
Deputy Mayor – Julie Howden
Independent member (1 – as required with dispute resolution skills)


To monitor the Code of Conduct and investigate allegations of
breaches to the Code
 Where there are statutory provisions dealing with the breach, the
Committee may refer the breach to the relevant body
 The Committee will report breaches to the Council in accordance
with the Code of Conduct provisions
Matters that must be processed by way of recommendations to the
Council include:
 Censures to elected members for breaches of the Code of
Conduct.

THAT THE COUNCIL CONFIRMS THE CONSTITUTION OF THE CODE OF
CONDUCT COMMITTEE AS A COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL.
THAT THE COUNCIL CONFIRMS THE COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP AS THE
MAYOR (AS CHAIRPERSON) AND THE DEPUTY MAYOR AS PER THE CODE
OF CONDUCT.
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THAT THE COUNCIL DELEGATES THE POWER TO ACT IN THE ABOVE
AREAS TO THE CODE OF CONDUCT COMMITTEE.

Chief Executive Officer Performance Review Committee
Type of Committee

Council Committee

Subordinate to

Council

Subordinate Committees

None

Legislative basis

Committee reconstituted by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section 30 (1)
(A), LGA 2002
Committee delegated powers by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section
32, LGA 2002

Membership

The Mayor
Councillors (3)

Delegations

To review the Chief Executive Officer’s performance and make
recommendations to the Council

Limits to Delegations

Matters that must be processed by way of recommendations to the
Council include:
 Remuneration payment for coming year
 Performance (at risk) payment for past year
 Performance objectives for coming year
THAT THE COUNCIL CONFIRMS THE RECONSTITUTION OF THE CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S PERFORMANCE REVIEW COMMITTEE AS A
COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL.

Council Resolutions

THAT THE COUNCIL DETERMINES THE COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP
BEING:
 THE MAYOR AS CHAIRPERSON.


THE DEPUTY MAYOR, JULIE HOWDEN, COUNCILLOR BLUNT
COUNCILLOR CRAIG MACKLE.
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THAT THE COUNCIL DELEGATES THE POWER TO ACT IN THE ABOVE
AREAS TO THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S PERFORMANCE REVIEW
COMMITTEE.

District Licensing Committee
Type of Committee

Council committee

Subordinate to

Council

Subordinate Committees

None

Legislative basis

Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012. Part 2, s 187 - 211

Membership

The Mayor
Local Councillors (3)
Each Territorial Authority must appoint 1 or more licensing Committees
to deal with licensing matters in its District. The Act provides that each
Committee shall comprise of 3 members and it would be prudent to
have a least 4 members on the Council’s list in addition to a chairperson.
This will enable a quorum to be available in each instance. Community
members may be appointed if approved by Council and meet the criteria
under the Act.

Delegations/Functions

Functions of licensing committees (Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act s187)
A licensing committee's functions are—
(a)
to consider and determine applications for licences and
manager's certificates; and
(b)
to consider and determine applications for renewal of
licences and manager's certificates; and
(c)
to consider and determine applications for temporary
authority to carry on the sale and supply of alcohol in
accordance with section 136; and
(d)
to consider and determine applications for the variation,
suspension, or cancellation of special licences; and
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(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

to consider and determine applications for the variation of
licences (other than special licences) unless the application
is brought under section 280; and
with the leave of the chairperson for the licensing authority,
to refer applications to the licensing authority; and
to conduct inquiries and to make reports as may be required
of it by the licensing authority under section 175; and
any other functions conferred on licensing committees by or
under this Act or any other enactment.

Powers of licensing committees (Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act s188)
A Licensing Committee has all the powers conferred on it by or under
the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act or any other Act, and all powers as
may be reasonably necessary to enable it to carry out its functions.
Council Resolutions

THAT THE COUNCIL CONFIRMS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DISTRICT
LICENSING COMMITTEE AS A COMMITTEE OF COUNCIL.
THAT THE COUNCIL DETERMINES THE CHAIRPERSON AND THE
COMMITTEE’S MEMBERSHIP BEING:

THE CHAIRPERSON OF THE COMMITTEE IS COUNCILLOR MACKLE


THE LIST MEMBERSHIP BEING COUNCILLORS CRAIG MACKLE, NEIL
PABLECHEQUE AND LISA BOND.

THE QUORUM IS THREE MEMBERS
THAT THE CHAIRPERSON MACKLE, COUNCILLOR PABLECHEQUE AND AN
ADDITIONAL MEMBER FORM THE QUORUM OF THREE FOR THE
COMMITTEE
THAT THE COUNCIL APPOINTS COUNCILLOR NEIL PABLECHEQUE AS THE
DEPUTY CHAIRPERSON OF THE DISTRICT LICENSING COMMITTEE.
THAT THE COUNCIL DELEGATES THE POWER TO ACT TO THE DISTRICT
LICENSING COMMITTEE.

Joint Committees of Council
The Kaikoura District Council is party to a number of joint committees with other local authorities.
These committees are already established and only require Council to appoint its members.
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Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
Description

Membership

Functions

Powers

The Regional Transport Committee (RTC) is established under the
auspices of the Land Transport Act 2003 (as amended). It is responsible
for preparing the Regional Land Transport Strategy, the Regional Land
Transport Programme, and for advising the Regional Council on strategic
land transport planning and funding matters.
The Regional Council requires that the Council has one appointee (plus
an alternate) on the body. Other Councils in the region have a similar
entitlement.
The committee comprises of:
 An elected member from each of the following councils:
- Kaikoura
- Hurunui
- Waimakariri
- Christchurch
- Selwyn
- Ashburton
- Timaru
- Waimate
- Mackenzie
 Two Environment Canterbury elected members
 A representative from the New Zealand Transport Agency
 Six elected ‘community representatives’ with expertise in access &
mobility, safety & personal security, public health, economic
development, environmental sustainability and cultural interests.
Membership from the Kaikoura District Council includes:
 Mayor Winston Gray
 Derrick Millton (alternate)
To make sure that arrangements for land transport throughout the
region are integrated. Participation in this committee should contribute
to this objective.
 To report to the Council on discussions and resolutions of CRTC
meetings.
 Recommend changes to Council on matters arising from the
Regional Land Transport Committee

Civil Defence Emergency Management Group
Description

The Canterbury CDEM Group is a partnership of local authorities,
emergency services and other organisations tasked with providing
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Membership

Functions
Powers

effective and comprehensive management of major hazards and their
consequences anywhere in Canterbury.
Civil defence is a major function of this Council and the availability of
resources from outside the District in the case of a major incident is
important. In addition, the Civil Defence and Emergency Management
Act 2002 intensified the relationships within the region on these issues.
Membership from the Kaikoura District Council includes:
 Mayor Winston Gray
 Councillor Julie Howden
Liaise on regional civil defence plans.
Recommend to the Council any changes to the district civil emergency
plan as a consequence of regional plans.

Kaikoura Water Zone Committee
Type of Committee
Subordinate to

Council joint-committee with the Canterbury Regional Council
Council

Subordinate Committees
Legislative basis

None
Committee reconstituted by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section 30 (1)
(A), LGA 2002
Committee delegated powers by the Council as per Schedule 7, Section
32, LGA 2002

Membership

8 to 11 members in total comprising of:
Canterbury Regional Council appointee (1)
Kaikoura District Council appointee (1)
Te Runanga o Kaikoura (2)
Independent community members (4 – 7)

Terms of Reference

Establishment
The Committee is established under the auspices of the Local
Government Act 2002 in accordance with the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy 2009.
The Committee is a joint Committee of Environment Canterbury (the
Regional Council) and Kaikoura District Council (the Territorial Authority).
Purpose and Functions
The purpose and function of the Committee is to:
 Facilitate community involvement in the development,
implementation, review and updating of a Zone Implementation
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Programme that gives effect to the Canterbury Water
Management Strategy in the Kaikoura zone.
Monitor progress in the implementation of the Zone
Implementation Programme.

Objectives
1. Develop a Zone Implementation Programme that seeks to
advance the CWMS vision, principles, and targets in the Kaikoura
Zone.
2. Oversee the delivery of the Zone Implementation Programme.
3. Support other Zone Implementation Programmes and the
Regional Implementation Programme to the extent they have
common areas of interest or interface.
4. Ensure that the community of the Zone are informed, have
opportunity for input, and are involved in the development and
delivery of the Kaikoura Zone Implementation Programme.
5. Consult with other Committees throughout the development and
implementation of the Kaikoura Zone Implementation Programme
on matters impacting on those Committees.
6. Engage with relevant stakeholders throughout the development
of the Kaikoura Zone Implementation Programme.
7. Recommend the Kaikoura Zone Implementation Programme to
their respective Councils.
8. Review the Kaikoura Zone Implementation Programme on a three
yearly cycle and recommend any changes to the respective
Councils.
9. Monitor the performance of Environment Canterbury, Kaikoura
District Council, and other agencies in relation to the
implementation of the Kaikoura Zone Implementation
Programme.
10. To provide Environment Canterbury and Kaikoura District Council
updates on progress against the Zone Implementation
Programme.
Limitation of Powers
No Committee shall have the authority to commit any Council to any
path or expenditure and shall operate in such a way as it does not
compromise those Councils’ freedom to deliberate and make such
decisions as it deems appropriate.
No Committee shall have the authority to submit on proposed Resource
Management or Local Government Plans in its own right.
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No Committee shall have the authority to submit on resource consent
matters in its own right.
Committee Membership
The Zone Committee will comprise:
1. 1 member appointed by the Regional Council who shall be an
elected member.
2. 1 member appointed by Kaikoura District Council who shall be an
elected member.
3. 2 members from Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura.
4. Between 4-7 members appointed from the community and who
come from a range of backgrounds and interests within the
community
Selection of Community Members
Recommendations on Community Members for the Kaikoura Zone will be
made to Environment Canterbury and Kaikoura District Council by a
working group of representatives from Environment Canterbury,
Kaikoura District Council and Te Rūnanga o Kaikōura. The
recommendations will take into account the balance of interests required
for the Kaikoura Zone, geographic spread and the ability of the applicants
to work in a collaborative, consensus seeking manner.
To be eligible to be considered for appointment to a Zone Committee the
candidate must either live in or have a significant relationship with the
zone.

Quorum
The quorum at a meeting consists of:
i.
Half of the members if the number of members (including
vacancies) is even; or
ii.
Ii A majority of members if the number of members
(including vacancies) is odd.
Chair and Deputy Chair
Each year, the Committee shall appoint the Chair and Deputy Chair from
the membership by simple majority. There is no limit on how long a
person can be in either of these positions.
Term of Appointment
Members of Committees are appointed for a term of three years. To
coincide with Local Government Election processes terms shall
commence from December each year, with each Committee requiring
confirmation of membership by the incoming Council. The term for
community members will be staggered so that one third of the
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community members are appointed (or reappointed) each year. There is
no limit on the number of consecutive terms.
Financial Delegations
None
Operating Philosophy
The Committees will at all times operate in accordance with the
requirements of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings
Act, but will observe the following principles in all its meetings.
1. Give effect to the Fundamental Principles, Targets and goals of
the Canterbury Water Management Strategy.
2. Be culturally sensitive observing tikanga Maori.
3. Apply a Ki uta ki tai (from the mountains to the sea) approach.
4. Work with the Regional Committee to support the
implementation of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy
across the region as a whole.
5. Give consideration to and balance the interests of all water
interests in the region in debate and decision-making.
6. Work in a collaborative and co-operative manner using best
endeavors to reach solutions that take account of the interests of
all sector of the community.
7. Members of the Committee are appointed on the basis of their
experience and knowledge and not to represent a particular
interest or group. Accordingly members will contribute their
knowledge and perspective but not promote the views or
positions of any particular interest and stakeholder group.
8. Promote a philosophy of integrated water management to
achieve the multiple objectives of the range of interests in water.
9. The Committee will seek consensus in its decision-making where
at all possible.
10. In the event that neither unanimous agreement is able to be
reached nor a significant majority view formed, the Committee
must in the first instance seek assistance from an external
facilitator to further Committee discussions and deliberations.
11. Where the Committee encounters fundamental disagreements,
despite having sought assistance and exhausted all avenues to
resolve matters, they must recommend that the respective
Councils disband them and appoint a new Committee.
Guidelines
1. Remuneration for members will be paid in the form of an
honorarium at the following levels:
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a.
Appointed members - $4,000 pa
b.
Deputy Chair
- $5,000 pa
c.
Chair
- $6,000 pa.
Staff or elected members of Territorial Authorities or the Regional
Council shall not be eligible for remuneration.
Mileage will be reimbursed.
2. The Committee will meet at least eight times per annum and
with workshops and additional meetings as required. At times,
the workload will be substantially higher. Proxies or alternates
are not permitted.
3. Any Committee may co-opt such other expert knowledge or
advisory as it deems necessary to ensure it is able to achieve its
purpose. Any such co-option will be on a non-voting basis.
Committee Support
The Committee shall be supported by the Territorial and Regional
Councils, primarily through the Committee Secretary and the Zone
Facilitator.

Council Resolutions

THAT THE COUNCIL CONFIRMS THE RECONSTITUTION OF THE
KAIKOURA WATER ZONE COMMITTEE AS A COMMITTEE OF THE
KAIKOURA DISTRICT COUNCIL AND CANTERBURY REGIONAL COUNCIL
JOINTLY, IN LINE WITH THE TERMS OF REFERENCE DETAILED ABOVE.
THAT THE COUNCIL DETERMINES THAT COUNCILLOR TONY BLUNT BE
THE COUNCIL’S REPRESENTATIVES ON THE ZONE COMMITTEE (THUS
EXERCISING THE MAYOR’ RIGHT TO BE A MEMBER OF ALL OF THE
COUNCIL’S COMMITTEES).

Regional Water Management Committee
Description

Membership
Functions

The Regional Water Management Committee is a committee of the
Canterbury Regional Council and includes representatives from
Environment Canterbury, the territorial authorities, Runanga and Ngai
Tahu, as well as one member from each of the zone committees.
Membership from the Kaikoura District Council includes:
 Mayor
To contribute to the development and review of a Regional
Implementation Programme for the Canterbury Region that gives effect
to the Canterbury Water Management Strategy and takes into account
the Implementation Programmes of the Zone Committees.
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Powers

Recommend to the Council and Water Committees any changes to the
Water Management Implementation Programme.

Canterbury Waste Joint Committee
Description

Membership

Functions

Powers

The Canterbury Waste Sub-committee was established in 1996 to
develop a management framework for solid waste, including waste
minimisation and options for regional disposal. In 2006 the subcommittee was replaced by the Canterbury Waste Joint Committee
which comprises all territorial authorities located in Canterbury (except
Waitaki) plus Environment Canterbury.
Membership from the Kaikoura District Council includes:
 Councillor Lisa Bond
 Councillor Celeste Harnett
To develop a management framework for solid waste, including waste
minimisation, addressing problem waste and options for regional
collaboration and disposal. Advancing regional waste minimisation is the
aim of the committee, and actions initiated by the committee are over
and above what each authority achieves on its own.
 Report to the Council on discussions and resolutions of meetings.
 Recommend changes to the Council on matters arising from the
Canterbury Waste Joint Committee.

Advisory Groups and Outside Bodies
In addition to the Council’s governance structure, there are a number of groups that meet which
impact on certain Council activities, or administer funds which are paid to the Council from external
sources for various reasons. Council is also currently represented on the following advisory groups
and outside bodies:
Committee Name
Creative Communities New Zealand Funds Assessment
Committee

Membership
Councillor Julie Howden
Councillor Lisa Bond

Sport New Zealand Rural Travel Fund

Councillor Celeste Harnett

George Low Trust

Councillor Julie Howden
Councillor Lisa Bond
Councillor Julie Howden
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Destination Kaikoura

Mayor Winston Gray
Councillor Derrick Millton

Marlborough Regional Forestry
Kaikoura Community Charitable Trust

Mayor Winston Gray
Councillor Craig Mackle
Councillor Lisa Bond

Community Vehicle Trust
Councillor Celeste Harnett
Kaikoura Youth Council

Statutory Delegations
Introduction
Local government is impacted by and is responsible for a large range of legislative obligations. Some
of the legislation is generic in that it applies to all organisations within New Zealand – examples are
the Employment Relations Act 2000, Health and Safety Act 2015 and Goods and Services Tax Act 1986.
Much of the legislation, though, is specific to local government. The legislation sets out most of the
regulatory powers that local authorities possess and the way in which those powers should be
implemented – examples are the Resource Management Act 1991 and Building Act 2004. This section
of the Delegations Manual sets out the delegations of these statutory responsibilities to committees,
to council officers and external service providers.
As well as the powers, duties and functions that Council has under statute, under Section 145 of the
Local Government Act 2002, the Council also has the powers to make bylaws that affect the rights and
responsibilities of individuals within their district. The purpose of any bylaw must be to protect the
public from nuisance or protect, promote and maintain public health and safety or to minimise the
potential for offensive behaviour in public places. The making of bylaws is a function that may not be
delegated, but the powers created by bylaws and the enforcement of bylaws may be delegated. The
delegation of these powers, duties and functions is also specified in this section of the Delegations
Manual.
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Delegation
The Kaikoura District Council makes the following delegations of powers, duties and responsibilities
pursuant to the Delegations Policy as set out in sections that follow in this part of the Delegations
Manual.
Delegates may sub-delegate these powers as provided for in the Delegations Policy.

Delegations to Council Committees
The powers of policy making and governance and monitoring of Council and contractor performance
of the powers, duties and functions conferred on the Council pursuant to the legislation and any
associated regulations set out in the following tables and any specific powers conferred on the
committee as set out in section 3 of this part of the delegations register.
Council Committee
Environmental Services
Committee

Legislation
Auctioneers Act 1928
Building Act 1991
Building Act 2004
Dog Control Act 1996
Impounding Act 1955
Fencing of Swimming Pools Act 1987
Food Act 1981
Health Act 1956
Litter Act 1979
Local Government Act 1974
Prostitution Reform Act 2003
Sale and Supply of Alcohol 2012
Winemakers Act 1981

Delegations to Chief Executive Officer
Legislation and Regulations
All the powers duties and responsibilities other than the powers to adopt plans, strategies, policies or
bylaws and the powers delegated to specific positions contained in the legislation and any associated
regulations set out below:
Animal Welfare Act 1999

Local Government Act 2002

Biosecurity Act 1993
Building Act 2004
Building Research Levy Act 1969

Local Government Act 1974
Local Government (Rating) Act 2002
Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987
Machinery Act 1950
New Zealand Geographic Board Act 2008
New Zealand Library Association Act 1939
Walking Access Act 2008

Burial and Cremation Act 1964
Canterbury Museum Trust Board Act 1993
Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002
Conservation Act 1987
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Dog Control Act 1996
Electricity Act 1992
Fencing of Swimming Pools Act 1987
Fire Services Act 1975
Food Act 1981
Forest and Rural Fires Act 1977
Gambling Act 2003
Gas Act 1992
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act
1996
Health Act 1956
Health (Drinking Water) Amendment Act 2007
Historic Places Act 1993
Human Rights Act 1993
Impounding Act 1955
Land Act 1948
Land Drainage Act 1908
Land Transport Act 1998
Land Transport Management Act 2003
Litter Act 1979
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Privacy Act 1993
Property Law Act 2007
Prostitution Reform Act 2003
Public Bodies Leases Act 1969
Public Works Act 1981
Rating Valuations Act 1998
Rates Rebate Act 1973
Reserves Act 1977
Resource Management Act 1991
Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
Smoke-free Environments Act 1990
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941
Telecommunications Act 2001
Transport Act 1962
Unit Titles Act 1972
Utilities Access Act 2010
Waste Minimisation Act 2008
Wild Animal Control Act 1977
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For the avoidance of doubt, if the Council has powers, duties and functions under any other legislation
or regulation that is not specified in the foregoing table that are of an enforcement, inspection,
licensing, and administration nature then the Chief Executive Officer is delegated the powers, duties
and functions as if the legislation or other regulation was specified in the foregoing tables.

Bylaws
All the powers duties and functions that are of an enforcement, inspection, licensing and
administrative nature contained in the following bylaws adopted by the Kaikoura District Council are
as set out below:









Control of Alcohol in Public Places Bylaw 2015
Control of Dogs Bylaws 2015
Signs Bylaw 2011
Stock Control Bylaw 2011
Wastewater Drainage Bylaw 2008
Water Supply Bylaw 2008
Cemeteries Bylaw 2008
Speed Limits Bylaw 2005



Water Supply Bylaw 2008

For the avoidance of doubt, if the Council has powers, duties and functions under any other bylaw
that is not specified in the foregoing table that are of an enforcement, inspection, licensing, and
administration nature then the Chief Executive Officer is delegated the powers, duties and functions
contained therein as if the bylaw was specified in the foregoing table.

Warrants
Pursuant to Clause 32A of the 7th Schedule of the Local Government Act 2002 Council delegates to the
Chief Manager Support Services the power to grant warrants to officers of Council under any of the
legislation that provides for warrants to be issued to officers.

Sub-delegations
The Chief Executive Officer makes the following delegations of any powers granted to the Council as
regards the regulation, inspection, licensing and prosecution of offences and any other functions and
duties set out in the following legislation and all statutory regulations made thereunder, notices issued
thereunder, all bylaws (and all matters contained therein) passed and enforced in the area of the
Kaikoura District and more specifically detailed as set out in the following sections.
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The following schedule details all delegations for each piece of legislation. Delegations shown in these
sections to council staff or service delivery providers are made through this sub-delegation of the Chief
Executive Officer’s delegated powers. For the avoidance of doubt the Chief Executive Officer may
withdraw and replace delegates at any time and any sub-delegation made by the delegate is
withdrawn at the same time.

Animal Welfare Act 1999
Section

Description

Delegate

139

Obligation to destroy sick, diseased or injured Animal Control Officer
animals

173

Power to recover costs from owner or person in Animal Control Officer
charge of animal

Biosecurity Act 1993
Section

Description

Delegate

14

Power to take the actions prescribed

Manager Support Services

Building Act 2004
Section

Description

S31

The duty to provide a copy of a PIM to the Manager Development
owner of the property

S33

Authority to determine information required Planning Officer, Building Technical
for an application for a project information Support and Building Control Officer
memorandum (PIM).

S34

Authority to issue a PIM.

Building Technical Support and Building
Control Officer

S35

Authority to determine the content of a PIM

Planning Officer, Building Technical
Support and Building Control Officer

S36

Authority to attach and issue a development Finance Manager and Building Control
contribution notices
Officer

S37

Authority to attach and issue certificates Planning Officer
regarding resource consent

S38

The duty to provide information to a network Planning Officer
utility operator or statutory authority.

S39

The duty to advise the New Zealand Historic Planning Officer
Places Trust.
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S45

S46

The authority to determine information Building Control Officer
required in an application for a building
consent
The duty to provide copies of applications to Manager Development
Building Control Officers,
the Fire Service Commission as required.
Contracted Building Control officers

S48

The duty to process an application within the Manager Development
Building Control Officers,
time limits specified.
Contracted Building Control officers

S49

The authority to grant a building consent.

Manager Development
Building Control Officers,
Contracted Building Control officers

S50

The authority to refuse a building consent.

Manager Development
Building Control Officers,
Contracted Building Control officers

S51

The authority to issue a building consent.

Manager Development, Building Control
Officers,
Contracted Building Control officers

S52

The authority to extend the time permitted to Manager Development
Building Control Officers
activate a building consent

S54

The duty to advise applicants the amount of
Customer Services Officers
levy they are liable

S58
S59
S62
S64

S67

and The duty to make payments and certify in Manager Development
respect of levies to the Department of Building
and Housing (DBH).
The power to recover unpaid levies from Manager Development
applicants
The duty to keep in safe custody all records and Manager Development
Building Consents issued including the
estimated value of the building work.
Power to grant building consent subject to the Manager Development,
Building Control Officers,
waiver or modification of the building code.
Contracted Building Control Officers

S68

The duty to notify the Department of Building Manager Development,
and Housing if a consent is granted subject to Building Control Officers
waiver or modification of the building code.

S70

The duty to receive applications for energy Manager Development,
work.
Building Control Officers,
Contracted Building Control officers,
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S71
S72

S73
S74
S75

S83

S90, 222

Customer Services Officers
Authority to refuse any building consent in Manager Development
relation to land with natural hazards.
Authority to grant any building consent where Manager Development
the building work will not accelerate, worsen or
result in a natural hazard.
Duty to make notification of building consent Manager Development
granted under section 72.
Duty to notify where a previous entry is no Manager Development
longer required.
Authority to authenticate a certificate for the Manager Development
construction of a building on two or more
allotments
Determine if any entry on a certificate of title Manager Development,
relating to a building on 2 or more allotments Building Control Officers,
is no longer required and issue and
authenticate a certificate approving any
removal of the entry
The power to inspect any land and building Manager Development,
work and building and enter any premises for Building Control Officers,
the purpose of inspection and be an Building Technical Support Officer,
Contracted Building Control Officers
“authorised agent or officer”.

S93

The authority to determine whether to issue a Manager Development
code compliance certificate within the Building Control Officers
prescribed time.

S94

The authority to determine that building work Manager Development
complies.
Building Control Officers,
Contracted Building Control Officers

S95

The power to issue or refuse a code compliance Customer Services Officer
certificate.

S96

Power to determine a certificate of acceptance Building Control Officers,
Contracted Building Control Officers

S97
98

S99

and Power to determine information required and Manager Development
further information required
Building Control Officers,
Consents Planner,
Contracted Building Control Officer
Manager Development
Authority to issue a certificate of compliance
Building Control Officers,
Customer Services Officers
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S102

The power and authority to issue compliance Manager Development
Building Control Officers,
schedule.
Building Administration Officer

S106, 107 Power to amend a compliance schedule.
and 109

Manager Development,
Building Control Officers,
Building Administration Officer

S108

Duty to receive building warrant of fitness

Manager Development,
Building Administration Officer

S111

Power to inspect buildings

Manager Development,
Building Control Officer,
Building and Swimming Pool
Compliance Officer,
Contracted Building Control Officers

S112

Duty to assess impact of alterations on the Manager Development,
entire building.
Building Control Officers,
Contracted Building Control Officers

S113

Authority to determine conditions of a building Manager Development,
consent in relation to buildings with specified Building Control Officers,
intended lives
Contracted Building Control Officers
The power and authority to determine the Manager Development,
Building Control Officers,
change of use of buildings.
Contracted Building Control Officers

S115

S116

The power and authority to determine an
extension of life of a building.

Manager Development,
Building Control Officers

S124

Authority to issue a notice in accordance with
section 125 in respect of dangerous,
earthquake prone and insanitary buildings.

Manager Development

S164

The power and authority to issue notices to
fix.

Manager Development

S212

Power to act as the building consent
authority.

Manager Development

S215

Duty to obtain accreditation and be
registered.

Manager Development

S216

The duty to keep all records relevant to the
administration of the Building Act.

Manager Development

S217

The duty to provide access to that information
to the public.

Manager Development

S218

Duty to provide information to Department of
Building and Housing.

Manager Development

S219

Authority to impose fees or charges as
provided by Council and collect the levy under

Manager Development
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S53 and to refuse service where the fees or
charges are not paid.
S230

The duty of authorised and warranted officers
to carry and produce evidence when required.

Manager Development,
Building Control Officer

S372

Authority to issue infringement notices (by
warranted enforcement officer)

Manager Development

Schedule
1 (k)

The power to consider exemptions from
building consent.

Manager Development,
Building Control Officer

Building Research Levy Act 1969
Section

Description

Delegate

9

The duty to make payments and certify in Manager Development
respect of levies to the Building Research
Association of New Zealand

Burial and Cremation Act 1964
Section

Description

5

Power to control and manage certain cemeteries Manager
Support
Services
and
Maintenance and Operations Manager
Management of cemeteries including powers Maintenance and Operations Manager
regarding vaults and monuments
Power to sell rights to burial in parts of the Maintenance and Operations Manager
cemetery and right to construct vaults
Requirement to separately account for Maintenance and Operations Manager
cemeteries
Support Services

8, 9
10
18

Delegate

19

Power to appoint officers and servants as Maintenance and Operations Manager
necessary
Support Services

20

Power to clear disused cemeteries

50

Burials to be registered and a register Manager Support Services
maintained
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Civil Defence Emergency Management Act 2002
Section

Description

Delegate/Appointee

12, 13

Obligation to form and for the Mayor or the Mayor
Mayor’s nominee to be a member of a Civil
Defence Emergency Management Group

25

Power of Mayor or an elected member to Mayor
declare a state of local emergency.

64

Obligation to plan and provide for Civil Defence Emergency Management Officer
Emergency Management in the district

68, 71, Power to declare, extend and terminate a state Mayor
72
of local emergency

Conservation Act 1987
Section

Description

Delegate

17F

Power to make submissions on conservation Manager Support Services
management strategies
Manager Development

17K

Power to make submissions on freshwater Manager Support Services
fisheries management plans
Manager Development

17M

Power to make submissions on sports fish and Manager Support Services
game management plans
Manager Development

Dog Control Act 1996, Dog Control Amendment Act 2003 and 2006
Section

Description

9

Requirement to retain funds obtained under the Manager Support Services
Act and apply for authorised purposes only
under the Act

10,
10AA,
10A

Requirement to adopt a policy about dogs and Manager Support Services
annually report on the policy and other matters

11

Requirement to appoint dog control officer

Manager Support Services

12

Power to appoint dog rangers

Manager Support Services

13

Requirement for officer and rangers to be Manager Support Services
warranted and provide proof of authority and
evidence of identity

14

Powers of entry

Dog Control Officer

15

Requirement to feed and shelter dogs

Manager Support Services, Animal
Control Officer
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19, 19A

Powers of dog control officer or dog ranger to Dog Control Officer,
obtain information
Dog Ranger

21

Power to classify probationary owners

23A

Power to require an owner to undertake a dog Manager Support Services, Animal
owner education program or a dog obedience Control Officer
course (or both)

25

Power to disqualify a person from being the Manager Support Services, Animal
owner of a dog
Control Officer

28

Power to extend any period of disqualification

30

Requirement to maintain records and provide Manager Support Services, Animal
information
Control Officer

31, 33A

Power to classify dangerous or menacing dogs

33

Power to consent to the disposal of a dangerous Manager Support Services, Animal
dog
Control Officer

33C,
33ED

Power to classify dogs as dangerous or menacing Manager Support Services, Animal
by breed or type as listed in schedule 4.
Control Officer

33E

The power to exempt any dog or class of dog Manager Support Services, Animal
classified as menacing from the muzzling or Control Officer
control requirements in public places.

34

Requirement to keep and maintain a register of Manager Support Services, Animal
dogs
Control Officer

35

Power to provide register information and to Customer Services, Manager Support
determine whether or not a dog should be Services, Animal Control Officer
delivered into custody of a Dog Control Officer or
Dog Ranger

35A

Power to supply information for purposes of the Manager Support Services, Animal
National Dog Data Base
Control Officer

36A

Power to issue instructions relating to the
making available of a dog for verification that it
has been implanted with a functioning
microchip transponder

39

Power to remit, reduce or refund dog control Manager Support Services, Animal
fees or part thereof
Control Officer

40

Power to require statement of claim regarding Manager Support Services, Animal
working dogs
Control Officer

42

Power to seize and impound unregistered dogs

Manager Support Services, Animal
Control Officer

46

Power to issue a replacement label or disc

Customer Services Officer, Manager
Support Services, Animal Control Officer
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Manager Support Services, Animal
Control Officer

Manager Support Services, Animal
Control Officer

Manager Support Services, Animal
Control Officer

Manager Support Services, Animal
Control Officer

60

50

Power to seize and impound dogs not wearing Manager Support Services, Animal
proper label or disc
Control Officer

65 & 66

Power to issue infringements under the Act

Manager Support Services, Animal
Control Officer

69 & 70

Power to dispose of any dog

Manager Support Services, Animal
Control Officer

71

Power to exercise all of the Council’s powers Manager Support Services, Animal
(retention of dog threatening public safety)
Control Officer

Fencing of Swimming Pools Act 1987
Section

Description

Delegate

7

Obligation to ensure the Act is complied with

Manager Development

11

Power of warranted officer to enter land and Building Control Officer, Building
carry out inspections
Technical Support

Fire Services Act 1975
Section

Description

Delegate

46B-46F

Power to apply for grants from the Rural Fire Finance Manager
Fighting Fund
Emergency Management Officer

Food Act 1981
Section

Description

Delegate

8E

Obligation to enforce Food Hygiene Regulations Manager Support Services
1974
Environmental Health Officer

8N

Power to receive applications, consider and Manager Support Services
assess applicant’s food safety programme Environmental Health Officer
against standards and grant an exemption for
the Food Hygiene Regulations 1974

8Q, 8R, Power to set and revise terms and revoke Manager Support Services
8S
exemption and period for which it applies
Environmental Health Officer
8ZF

Obligation to comply with the performance Manager Support Services
standards issued by the Director General
Environmental Health Officer

8ZJ

Power to monitor compliance with exemptions

8ZM

Obligation to observe guidelines issued by Manager Support Services
Director General
Team Leader Compliance
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8ZT

Obligation to inform Director General of Manager Support Services
exemptions granted
Environmental Health Officer

13

Powers of local authority inspectors

Regulatory Team
Environmental Health Officer

14

Powers of seizure and detention of articles

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

15

Seizure and destruction of decayed or putrefied Manager Support Services
food
Environmental Health Officer

18

Power to require name and address of seller

Regulatory Team
Environmental Health Officer,

Delegations under the Food Act 1981 remain in place during the period of transition to the new Food Act, 2014

Food Act 2014
Section

Description

Delegate

All of the recognitions, responsibilities, duties and
powers which have been delegated to the Chief
Executive

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Enforcement of the responsibilities, duties and powers
of the Act and other associated regulatory functions
which have been delegated to the Chief Executive

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to process applications for registration of
appropriate Food Control Plans.

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to refuse to process application for
registration of Food Control Plan

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to require further information in support of
application for registration of Food Control Plan.

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to refuse to register Food Control Plan

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to impose reasonable conditions on
registration of Food Control Plan

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

s.19

s.19

s.52

s.54

s.55

s.57

s.60
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Section

Description

Delegate

Authority to suspend, at any time, any or all of the
operations conducted under a registered Food Control
Plan

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to extend period of suspension of Food
Control Plan

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to cancel registration of a Food Control Plan

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to process applications for registration of
appropriate National Programmes

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to refuse to process application for
registration of National Programme

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to require further information in support of
application for registration of National Programme

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to refuse to register National Programme

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to impose reasonable conditions on
registration of National Programme

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to suspend, at any time, any or all of the
operations conducted under a National Programme

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to extend period of suspension of National
Programme

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

Authority to cancel registration of National Programme

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

s.62

s.63

s.67

s.82

s.84

s.85

s.87

s.89

s.90

s.91

s.95
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Section

Description

Delegate

Authority to act as a recognised agency, person and
class of person

Manager Support Services
Environmental Health Officer

s.134

Forest and Rural Fires Act 1977
Section

Description

Delegate

12

As Territorial Fire Authority (FA) to promote and Rural Fire Officer
carry out fire control measures and prepare a
written fire plan

17

Declare an area to be a forest area and maintain Rural Fire Officer
a Forest Area Register

18

Take appropriate fire control measures as Rural Fire Officer
necessary

27

Power to require firebreaks to be made or Rural Fire Officer
cleared

29

Power to do work to meet requirements of the Rural Fire Officer
Act at landowners cost

43

Power to recover costs of fire from person Rural Fire Officer
responsible

44

Obligation to periodically estimate expenditure Rural Fire Officer
for the next period

53

Power to recover costs in certain circumstances

Rural Fire Officer

Gambling Act 2003
Section

Description

Delegate

98 - 100

Power to receive and process consent
applications pursuant to the policy

Manager Support Services

Gas Act 1992
Section

Description
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25

Power to set reasonable conditions over the
opening up of any road and recover reasonable
costs

Maintenance and Operations Manager

26

Power to receive notices of intention to open
any road

Maintenance and Operations Manager

33

Power to require fittings to have their position
changed

Maintenance and Operations Manager

Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act 1996
Section

Description

Delegate

S97

Enforcement of Act

Manager Support Services

S98

Coordination of inspection and appointment of
inspection officers

Manager Support Services

Part 14

Transitional provisions regarding dangerous
goods under the Dangerous Goods Act 1974

Manager Support Services

Health Act 1956
Section

Description

Delegate

23

Duty and powers to improve, promote and
protect public health within the district

Manager Support Services

28

Appointment of suitably qualified
environmental health officers

Manager Support Services

34

Power to cause the abatement of nuisance at
the cost of the owner/occupier

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services

41

Power to require owners or occupiers to
cleanse property

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services

42

Engineer or any other officer of a local authority
duly authorised may certify that dwelling-house
unfit for human habitation and Territorial
Authority has power to require repair or issue a
closing order

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services

54

Grant consent for offensive trade

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services

58

Grant consent for stock sale-yards

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services

81

Power to authorise an environmental health
officer to enter premises

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services
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82

Obligation to disinfect and cleanse when
ordered to do so by the Medical Officer of
Health

Manager Support Services,
Environmental Health Officer

83

Power to destroy articles that cannot be
effectively disinfected

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services

86

Duty to cause bodies to be buried when
required by Medical Officer of Health

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services

121

Regulations regarding the appointment of
environmental health officers

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services

128

Power to authorise entry and inspection of
specified facilities

Environmental Health Officer,
Manager Support Services

Health (Drinking Water) Amendment Act 2007
Section

Description

Delegate

69J,
69K,
69L,
69M,

Duty for drinking water suppliers to be
registered

Maintenance and Operations Manager

69S

Duty to take all practicable steps to ensure that
an adequate supply of drinking water is
provided to each point of water supply to which
drinking water is supplied.

Maintenance and Operations Manager

69T

Duty to take action where risk to water is actual
or foreseeable

Maintenance and Operations Manager

69U

Duty to take reasonable steps to contribute to
the protection of a drinking water source

Maintenance and Operations Manager

69V

Duty to take all practicable steps to comply with
drinking water standards

Maintenance and Operations Manager

69W

Duty to take reasonable steps to supply
wholesome drinking water

Maintenance and Operations Manager

69X

Duty to check water quality before connecting
to a new water source

Maintenance and Operations Manager

69Y

Duty to monitor drinking water to ensure
compliance with drinking water standards and
assess public health risk

Maintenance and Operations Manager

69ZA –
69ZF

Duty to prepare and implement a public health
Maintenance and Operations Manager
risk management plan in relation to the drinking
water supply, to review/renew plans, keep and
make available records of plans, to investigate
complaints, to take remedial action if standards
breached
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69ZZC

Authority to declare or continue a drinking
water emergency if other emergency is
declared

Manager Support Services,
Environmental Health Officer

69ZZP

Duty to warn users of self-supplied building
water supplies about contamination

Manager Support Services
Maintenance and Operations Manager

69ZZZ

Duty to protect water supplies from risk of
backflow

Maintenance and Operations Manager

Historic Places Act 1993
Section

Description

Delegate

34, 35

Obligation to provide information supplied by
the Historic Places Trust on any LIM or PIM

Manager Support Services, Planning
Officer, LIM Officer

Human Rights Act 1993
Section

Description

Delegate

87

Obligation to not make information available
under the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act that is obtained
by Council at a dispute resolution meeting

Manager Support Services

Impounding Act 1955
Section

Description

Delegate

3

Duty to provide and maintain a public pound
and provide for separate holding of infected
stock

Manager Support Services

4

Provision for joint pound administration

Manager Support Services

5

Requirement to give public notice of location of
pound

Manager Support Services

6

Requirement to erect and maintain a notice
board providing particulars

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

8, 9, 10,
11

Obligation to appoint pound-keeper and power
to appoint a deputy and remove or suspend the
pound-keeper and publicly notify these actions

Manager Support Services

12

Pounds to be kept clean and in good order and
stock to be provided sufficient food, water, care
and attention

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer
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13

Pound book and impounding register to be
maintained and open to inspection

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

14

Power to recover actual costs of providing
sustenance

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

32

Declare any fenced paddock a temporary pound
with the consent of the occupier and appoint a
keeper and fix a notice setting out specified
information

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

38

Power to issue notice regarding wild stock
trespassing on land and sell the stock if not
removed

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

46

Obligation to give notice of stock impounded

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

50

Power to authorise person to act as auctioneer
for sale of impounded stock

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

52

Authority to destroy worthless or suffering
animals

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

53

Power to dispose of unsold stock

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

56

Power to recover any deficiency in costs from
the owner of stock

Manager Support Services,
Animal Control Officer

Infrastructure (Amendments Relating to Utilities Access) Act 2010
Section

Description

Delegate

14

Power to set reasonable conditions over the Maintenance and Operations Manager
opening up of any road and recover reasonable
costs

Land Drainage Act 1908
Section

Description

Delegate

6

Obligation to provide information on ratepayers
in respect of property within the district liable
to be rated

Maintenance and Operations Manager

20

Power to object to Drainage Board interfering
with road or footpath

Maintenance and Operations Manager

61, 63

Power to cleanse, repair or maintain a
watercourse or drain

Maintenance and Operations Manager
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Land Transport Act 1998
Section

Description

Delegate

157

Power as road controlling authority to control,
restrict and prohibit traffic

Maintenance and Operations Manager

Litter Act 1979
Section

Description

Delegate

55

Power to appoint litter control officers

Manager Support Services

8

Power to appoint litter wardens

Manager Support Services

9

Obligation to provide and maintain suitable
litter receptacles

Manager Support Services

10

Power to require owners of private property to
clear litter from their property

Manager Support Services

14

Power to issue infringement notices

Manager Support Services

Local Government Act 1974
Section

Description

Delegate

319B

Allocation of property numbers (pursuant to
Council policy)

Rates Officer

342
(1)(b)

Temporary Closure

Maintenance and Operations Manager

348

The power to consider and make decisions on
applications for right of way

One of:

356A

The power to authorise any person to remove a
motor vehicle or dispose of the vehicle found
on a road or in a public place

Manager Support Services

357

The power to penalise a person who commits
an offence which encroaches on a road

Maintenance and Operations Manager

Manager Support Services
Manager Development

Local Government Act 2002
Section

Description

Delegate

198

Power to require contributions for
developments pursuant to any Council policy

Finance Manager
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199E

Procedure for development contributions
objections

Finance Manager

208

Powers if development contributions not paid
or made

Finance Manager

209

Refunds of money and return of land if
development does not proceed

Finance Manager

Local Government (Rating) Act 2002
Section

Description

Delegate

27

Keep and maintain rating information data base

Finance Manager

37

Keep and maintain rates records

Finance Manager

40

Power to correct rates

Finance Manager

41

Power to issue an amended rates assessment if
an error is corrected

Finance Manager

44 – 51

Obligations to deliver rates assessments and
rates invoices to ratepayers setting out the
information required by the Act

Finance Manager

53

Power to appoint a rates collector

Finance Manager

54

Power not to collect rates that are uneconomic
to collect

Finance Manager

57, 58

Power to add penalties for rates not paid by the
due date

Finance Manager

62, 63

Powers for recovery of rates if owner in default

Finance Manager

67

Appointment of principal administrative officer
with power to have judgements of the court
enforced by the court

Finance Manager

85 – 90

Power to remit or postpone rates pursuant to
Council rates remission and postponement
policy

Finance Manager

108

Appointment of principal administrative officer
with power to have judgements of the court
enforced by the court

Finance Manager

S114 –
115

Power to remit or postpone rates pursuant to
Council rates remission and postponement
policy

Finance Manager
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Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987
Section

Description

Delegate

5

Power to determine availability of information

Manager Support Services

6

Power to determine withholding of information

Manager Support Services

7

Other reasons for withholding official
information

Manager Support Services

10

Requests for official information

Manager Support Services

11

Assistance with requesting information

Manager Support Services

12

Transfer of requests

Manager Support Services

13

Decisions on requests

Manager Support Services

14

Extension of time to provide official information

Manager Support Services

15

Power to determine the manner of presenting
information

Manager Support Services

16

Power to determine deletions of some
information from documents

Manager Support Services

17, 18

Refusal of requests for information

Manager Support Services

19, 20

Publication setting out functions of local
authority and access to that information

Manager Support Services

21, 22

Access to internal rules affecting decisions

Manager Support Services

24

Precautions regarding access to personal
information

Manager Support Services

25

Correction of information

Manager Support Services

26

Refusal to supply personal information

Manager Support Services

33

Requirements to notify decision of ombudsman

Manager Support Services

44A

Land Information Memoranda

Manager Support Services

46

Public notification of meetings

Manager Support Services

46A, 49,
51

Availability of agendas, reports and minutes

Manager Support Services

51A

Public notification of resolution at emergency
meeting

Manager Support Services

Machinery Act 1950
Section

Description

Delegate

21(A)

Power to inspect and issue a permit for the
erection of amusement devices

Manager Support Services,
Environmental Health Officer,
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New Zealand Geographic Board Act 2008
Section

Description

Delegate

15

Proposal may be submitted to Board

Manager Development

17

Submissions on a proposal

Manager Development

22

Alteration of name of local authority

CEO

New Zealand Library Association Act 1939
Section

Description

Delegate

5

Power to become a member of the Association

Library Manager

Privacy Act 1993
Section

Description

Appointee

23

Appointment of privacy officer

Manager Support Services

Property Law Act 2007
Section

Description

Delegate

104D

Power to lease a dwelling-house intended to be
demolished for public works

Finance Manager

Prostitution Reform Act 2003
Section

Description

Delegate

12

Enforce provisions of bylaw relating to signage

Manager Support Services

14

Enforce provisions of bylaw relating to location

Manager Support Services

Public Bodies Leases Act 1969
Section

Description

Delegate

7

Power to grant leases

8, 9

Leases to be sold by public tender or auction
subject to certain conditions

Finance Manager
Finance Manager

17, 18

Procedures for sale by lease

Finance Manager

22

Processes for reviews of rent

Finance Manager
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23

Process for surrender of leases

Finance Manager

23A

Subleases and sub-tenants

Finance Manager

Public Works Act 1981
Section

Description

Delegate

110 –
111A

Provides certain powers of entry onto private
land

Maintenance and Operations Manager

133 –
134

Provide for removal of trees and hedges that
interfere with public works

Maintenance and Operations Manager

233 –
234

Obligation to provide notice before entry onto
private land

Maintenance and Operations Manager

237

Power to approve excavations near public
works

Maintenance and Operations Manager

238

Power to bring action for damage to public
work

Maintenance and Operations Manager

239

Power to remove and/or dispose of abandoned
property from public works land

Maintenance and Operations Manager

240

Removal of land from persons holding illegal
possessions

Maintenance and Operations Manager

Rating Valuations Act 1998
Section

Description

10

Duty to prepare and maintain district valuation
roles

11 – 13

Powers regarding general revaluations

Finance Manager

14 – 17

Powers regarding specific revaluations during
the currency of a general revaluation

Finance Manager

32 – 40

Objections to valuations

Finance Manager

41 – 42

Powers for information to be disclosed

Finance Manager

43

Power to obtain contribution to the cost of
preparing and maintaining the valuation role
from the regional council

Finance Manager

45

Provides authorisation for entry onto private
property to carry out valuations

Finance Manager
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Rates Rebate Act 1973
Section

Description

Delegate

5–7

Provide for application of rebate of rates to be
considered by Chief Executive

Finance Manager

9

Provides for application to Secretary for Local
Government for refund of rebates granted

Finance Manager

13

Power to receive declarations

Finance Manager

Reserves Act 1977
Section

Description

Delegate

8

Power of administering body to appoint rangers

Manager Development

40

Duties and functions of the TA as administering
body

Manager Development

41

Requirement to prepare management plans

Manager Development

42

Duty to preserve trees and bush

Manager Development

50

Power to authorise the taking and killing of any
specified kind of fauna, excluding indigenous
fauna

Manager Development

53-59A
61-64
66-69
71-75
77

Particular powers regarding each different
classification of reserve

Manager Development

78-80
84-85A
89-92

Financial powers and duties regarding reserves

Finance Manager

113

Duty as to form of leases and licenses on
reserves

Manager Development

115

Power to refuse any application for consent or
grant application subject to conditions thought
fit

Manager Development

119

Duty to give public notice

Manager Development

Resource Management Act 1991
All resource management matters (with the exception of policy adoption under the District Plan) are
delegated to the Regulatory Committee in accordance with those delegations to committees set out
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in section C3/1/1 of the Policy Manual. The Regulatory Committee delegates the powers, duties and
functions in accordance with the delegations set out below pursuant to Sections 34 and 34A of the
Resource Management Act 1991. The delegations are set out in two parts, firstly the general
delegations structure and secondly the schedule of delegations.

General Delegation Requirements
If no delegation is made through the schedule of delegations or the general requirements then a
decision has to be made by the Regulatory Committee.
Delegations have been specified to the lowest level considered appropriate, however a decision may
also be considered by a higher level or the Regulatory Committee.

Enforcement & Complaints/Compliance Delegations
Any enforcement action or investigation shall be carried out in a neutral and impartial manner. The
matter is investigated and appropriate actions taken.
The resolution of references, appeals and enforcement action shall be carried out in accordance with
the following:


That the Council delegate to the Manager Development the power to seek legal advice and
provide instructions to Council solicitors on its behalf to resolve enforcement action, or
resource consent appeals before the Environment Court.



That where the circumstances permit, the Manager Development first consult with the Chief
Executive Officer where it is proposed to resolve an issue by a means that is different from
that decided upon by the Council or a committee in any written decision or in a subsequent
direction of the Council or committee. That any position change be reported to the Regulatory
Committee as soon as possible after such a decision has been made.



That the Council delegate to the Manager Development the power to provide instructions to
Council solicitors on its behalf, in order to resolve district plan proceedings before the
Environment Court.



That the exercise of this delegation be subject to first seeking the authorisation of the Chief
Executive Officer where it is proposed to resolve an issue by a means that is different from
that decided upon by the Council or a committee in any written decision or in a subsequent
direction of the Council or committee. That any position change be reported to the Regulatory
Committee as soon as possible after such a decision has been made.



That in the case of mediation or negotiation undertaken to resolve appeals on resource
consents, district plan references, the draft consent orders and memoranda of counsel be
authorised by the Chief Executive Officer prior to being forwarded to the Court.

In the absence of the Manager Development, the Chief Executive Officer is authorised to act in the
above officer’s capacity subject to the same limitations set out in the above delegation.
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Appointment of Hearings Panel Delegations
The appointment of a hearing panel shall be carried out in accordance with the following:
 That the composition of a hearing panel in respect of any particular resource consent or plan
change hearing or hearings be considered by either the Chief Executive Officer and Chair
Regulatory Committee in consultation with the Manager Development.
 Where either the Resource Consent or Plan Change requires expertise that is not available


Pursuant Section 39B The appointed hearing panel shall comprise:

Resource Consent
Hearings,
Council Initiated
Plan Change,
Private Plan
Change

Composition of hearing panel
A Commissioner or Commissioners with suitable
expertise along with at least one Community
representative and a Runanga Representative.

Limits to Delegations
All the panel must be
accredited including the
chairperson.

Delegation Structure
Level

Description

Delegate

1

Any one of the delegates acting alone

Chief Executive Officer, Manager
Development
Manager Support Services,
OR: Any person acting as the Chief
Manager Support Services or Manager
Support Services

2

Any two of the delegates acting together

3

Any one of the delegates acting alone

3A

Any one of the delegates acting alone

Chief Executive Officer,
Manager Support Services,
Manager Development,
Consents Planner
OR: Approved Commissioner
Chief Executive Officer,
Manager Support Services,
Manager Development,
Consents Planner,
Approved Commissioner
Customer Services Officer

4

Enforcement/Monitoring – Any one of the Chief Executive Officer,
delegates acting alone
Manager Development,
Team Leader Compliance,
Compliance Officer,
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5

Any person appointed as an
Enforcement Officer under Section
38(5) of the Resource Management Act
District Plan policy – Any two of the delegates Chief Executive Officer,
acting together
Manager Development,
Senior Policy Planner,
Policy Planner

Schedule of Delegations
Section
10, 10A,
10B
36

36(7)

36AA
37
37A
38
40
42A

87F

88
88(3)

91

The Powers, Functions and Duties to:
Existing Use, Activities & Building Works

Delegate
Level 2

The power to consider an application for
remission of charges
The power to consider requests to depart
from a fixed payment charge to a time &
cost charge
The power to “not perform an action to
which a charge relates, until the charge has
been paid in full”
The power to approve a discount on an
administrative charge imposed under s36
The power to waive or extend time limits on
any application (notified or non-notified)
Requirement to consider matters before
extending a time limit
Authority to authorise any officer to be an
enforcement officer

In accordance with Remissions policy in
the Schedule of Fees and Charges
Level 1

The power to prepare a report on
information provided on any matter
described in S39(1) by the applicant or any
person who made a submission
The power to prepare reports to the
Environment Court where the applicant has
requested direct referral to the Environment
Court
The power to acknowledge receipt of an
application
The power to determine that an application
is incomplete and return the application with
written reasons for determination.
The power to defer processing an application
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Level 3
Level 2 or 3
Level 2
Level 1
Level 3
Level 3

Level 3

Level 3 and 3A
Level 3

Level 3

77

Section
92

95 A-E

99

100
101

102
103

104A-D
108,
108A
220

The Powers, Functions and Duties to:
The power to request further information on
non-notified and notified applications
The power to commission expert reports
The power to determine whether a resource
consent is required to be publicly notified.
This includes the following powers:
 to determine whether public
notification is required pursuant to
Sections 95A or 95C of the Act;


to determine whether limited
notification is required pursuant to
Section 95B of the Act;



to determine whether adverse
effects are likely to be more than
minor pursuant to section 95D of the
Act; and



to determine that a person is an
affected person pursuant to Section
95E of the Act.

The power to determine whether a prehearing meeting is required
The power to determine who will chair any
pre-hearing meeting (if one is required)
The power to decide if a hearing is required
The power to fix a commencement date and
time, and the place, of the hearing in
accordance with subsections (2) – (4).
The power to decide if a joint hearing is
required by two or more consent authorities
The power to determine if a combined
hearing is required in respect of 2 or more
resource consent applications
The power to approve and impose conditions
on non-notified resource consent
applications or where notified:
- No submissions are received; or
-

Delegate
Level 3
Level 2
Level 2

Level 2

Level 2
Level 3

Level 2
Level 2

Level 2

No request is made for a hearing; or
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Section

114
125
127

128
129 &
132

139

139A
142

145
149,
149B,
149G(3)

168,
168A,
169, 171

176A

The Powers, Functions and Duties to:
- The need for a hearing has been
averted by a submission being
withdrawn
Note: by default the decision to decline an
application is delegated to the Regulatory
Committee
The power to organise the release of
decisions
The power to extend the period in which a
resource consent lapses.
The power to consider an application to
cancel or vary a condition of resource
consent that do not require a hearing.
The power to review consent conditions
The power to issue a notice of review
The power to make decisions on a review of
consent conditions for applications which did
not require a hearing.
The power to consider an application or
certificate of compliance
The power to issue and sign a certificate of
compliance as authorised officer
The power to issue an existing use certificate
The power to request the Minister to call in a
matter that is or is part of proposal of
national significance
The power to lodge a matter with the
Environment Protection Agency
Respond to request from Environmental
Protection Agency for further information
Provide Environmental Protection Agency
with required information
Prepare report in response to request from
the Environmental Protection Agency
The power to notify a requirement in
accordance with S93(2) and determine which
persons and bodies shall be served notice of
requirement and to arrange its public
notification
The power to request further information or
commission reports
The power to consider an application for an
outline plan and recommend changes if
necessary
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Level 3
Level 2
Level 2

Level 2
Level 3
Level 2

Level 2
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

Level 1
Level 3
Level 3
Level 3
Level 2

Level 1 and 2
Level 2

79

Section

181

182(5)

184 &
184A
189 &
189A,
190 &
191

220
(1)(b)
(2)(a)
221

222
223
224
226

239(2)
240

The Powers, Functions and Duties to:
The power to consider an application for a
waiver of an outline plan
The power to consider and make decisions
on an application for an alteration of a
designation
The power to consider an application to
remove a designation or remove part of a
designation
The power to consider and decide on a
longer time frame to give effect to a
designation
The power to notify a requirement for a
Heritage Order in accordance with S93(2)
and determine which persons and bodies
shall be served notice of requirement and to
arrange its public notification
The power to request further information or
commission reports
Authority to undertake online registration of
certificates as authorised officer.

Delegate
Level 2

The power to impose as a condition requiring
a consent notice or vary a condition of
relating to a consent notice
The power to certify a consent notice as an
authorised officer
The power to certify a completion certificate
The power approve a survey plan
The power to issue a certificate pursuant to
S224
The power to consider an application under
S226
The power to issue a certificate pursuant to
S226
Authority to undertake online registration of
certificates as authorised officer.
The power to impose a condition requiring a
covenant be registered
The power to cancel a covenant against the
transfer of allotment
The power to certify a covenant or
cancellation of covenant as Authorised
Officer

Level 2
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Level 5

Level 5

Level 5

Level 5
Level 3

Level 3
Level 3
Level 3
Level 3
Level 2
Level 3
Level 3
Level 2
Level 2
Level 3

80

Section
241

243

311, 314,
315, 316,
320, 321

322, 323,
325,
325A&
325B

336

327

The Powers, Functions and Duties to:
The power to consider and decide on an
application to cancel a condition in whole or
in part under Section 241(3)
The power to certify documentation under
S241(3)
The power to grant, surrender, transfer, vary
or cancel or surrender easements
The power to certify documentation
The power to apply to the Environment
Court for an enforcement order pursuant to
Section 314 or for an interim enforcement
order pursuant to Section 320
The power to make decisions on any matters
relating to applications for enforcement
orders (including any application to change
or cancel enforcement order)
The power to issue abatement notices and to
make decisions relating to abatement
notices.
The power to enforce compliance with
abatement notice and cancellation of
abatement notice
The power to place restrictions on
enforcement orders
Delegation of all powers to determine the
return of property seized under S323 and
328.
The power to issue and effect compliance
with excessive noise direction

332 &
333

The power of entry for inspection
The power of entry for survey connected
with preparation, change or review of a
policy statement or plan

343 A - D

The power to issue infringement notices

357

The power to consider and make decisions
on application for objections for an
application which does not require a hearing
The power to decide whether an objection
requires a hearing
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Delegate
Level 2

Level 3
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
To be carried out in accordance with
Enforcement & Complaints/Compliance
Delegation above.

Level 4
To be carried out in accordance with
Enforcement & Complaints/Compliance
Delegations above

Level 1

Level 4
To be carried out in accordance with
Enforcement & Complaints/Compliance
Delegations above
Level 4
To be carried out in accordance with
Enforcement & Complaints/Compliance
Delegations above
Level 4
To be carried out in accordance with
Enforcement & Complaints/Compliance
Delegations above
Level 2

Level 2

81

Section
410
First
Schedule
(Clauses
3, 3B, 5,
7, 16A &
23)

The Powers, Functions and Duties to:
Authority to consider and impose conditions
on a Development
The power to determine which persons and
bodies shall be consulted with in the
preparation, change, variation or review of a
proposed plan
The power to consult with iwi
The power to determine which persons and
bodies shall be served with a copy of any
proposed District Plan, or Change to a
District Plan, and to arrange public
notification
The power to give public notice of
submissions
The power to require further information, or
to commission a report, in order to consider
a request for a plan change

Delegate
Level 2
Level 5

Level 5
Level 5

Level 5
Level 5

Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
Pursuant to section 196 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 the Chief Executive Officer of the
local authority is appointed to the role of secretary of the District Licensing Committee (DLC).
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Section

Description

Delegate

64

Issue a licence, certificate, or authority Secretary of the DLC
(endorsed, where appropriate, as the authority
or committee has directed) to the applicant

66

Keep a record of every application filed with the Secretary of the DLC
licensing committee and the decision on the
application and a register of licensees to whom
special licences have been issued by the
committee, recording all prescribed particulars
relating to those licences.

66(3)

Must send to the secretary of the licensing Secretary of the DLC
authority a copy of every application made to the
committee, and a copy of every decision made
by it.

72

Issue a duplicate licence or certificate to the Secretary of the DLC
holder if they at satisfied the licence or
certificate has been lost or destroyed.

73

Notify the secretary of the licensing authority if Secretary of the DLC
a licence or certificate has been surrendered

102,128
140

Must give a copy of every objection to the Secretary of the DLC
applicant.

103,
141,
220,
225

Must send to the applicant a copy of any report Secretary of the DLC
filed with the licensing committee

139

May require an applicant to give public notice of Secretary of the DLC
a special licence

155

On notice of appeal must send to the secretary Secretary of the DLC
of the licensing authority any application and
supporting documents and other papers relating
to the decision appealed against:

203

Sign any decision, order, direction, certificate, or Secretary of the DLC
other document issued by the committee.

283

Fix the earliest practicable date for a public Secretary of the DLC
hearing of an application for a variation,
suspension, or cancellation of special licences

279-291

Powers of enforcement

Inspector

Under Section 187 of the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act the District Licensing Committee has the
following functions.
To consider and determine applications for licences and managers certificates.
To consider and determine applications for renewal of licences and managers certificates
To consider and determine applications for temporary authority
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To consider and determine applications for the variation, suspension, or cancellation of special
licences.
To consider and determine applications for the variation of licences (other than special licences)
unless the application is brought under section 280
With the leave of the chairperson for the licensing authority, to refer applications to the licensing
authority
To conduct inquiries and to make reports as may be required of it by the licensing authority
Under the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act the District Licensing Committee has the following powers.
188
All the powers conferred on it by or under this Act or any other Act, and all powers
as may be reasonably necessary to enable it to carry out its functions.
213
Power to exempt the holder of a special licence from the requirement to appoint at
least one manager.
110,116,132
Power to impose conditions on a licence
127
Extend the period which an application to renew a licence may be accepted,
providing that the extension must not be later than the date of expiry of the licence

Smoke-Free Environments Act 1990
Section

Description

Delegate

5

Duty of employers to have a policy on smoking;

Manager Support Services

7

Further duties of employers.

Manager Support Services

Telecommunications Act 2001
Section

Description

Delegate

119

Sets out the matters that may be considered in
setting conditions for access to Council roads

Maintenance and Operations Manager

128 –
131

Powers to deal with trees on road verges
interfering with telecommunications networks

Maintenance and Operations Manager

135 –
139

Duty to provide telecommunications networks
access to Council roads

Maintenance and Operations Manager

142 145

Duty to provide telecommunications networks
rights to place cabinets on public roads

Maintenance and Operations Manager

153

Provides that territorial authority may not
charge rental for access or occupation of road
reserve, however they may rate.

Maintenance and Operations Manager

Transport Act 1962
Section

Description

Delegate

7

Powers of appointment of parking wardens

Maintenance and Operations Manager
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30

Powers regarding general penalties

Maintenance and Operations Manager

42A –
43A

Powers regarding infringement notices and fees

Maintenance and Operations Manager

67

Powers regarding the provision of information

Maintenance and Operations Manager

68A

Powers regarding parking wardens

Manager Support Services

70AA

Powers regarding restrictions on heavy traffic
on roads

Maintenance and Operations Manager

72 - 74

Powers regarding transport related bylaws.

Maintenance and Operations Manager

Unit Titles Act 1972
Section

Description

Delegate

5(1)g
and 5A

Powers regarding principal administrative
officer’s certification;
Authority to undertake online registration of
certificates as authorised officer.

One of:
a) Manager Development,
b) Senior Planner, or
c) Planner

Utilities Access Act 2010
Section

Description

Delegate

6

Obligation to comply with the national code of
practice which regulates how access by utility
operators to transport corridors is managed

Maintenance and Operations Manager

Walking Access Act 2008
Section

Description

Delegate

12

As controlling authority for development and
maintenance of walkways

Maintenance and Operations Manager

17

Power to apply to Minister for funds within the
context of approved policy.

Maintenance and Operations Manager

Waste Minimisation Act 2008
Section

Description

Delegate

26, 27

Duty to impose levy on waste disposed of at
disposal facility at prescribed rate

Manager Natural Environment

28

Duty of operator of disposal facility to pay levy
to levy collector

Manager Natural Environment
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32

Duty to spend levy money received on waste
minimisation initiatives or in accordance with a
waste management and minimisation plan

Manager Natural Environment

51

Mandatory requirements for waste assessment

Manager Natural Environment

53

Duty to use any proceeds from a service
undertaken under section 52 in implementing
the waste management and minimization plan.

Manager Natural Environment

54

Duty for territorial authority to provide a
service that collects waste promptly, efficiently
and at regular intervals.

Manager Natural Environment

66

Authority to enforce provisions of bylaw

Manager Natural Environment

73, 74

Authority to initiate proceedings for
infringement offences and to issue and serve
infringement notices

Manager Natural Environment

75

Authority to retain infringement fees

Manager Natural Environment

76

Authority to authorise any officer to be an
enforcement officer.

Manager Natural Environment

77-85

Powers of enforcement officers

Manager Natural Environment

86-87

Duty to keep records and provide details if
required.

Manager Natural Environment

Wild Animal Control Act 1977
Section

Description

Delegate

30 – 31

Powers regarding destruction of wild animals

Manager Support Services

Legislation Affecting Local Authorities as at November 2015
Airport Authorities Act 1966
Animal Welfare Act 1999
Arts Council of New Zealand Toi Aotearoa Act
1994
Auctioneers Act 1928
Bill of Rights Act 1990
Biosecurity Act 1993
Building Act 2004
Building Research Levy Act 1969
Burial and Cremation Act 1964
Bylaws Act 1910
Cadastral Survey Act 2002
Charities Act 2005
Citizenship Act 1977
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Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992
Historic Places Act 1993
Holidays Act 2003
Housing Act 1955
Human Rights Act 1993
Impounding Act 1955
Income Tax Act 2007
Insolvency Act 2006
Interpretation Act 1999
Land Act 1948
Land Drainage Act 1908
Land Transfer Act 1952
Land Transport Act 1998
Limitation Act 2010
86

Civil Aviation Act 1990
Civil Defence Emergency Management Act
2002
Civil List Act 1979
Climate Change Response Act 2002
Commerce Act 1986
Companies Act 1993
Conservation Act 1987
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993
Copyright Act 1994
Counties Insurance Empowering Act 1941
Crimes Act 1961
Disabled Persons Community Welfare Act 1975
District Courts Act 1947
Dog Control Act 1996
Earthquake Commissions Act 1993
Electricity Act 1992
Employment Relations Act 2000
Energy Companies Act 1992
Environment Act 1986
Environmental Protection Authority Act 2011
Equal Pay Act 1972
Fair Trading Act 1986
Fees and Travelling Allowances Act 1951
Fencing Act 1978
Fencing of Swimming Pools Act 1987
Finance Act (No. 2) 1941
Financial Reporting Act 1993
Fire Services Act 1975
Food Act 1981
Forest and Rural Fires Act 1977
Gambling Act 2003
Gas Act 1992
Goods and Services Tax Act 1985
Government Roading Powers Act 1989
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act
1996
Health Act 1956
Railway Safety and Corridor Management Act
1992
Rating Valuations Act 1998
Rates Rebate Act 1973
Reserves Act 1977
Residential Tenancies Act 1986
Resource Management Act 1991
River Boards Act 1980
Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012
Secondhand Dealers and Pawnbrokers Act 2004
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Litter Act 1979
Local Authorities (Members’ Interests) Act 1968
Local Electoral Act 2001
Local Government Act 1974
Local Government Act 2002
Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987
Local Government (Rating) Act 2002
Machinery Act 1950
Major Events Management Act 2007
Marine and Coastal Area (Takutai Moana) Act
2011
Minimum Wage Act 1983
Municipal Insurance Act 1960
National Provident Fund Restructuring Act 1990
New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990
New Zealand Geographic Board (Nga Pou
Taunaha o Aotearoa) Act 2004
New Zealand Library Association Act 1939
New Zealand Public Health and Disability Act
2000
Oaths and Declarations Act 1957
Occupiers Liability Act 1962
Ombudsmen Act 1975
Parental Leave and Employment Protection Act
1987
Plumbers and Gasfitters and Drainlayers Act
2006
Privacy Act 1993
Property Law Act 2007
Prostitution Reform Act 2003
Protected Disclosures Act 2000
Public Bodies Contracts Act 1959
Public Bodies Leases Act 1969
Public Works Act 1981
Queen Elizabeth the Second National Trust Act
1977
Standards Act 1988
Statutory Land Charges Registration Act 1928
Summary Offences Act 1981
Te Ture Whenua Māori Act 1993
Telecommunications Act 2001
Treaty of Waitangi Act 1975
Trespass Act 1980
Trustees Act 1956
Unit Titles Act 1972
Utilities Act 2010
Valuers Act 1948
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Secret Commissions Act 1910
Securities Act 1978
Securities Transfer Act 1991
Smoke-free Environments Act 1990
Soil; Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941
Sovereign’s Birthday Observance Act 1952
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Walking Access Act 2008
Waste Minimisation Act 2008
Weathertight Homes Resolution Services Act
2006
Wild Animal Control Act 1977
Wildlife Act 1953
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Mayor’s Report
The period from 14th of November has passed very quickly.
If there was ever a challenging time to bed in a new Council - it is now. However we are through the
initial impact of this event, which is the largest quake this Country has experienced for many years.
Thankfully it happened in the middle of the night - had this happened during the day, we would have
had a totally different scenario. Imagine Ohau Point at peak time of the day. Unfortunately there
was loss of two lives our thoughts are with the Edgar & Mackinnon families.
I would like to thank all of our staff and Councillors for stepping up and working so hard through this
period and everyone who has helped us in so many ways from across the Country. It proves what a
great nation of people we have.
We have had visits from Messrs. John Key, Gerry Brownlie, Nathan Guy, Hekia Parata, Nick Smith,
Simon Bridges, Andrew Little, Tuoroa Flavell, Stephan Browning and Denise Roche, with more to
come.
There are several support packages out now for the community across industries. The rural industry
have come through a severe drought and price declines in recent times. The Paua and Crayfishers will
be impacted for considerable time. The visitor industry are affected across the board. We visited the
Goose Bay residents on the 1st of December. Those living on the high ground Makura Road are able to
go back in to their homes. Those on the lower area will have to wait for more data work to be done
and a decision on the dam.
Everyone is very supportive of Kaikoura. We need now to turn our thoughts to getting Kaikoura up
and running and strengthening our core business and infrastructure. With the Recovery Teams on
board, we have the opportunity to build the case for Kaikoura alongside our important stakeholders
including local business.
With the pressure on the Southern regions from visitors there is a strong case to provide better
access via road, air and sea. We have been courting hotel developers in recent times, now is the time
to make this happen, we have had an extended airport runway, dredging of the harbour and
construction of a marina on the radar plus a combined sports facility. These are the game changers
for Kaikoura and now is the time to build a strong case to take to Central Government for discussion
and action. Thank you all for your work throughout the year and I hope you can get some relaxation
over the Xmas period.
Winston Gray
Mayor

